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Special Note;

In my earlier booklet :UFOs; A History, 1952; November-

December,pages 47-48, there is a reference to a "Summer "
Study Report." My first impression was that this report

was the CIA OSI study effort of August 1952. This im

pression turned out to be incorrect. What the "Summer

Study" really was is discussed in this booklet. The story
of this study is quite important.



INTRODUCTION

In 1949 the success of Communism in China raised the frightening pros

pect of a hostile Sino-Soviet military colossus, and when the Russians
exploded its own A-bomb in August that year it meant that America could
no longer even count on a technological advantage.

To meet the challenge many super-secret deliberations were convened,

and one of the first decisions was the Air Force Science Advisory Board
authorizing the "Air Defense Systems Engineering Committee" to be headed
by Air Force scientist Dr. George Valley.

However, as many new committees and projects came under consideration,

a serious difficulty arose. This difficulty had to do with policy.
The policy problem originated with the brilliant Dr. Robert Oppenheimer

who was chairman of the important General Advisory Committee which made
him the top man in America's nuclear weapon development and research pro
gram. Oppenheimer either served on, or acted as a consultant to, every

committee and project of consequence.

The first hint of trouble was when Air Force Chief of Staff General
Hoyt Vandenberg snubbed Oppenheimer by selecting Dr. Vannevar Bush to
study the evidence of the Russian detonation. Moreover, when scientists
Ivan Getting and Louis Ridenour suggested a special strategic nuclear
weapon study, General Vandenberg and Air Force Secretary Thomas Finletter
issued direct orders to bar Oppenheimer from any role and also to forbid
the GAC chief access to classified Air Force documents. These examples
of animosity were due to Oppenheimer1 s attitude toward something the Air
Force High Command wanted very badly.

When Russia became a nuclear power, some American physicists suggested
that America could regain military supremacy by building a hydrogen bomb.
Theoretical work on a super-bomb had been conducted in a leisurely fash
ion since the end of World War II and although little had been done it was
felt the principle was feasible. Shortly after learning of the Russian
nuclear test, president Truman phoned Oppenheimer to ask what he believed
should be the appropriate response. Oppenheimer merely replied:"Keep your

shirt on."
When Dr. Edward Teller was told about Oppenheimer1 s air of unconcern,

he was outraged and immediately launched a personal campaign to win sup
port for a high priority H-bomb project. A passionate anti-Communist,
Teller's view was that America had to deal with Russia from a position of
superiority --not parity. Other influential persons rallied to Teller
like Dr. Luis Alvarez and Dr. Daivd Griggs, as did General Jimmy Doolittle,
retired but still a high level consultant to the Air Force.

The Air Force High Command agreed totally with these men. The dominant
Air Force view, strongly held by men like Generals Vandenberg and Le May,
and Secretary Finletter, was that all resources should be reserved for
strategic bombardment and if a big bomb could be built, the bigger the bomb
the better.

Oppenheimer opposed the "super" on two grounds, one ethical and one prac
tical. His ethical reason was that the proposed H-bomb would be so incred
ibly destructive it would far exceed any rational military justification, so
its use would be immoral. His practical reason was that it would be simple
and cheap just to boost the power of conventional fission bombs to a 500
kiloton size which would adequate for strategic purposes and thereby permit
much of the nation's limited resources to be allocated to a tactical de-



fense of Western Europe and to the development of an air defense network for

North America. This would also allow all three military services to take

part in the nuclear weapon program.

With the foregoing in mind, one can understand why Oppenheimer and those

who shared his ideas were not very popular people with the Air Force's stra

tegic theorists.*

Because it appeared America had demoblized too quickly after World War

II in view of the international situation, President Truman requested a

review and an accessment of the nation's military and foreign policies,

which in large part included discussions about Russia becoming a nuclear

power and the proposal to develope the hydrogen weapon. Five months later,

while such studies were being carried out, the Korean War started which gave

tremendous impetus to hawks like Teller who felt sterner measures were need

ed for apparently the Communists were choosing a "hot" war in spite of
America's fisson bomb arsenal.

Late in 1950 a "Long Range Objective Panel" was appointed to study mil

itary tactics, strategy, and the relationship of nuclear weapons to foreign

policy. Oppenhemier managed to chair this group but he was balanced by

the selection of two pro-Teller people, Dr. Alvarez and Dr. Griggs. Dr.

Alvarez had a strong bond to the strategic bombing Generals. During the

Second World War he did work on the Manhattan project at Los Alamos and

also found time to invent his "Long Eagle" bombing radar at M.I.T's Rad

iation Laboratory. Dr. Griggs had strong ties too, helping establish the

RAM) coporation in 1947 in order to bring systematic and analytical think

ing to bear on Air Force tactics and strategy, and during the latter months

of World War II headed a special investigation, with Dr. Alvarez and Dr. H.

P. Robertson, into a strange phenomenon annoying Air Force air strikes on

Germany and Japan, a phenomenon dubbed the "foo fighters."

The expression 'foo fighter" brings up the subject of UFOs. Many of

the names in this essay show up in UFO literature for good reason.

Back in 1949 when Dr. George Valley of M.I.T. was concerned with Air

Defense Systems, he authored a summation of project SIGN(conducted by Dr.

James B. Conant who shared Dr. Oppenhemier's position on the H-bomb). This

project had collected data on reports of unidentified aerial intruders in

America's airspace, the so-called "flying saucers." SIGN was surprisingly

inconclusive in regards to a possible novel Russian aircraft, and even en
tertained, believe it or not, an extraterrestrial solution.

The aerial mystery received intensive official scrutiny when the "green
fireballs" appeared over highly sensitive atonic installations in New Mexico

during the Winter of 1948-49. Dr. Joseph Kaplan of the U.S. Air Force Scien

tific Advisory Board took charge of a special inquiry beginning on February 16,

1949. He pondered the mystery for months, trying all the time to get more

data, meanwhile Russia exploded its bomb. General C.P. Cabell of AFOIN,Washing-

* Oppenhemier also did not endear himself to the Air Force by his opposition
to the nuclear-powered bomber project which was finally canceled as being a

technological flop in 1960 after a billion dollars had been wasted.



ton, who had requested Dr. Kaplan to investigate the "fireballs," wanted answers
but Kaplan put him off and asked to confer with Dr. Teller and Dr. George Gamow
(another pro-strategic bombing advocate). Events are murky but the fireball
problem was shunned aside by calling it a possible geomagnetic phenomenon, and
the flying saucer project, GRUDGE, was killed off almost immediately after Gen
eral Vandlnberg's air sampling aircraft detected traces of the Russian nuclear
explosion. UFO reports were still being forwarded to Wright Field, but they
were not being investigated or verified. General Cabell was evidently kept in
the dark about this until the Ft. Monmouth incident of September 20, 1951 when
he personally took an interest in the New Jersey case in order to assist a Mr.
Johnson and a Mr. Brewster of Republic Aviation who were standing in for a group
of top U.S. Industrialists and scientists" which was, evidently, a project

LINCOLN "
Much is still highly classified and therefore not available to elucidate

us, but it is evident that the flying saucer question in 1949-52 had some
effect on the intense, top secret, debates about whether or not to launch a
major acceleration of the arms race. .

What we do know is that the "Long Range Objective Panel" did authorize
a narrowly focused effort, which was to analyze proposed means to develope
an air defense network for the continental United States called project

LINCOLN. While we do not know who voted for LINCOLN on the LROP, or how
they felt about it, its possible it was Oppenhemier's idea.

Dr. Griggs became alarmed in 1951 when he heard rumors that prospective
members of project LINCOLN were being told that for the sake of world peace
the Air Defense Command should be strengthen and the Strategic Air Command
sacrificed, done away with to demonstrate the lack of aggressive intentions
of the United States. Dr. Griggs blamed this on what he called the "ZORC
cabal," a group composed of Drs. Zacharias, Oppenhemier, Rabi, and C.C.
Lauritsen, which was suppositively engaged in "nefarious anti-Air Force

schemes." , , . „ . ,nr-r
The climax of the "Teller-Oppenhemier" battle was reached in March 1953

when the newly elected president, Dwight Eisenhower, was forced to make a
decision whether to approve a big expansion of the Air Defense Command which
the Air Force top brass feared would-be done at the expense of the Strategic

Air Command.
' It should be clear to the reader at this point that the Air Force had a

very good reason to be anti-UFO besides the ones usually assigned that ser
vice branch by students of the aerial phenomenon. Apparently the subborn
ability of the UFOs to remain unexplained gave aid and comfort to the q?pen-
hemier crowd. The timing of the "Robertson Panel," which is covered in
this booklet, may not have been accidental, convened as it was just before

Eisenhower's decision.
More about all this is given in the text that follows.
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Finally, as we shall see, UFO sightings continued throughout the year
The southern shift.
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Rhodesia, South Africa.
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obtained a strange picture which shows a funny-looking "discoid shape" but one
critic claims that a close examination disclosed "tightly spaced vapor trails"
produced by an aircraft as the UFO. 3.4.

Some years later South African Defense Headquarters admitted that its Royal
Air Force had entered into a regular exchange of UFO information with the U.S.
military as early as 1953. Little evidence of such activity can be found in
official files available. 5.

The "second wave."

A faint indication of a "second wave" continued to manifest itself with re
ports coming in from the northern tier of the U.S. and northern Europe.

On January 1, 1953 a U.S. Air Force enlisted man at Oldtown, Maine, notified
the Air Defense Command radar site, the 765th AC5W squadron,Charlestown, that
the following was observed:

"A round, small object, whirling on top, looked like a star with a ring
around it, flasing on and off [was seenl. It moved in a NNE direction,
changing direction and color simultaneously, flashing the following
colors in sequence green, white, red, blue and white. Object would
spin, stop, spin in the opposite direction, and stop again." 6.

Craig, Montana.

According to a witness:

"...on the night of January 1, 1953, at approximately 2045,[I]...
sighted an object which to the best of my knowledge was a flying
saucer. I was driving my car ten miles south of Cascade, near the
Missouri River, on highway 91 when I saw this object. When I first
saw the object I estimate that it was five miles away, and it came
right at me, and when it was 100 to 200 feet over the river and
directly opposite me, it started to climb rapidly, staying in a hori
zontal position at all times. It continued to climb until out of
sight.

"The closest the object came to me was 50 to 100 yards away, and
approximately 50 to 100 feet above the river. The object was silver
in color, shaped as a saucer, and had a reddish glow from the bottom.
The weather conditions were clear, a bright moonlit night* with a
slight wind.

"The object appeared from the south-west and headed towards the
north-east when out of sight. I estimate that I saw the object when
it was five miles in front of me, and kept it in sight until it was
five miles away from me. I estimate that it was in my sight for
approximately ten seconds, therefore I estimate the speed at 3600
miles per hour." 7.

Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Directly north of Montana, and some 15 minutes after the incident at
Craig, a luminous object was seen above the northwest horizon by a man
and his wife living in Calgary, Alberta. The couple viewed the bright
object as it hovered motionless for some ten minutes. After that period
the thing shot away with:"fantastic acceleration." 8.

Public awareness.

A brilliant "explosive" flash detected on the planet Mars by the Japanese



astronomer Tsuneo Saheki in 1952 prompted Bill Kreh of HIT magazine to write
an article for the January 1953 issue that asked :"Do theTTartians Have the
Atom Bomb?" Equally farfetched was Trop Me Ckusky's essay in the January
issue of SIR! entitled: :Did The Abominable Snowman Come From Mars?'

More soEir reading could be found in the January issue of Popular Science
entitled:""How To Expose Flying Saucers" by Ralph Steiner who suggested that
the magazine1 s readership could build a camera equipped with a diffraction
grating in imitation of an announced U.S. Air Force UFO sky search project.

A publication not readily available to the general public but of interest
nonetheless, Air Craft Flash, the monthly publication of the Civilian Ground
Observer Corp¥T"had a UFO article on page four of its January issue. The
article discussed a hypothetical UFO case, which at first seemed mysterious
but later proves to be a balloon. According to the article, the Air Defense
Command was interested in unusual aerial phenomena and had distributed a
special regulation to that effect. 9.

"Quick reaction Intelligence team."

The following may not be what the GOC writer alluded to since it was of a
classified nature but in any case it is certainly of interest to the UFO his
torian. On January 3, 1953 Air Defense Command Regulation 24-4 authorized
manpower for the 4602nd Air Intelligence Squadron. The mission of this unit
was the quick reaction to recover "people, paper, and hardware" for Intelligence
information that could contribute in any way to the air defense of the United
States. 10.*

By mid year UFO investigations would be turned over to the 4602nd, a well
trained and well equipped organization. It may be only a coincidence, but no
sooner had this unit been established,and made ready, it received its UFO job.

The complete history of this obviously sensitive military organization is
hard to obtain, of course,, but the need for such an outfit was real enough to
some in the Air Force. Whether one believed in the extratraterrestrial theory
or the Russian theory to explain UFOs, plainly someone in the High Command
thought it was the right moment to establish such a special group, although we
know the military had been sending out search teams for years prior to 1953.
The reader of these lines can well imagine the Air Force's need for a "quick
reaction" to a "saucer crash" since that would certainly be an extremely sen
sitive event. In fact, subborn rumors of the recovery of several flying disc
fragments had surfaced in 1952 when it was said a ground team recovered some
bits of metal from the yard of a Maryland fanner during the Washington D.C. UFO

*An official Air Force document dated years later (13 November 61) des
cribed the duties of the 1127th USAF Field Activities Group which inherited
the work of the 4602nd:"Unidentified Flying Objects (UFO) rHeadquarters USAF
has established a program for the investigation of reliably reported unident
ified flying objects within the United States. AFR 200-2 delineates 1127th
collection responsibilities." (Air Force Regulation 220-2 specifies how in
vestigations into UFO reports are to be conducted and by whom public state

ments shall be made.)



The "Condon report" claims that the Air Force said it had

SS The most important part of Knowles missive reads:

M
The continuing George Adamski story.

The Air Force was not blind to the this phenomenon of Adamski and others

of his ilk:

to explain the situation." 15.

The situation at Palomar Gardens.

* The reader is referred to the booklet UFOs A History: 1952 November-
December pp.8-9.
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Eau Gallie, Florida

4 January



A woman named "Irma" visited Palomar Gardens on January 3, 1953 and she
seems to have been a rational witness to the situation there. In a written

_.,.«* . statement made in 1955 this woman states that she remembers Lucy Me Ginnis,

Adamski's private secretary, taking her aside and making a "very confidential"
request for money. According to Irma the Palomar group never seemed to have

two nickles to rub together. Irma also noticed that a cabin was under con

struction which was to house George Hunt Williamson, Karl Hunrath, and Jerrold

Baker. All three had moved in bag and baggage late in 1952(This did could

not have helped the money problem any). 16.

Irma would later marry Baker and had nothing negative to say about him.

As for the other two, Hunrath, she was told, was an "inventor par excellence."

The German gentleman bragged that he had devised a "magnetic frequency mach

ine" that was suppose to "force down flying saucers " and was having it ship

ped to California so it could be set up at Palomar Gardens. Of Williamson,

she knew little except that the man had been in "low spirits" for some time

and Adamski was doing his best to perk him up.

The trio of Baker, Hunrath, and Williamson were making plans to establish

what they called the:"Adaraski Foundation." This "foundation" was to be

some sort of clearing house for UFO data, a "Grand Authority" which would

draw upon the expertise of all three. Hunrath's contribution was to be the

"electromagnetic machine" he had dubbed "Bosco." On the other hand, William

son advoided the nuts and bolts approach and favored the occult, slipping into

trances during which "space intelligences" would use his vocal chords to

mumble elaborate messages, some of them unintelligible. Being heavy on the
psychic or occult did not have great appeal to Adamski. Adamski did have

a pragmatic side as indicated by his flirtation with socialism, but a case

might be made for Adamski feeling his place as top dog was challenged by

Williamson taking on the role of "oracle." 17.

Once Irma confronted Adamski about his method of educating people about his
teachings,and the long time radio/lecture circuit veteran told her:'...he
couldn't be too 'mystical" because people wanted things on a very material
basis." 18. * /

According to Irma , Hunrath was also beginning to practice occultism. This
new interest by Hunrath as well as the inventor's other odd personality traits
started to really get on Adamski's nerves. George Williamson's "low element"
moods were also becoming triesome. To Adamski the three men were just hang
ing around and freely partaking of the food of the Cafe with no advantage to
him or his other followers.

January 4th. "Flying cigars over Haifa."

According to the Jerusalem Post:

"Four men returning from work in the Haifa Bay area to town saw a
'flying cigar' emerge from the clouds over a quarry 4.5 kilometers on
the Haifa-Nasareth Road at 4:12 p.m., one of them told the Post today.
"The object was fairly low, was cigar-shaped, and moved at great
speed. Three bright lights, at either end and in the center, made the
object clearly visible he said.

"The cigar disappeared in 80 to 90 seconds after it changed direction
over Nan Sha'aura.

"Two flyinR saucers were seen over Mt. Camel last Thursday by several
persons." 19,

Blue lit object over Florida.



Florida:

"Four miles north of Eau Gallie, Florida, the east side of US^l, 4
January 53 at approximately 1845 hours Mrs (...deleted) sighted an

object that resembled the 'Davis Air Craft Wing.' There was not any

fuselage. The object was 500 feet or less in altitude flying very

fast 500 miles per hour or more. Mrs. (...deleted) saw the object

for 2 or 3 seconds. It approached from a north-northwest direction

in a slight turn and departed in a south-southwest direction. There

was not any sound. The light from the Neon signs on the 'Westchester

Motor Court' illuminated the lower surface of the object. Mr. (...
deleted) saw at least four and not more than ten blue lights on the
lower surface as shown in his drawing which is inclosed. The Weather

on the evening of 4 January 1953 was cold, clear and little or no

wind. Mrs. (...deleted) was within 250 to 350 feet of the spot where

the object appeared to be passing over. No one saw this object to

the best of my knowledge but Mr. (...deleted)." 20.

The Air Force commented:"conclusion unknown." Also:°Subject worked

with the FBI in Puerto Rico. Had dealings with a Mr. (...deleted) then di

rector of the FBI. Subject does not drink. Subject is cleared up to and

including SECRET." 21.

"Radiation correlations?"

Following through on earlier inquiries, Capt. Ruppelt and Lt. Olsson of

BLUE BOOK were scheduled to be in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Sunday, January

4, 1953 to hold a meeting in Lt.Glen D. Parrish's office, Director of Intelli

gence, 34th Air Division, Kirtland AFB. The meeting had been cleared with
the Atomic Energy Commission's Division of Military Application, Washington

D.C. back on December 29, 1952. The purpose of the meeting was discuss the
possible correlations between the detection of radiation from unknown sources

and unidentified flying objects. Those asked to attend were Los Alamos

scientists named:"Mr. Carter, Mr. Gittings, and a Mr. Simmons." Also asked

to attend was Dr. William R. Perret of "Division 5111" of the Sandia Corpor

ation, who expressed a desire to be present. Sandia Base requested the BLUE

BOOK representatives to stop by on January 6th. 22.

"Flying Saucer Warning."

Increased UFO activity in northern Europe evidently triggered the" strange

order from the Danish General Staff to the country's military forces on Jan

uary 6, 1953. The order was a "Flying Saucer Warning" to the military ask
ing all personnel to be alert to aerial objects of an unexplainable nature

and the quick reporting of anything sighted. 23.

"Arrowhead" over Dallas.

Something very odd excited the countryside to the northeast of Dallas on

January 6th. A newspaper clipping from the Dallas Times-Herald on file with
the Air Force tells some the reactions by witnesses. For reasons best known
to the military censors, names in the article were deleted:

"(...deleted), fire department radio dispatcher, said he and other
firemen viewed the object after receiving a call from the Love Field

tower.

'"I wish I'd never seen it,' (...deleted) said. 'It's too fantastic,

and now there'll be a lot of talk. I just wish I'd never seen it.'



ARROW-LIKE OBJECT SEEN

HIGH IN SKY OVER DALLAS

SEEK OVER DAIXAS -Wylle V. Moore, a
Love Field control towerman at Dallas, drew
this sketch to illustrate what he saw over

I Dallas early Tuesday. Moore said the odd-
■ looking "flying saucer" flew at 2,000 feet
I

four or five minutes. He said the object,
which appeared to be flaming, turned and

started straight up at a speed he estimated at

600 to 700 miles an hour.—(United Press
Telephoto)

DALLAS. Jan. 6—UP—A brilliant,

arrow-shaped object, whlco could

| have been an exploding star, or a
•reflection, but upon which at leas:

itwo observers reported seeing
|swept-back wings, hung In the sky

I north and northeast of Dallas tor

I about two hours early Tuesday

One man who reported seeing
wings on it used a 40-power tele-

• scope; the other used TxSO binocu
lars.

'It looked like a big star, but
seemed to change colors," Uowood

I Martin, an amateur aitronomtr
who used the telescope, said.
"U had swept-bick wings with a

red glow toward the front The
wings were blue and the center
white. It moved forward and then
backward and seemed to be going
higher aU the time."
M. F. Fetchenback, a traffic con

troller at the Love (Air) Field con
trol tower, looked at the object
through binoculars and said It ap-
Kared to have "delta-type (swept-

ck> wings and seemed to hover
east and northeast of the field."
Some observers suggested II was

a super-Novae,*or exploding star.
Oscar Monnig of Fort Worth, a well
-to-do amateur astronomer who

has Investigated such phenomena
all over the country, thought U

might be reflection of artificial
light or cirrus clouds

E. M. Brewer of Dallas, presi
dent of the Texas Astronomers'
Association, said only Venus and
Jupiter, among the planets, are
brilliant thli time of year but that
Venus se< at 9 o'clock and Jupiter
about Monday midnight. The object
was first seen in Dallas about 2
a.m.

i>oUce. the Love Find control
tower and newspapers and press
associations got hundreds of tele
phone calls. Police dispatcher
Lewis Passons said many cruising

squad ears radioed In about it
The first report on the object

came from Paris, Tex., about 100
miles northeast of Dallas. An un
identified man said he saw II at
an altitude of about J.500 leet
and chased It in hia automobile.

Wylie Moore, another controller at
Love Fleio. said walling pilots
gathered In the control lower to
watch It and their concensus was
that it was traveling 1,000 mile- an

hour. Ha saw It first at about 30.000
feet
"I marked a spot on the glass

here so I could keep up with It
and within SO minutes rd estimate
It had gone up to 80.000 feet," he
said. "In another hour, it bad gotten
up to 100.000 feet and then, of

course, you could hardly an it"
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SECUaXTX j-h* wiu'Mi xvii

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

INFORMATION FROM

FOREIGN DOCUMENTS OR RADIO BROADCASTS

Diaspora - Rumania; Israel

Political - Communist propaganda

Seniweekly newspaper

Bucharest

18 Oct 1952

Rumanian

»3 t»4. or mi u.s. eoac. *i uKaoio. its tcmimiium o« mi.

latios or iti ceaTmTs To «a icckipt •* m uaMjTMMiuo fiiun If

REPORT NO. 00 -W-2l»955

CD NO. ac~£-<>£

DATE OF

INFORMATION ip=2

DATE DIST. f Jan 1S53

NO. OF PAGES 3

SUPPLEMENT TO '

REPORT NO.

SOURCE Viata Noua.

THIS IS UNEVALUATED INFORMATION

DECLASSIFIED

by Executive Ordar o

the President of the

USA 10601 - see DHO 3-9

CQMMEST OF RUMAHIAH JBWISS COMWUHIST HEWSPAPSH

OH FLYHIG SAUCEE IBCZSENTS

^ The following article, entitled, "The Effect of War
Hysteria on Israel," by V. Savin, appeared in the Bucharest Ru

manian-language newspaper, Viata Hc^a, organ of the Jewish Democra

tic Committee of Rumania. It reports that the recent flying saucer

incident in Israel as described by Saaretz, Tel Aviv independent

liberal daily newspaper, vaa merely a figment of the viewer's Imngjna-

tlos and characterizes this so-called hallucination a product of US

war propaganda. The article gives an outline of the "fictitious" his

tory of the flying saucer In the 03 and concludes that the US plot to

create war hysteria In this fashion is doomed to failure.

It Is of interest to note that the 2k September 1952 issue of

Eaarets carried a small article, "Flying Saucers Over Haifa," which

reported the witnessing of the second flying saucer incident In Eal£a

<->n 18 September 1952, after a lapse of more than one month between

— <*vfOnnant described the object as a 10- to 12-meter-

at a height

Just pior to the conv2neing of the Robertson Panel (January 8th),the CIA dis
tributed some information from the press of Communist Romania which char
acterized flying saucer reports as the "result of the war hysteria created
by US imperialists." -Loren Gross



Hal1 about 2:30 a-m-«
" * "

WltClied> 'chai«in8 wlors like a diamond,' Mr.

watch^h^MJ^f*r°l0Pt atthe DaHas weather station, said he
watched the object through a six-power telescope.

had a S£i£°E!S;i™ H J- was.vertical " standing on end - and it
naa a definite impression of dimension. At first it changed color
rapidly, from white to blue and then red and green Later it mate-
tamed white with a red spot on the undersSrfSe?" ■ 24
Moreover:

First report on the mystery object came to Love Field at 7:30 p.m.

£"J} T H SvTe^• ^ Paris "an got into his car and
£ he believed tli

j ve Field at 7:30 p.m.
} T Hk- SvTe^• ^ Paris "an got into his car and
V ♦ ^ ' £ he believed ^s traveling at an altitude of
feet, to Cooper, Texas." 25.

Th/twiT lt ^^ pil0ls went to the contro1 tower to view the UFO.
2? ^ f?™fv "^rollers m dut>' submitted statements to the Air Force.
One controller had 10 years on the job and the other one 14.

Che controller named Wylie V. Moore stated:

"I first saw the light at 0105 CST north of the tower. The only
color visible at this time was red. I didn't pay any attention to it,
i •^^?gJlt *$* K *" auTlane. Looking back again I noticed the
light had moved south-southeast to a point east-northeast of the tower

^ca?T!r^ t?tl!rn towa*;ds the toward- What led me to believe this;
was that the light seemed to get brighter. I asked Mr. (.. .deleted),
who was on duty with me, to look at the light. At this time the
light hovered for about ten minutes. I estimated the light to be
50 miles away at about 2500 feet. It is hard to tell the distance,
so therefore my estimate could be wrong. After hovering awhile the
light moved through a 25 degree arc in about twenty minutes going up
but still moving south." 26.

the^JjS?6 KlftS:PTeSSed ^ COntroller for a better Ascription of
"I cannot give the size of the object. At first sight, without
the use of binoculars, the object looked like a star. However, as soon
as I used the binoculars I noticed that the object had a definite shape
As shown in the sketch I drew the object had many colors. Because of
the protruding nose and swept back wings, I thought it might have been
?V Z-Or P°sslbly some kind of delta-wing plane. The outer edges of
the object were very well defined, whereas, the trailing edge with the
colors changing from red to orange seemed to be a jet stream." 27.

January 6th. UFO activity as reported from New Zealand:

"Napier 7 p.m. Large, bright, circular object, fading to a reddish
glow before disappearing. No direction given.

'.'Zg fojlf* 9:27 P-m- Sighted from aircraft. Brilliant orange light,
with reddish tail, moving steadily west to east.

'jPaporoa, 9:28 p.m. Bright orange light, near horizon, moving SE-NW.
^Whangarei, 9:29 p.m. 'Slightly smaller than full moon, with comet-
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"IVhangarei, 9:30 p.m. object 'like a lighted porthole' -suddenly
emitted a burst of rocket-like flame, accelerated to higher altitude,
made a U-turn and finally disappeared over the horizon. Seen fron a
boat on the Ngunguru river.

"Auckland, 9:30 p.m. Luminous cigar-shaped object with an orange

flame at the rear, seen from Henderson Valley district. In view six
seconds, and also seen from Pt. Chevalier and Glendowie.

"Karon, 10:10 p.m. two discs - a blue one above a green one." 28.

January 8th. More UFO activity from New Zealand:

"Mosgiel, 10:20 p.m. Triangular, brilliant reddish glow, which
fa3ecT,11Ten re-appeared with a rising and falling motion, and ac-
compained by a small white light. In sight for ten minutes.

"Koburn, Bright disc, flying on a circular course at about 2,000 feet.
Object had a reddish tail and emitted sparks." 29.

January 8th.

Sixty witnesses!

According to U.S. Air Force BLUE BOOK files members of the 82d Fighter-

Interceptor Squadron stationed at Larson AFB, Washington, saw something:

"At 0715 over sixty varied military and civilian sources observed

one green disc-shaped object. The observations continued for 15

minutes during which time the object moved in a southwesternly dir

ection while bobbing vertically and going sideways. There was no

sound. (The object moved against the wind according to Geiger AFB

Kinds Aloft)" 30.

Formation over Santa Ana.

Air Force BLUE BOOK files tell of another West Coast case:

"At 1927 PST, 9 January 1953 over the city of Santa Ana, Califor
nia, on a heading of 330 degrees my co-pilot, Lt. Charles C. Loveless,
called my attention to a formation of lights approaching the aircraft
from a position of 02:30 o'clock level. The lights approached at a
very rapid rate of closure and I immediately effected a turn to the
left. The lights stopped and appeared to hold the same position
Momentarily and then made a slight rise and disappeared. The total
time of sighting was approximately 5 seconds. I immediately called
Los Angeles radio and informed them of time, altitude and position of
the objects. The weather was clear in the vicinity at the time of
the sighting. As both pilots were familier with the reflection
characteristics of the B-29 cockpit, these were checked to insure it
was not a ground reflection within the cockpit. There was nor air
craft in the immediate vicinity and none was reported by Air Traffic
Control and military Flight Service. The lights seemed to appear in
a slightly bent V-formation and were blue in color. The formation
appeared to change from a bank to a level position then stopped and
banked away just before disappearing." 31.

Another New Zealand incident. On January 9th-

"Christchurch, 9:00 p.m. Seen through telescope:'Dull disc of light.1
Yellow-orange, almost circular with slight flattening over l/3rd of its
circumference. No tail. In sight for 30 minutes. Observed by a
member of the press." 32.



UFOs are American?

It might have been just the idea of the newspaper editor, or it might
have, and this is an interesting thought, been the result of a "psycholog-

cal warfare" policy now being implemented. (See newspaper clipping)

Santa Fe Paper Says' Fantastic' Rocket, '•

MissileAdvancesMay Explain'SaucersL
! Proving Grounds In soutnerrilSANTA FE. N M. Jan 9

—The Santa Fe New Mexican

said today it has learned of

fantastic strides In guided mis-

'sites and rockets which may

partially explain reported sight-

Ings of strange objects in the

bv Managing

t h

skies

In an article

Editor Richard W. Everett the

capital dally newspaper reported

.it has learned of "unbelievable"

advancements In guided missiles

and high speed, high altitude

rockets in experiments centet

Ing in New Mexico

THE NEWSPAPER said that
although details still are

shrouded In official secrecy, the
wraps may be removed from

some aspects of the program at

a special demonstration. The

information ftom

unofficial sources,

| event. 1t said, now tentatively

| Is _scheduled_ for White ..Sands

! Pog oud I l
I New Mexico -within a few|
months

Based on

official and

the New Mexican said, 'the

most logical conclusion" is that

the country's guided missiles

expei ts have succeeded "In

developing unmanned craft!

j capable of maneuverability,!
range, and speeds heretofore]

undreamed of except In comic

strips" |

IT NO'IED SUCH maneuver]
lability "often has played a

part in reported sightings of.

'glowing, skyborne 'things' and.

added that rocket-powered. uu-|
manned guided missiles could. Everett sjid" his" stor^ wi?
maneuvei In trajectories which based on extenslve jnv'estiga-'
conventional winged aircrafU Uons and interviews—some'
and human crews could no»wlth officais )n Washington—

. __ Jover_a_pjerlod_of several months^stand

January 10th.

"Violent maneuvers."

Air Force BLUE BOOK files state:

"On 10 January 1953, between 1546 hours and 1600hours, PST, Colonel

(...deleted) USAF (Ret) and Mr. (...deleted) of the Federal Security
Agency, San Francisco, California, observed an unidentified flying

object while 8 miles northwest of Sonoma, California, from a knoll in

in the hills northwest of the Sonoma Valley. The object was sighted
at a 45 degree angle northwest from the location of the observers at
a very high altitude, so high that the object was compared to the flat

head of a pin held two feet fran the eye. Speed was estimated at
four times the speed of a jet aircraft with accompanying sound

similar to the USAF F-86 jet at high altitude. There was no change
in sound tone or volume during maneuvers. Unusual maneuvers made

by the object were:(1) - Three 360 degree tight turns to the right,
taking 2 to 3 seconds to complete each turn;(2) - Two right angle 90

degree turns, first to the right, then to the left; (3) - The object
slowed down to almost a complete stop, then accelerated to high
speed again, making this maneuver twice. The object then rose
vertically and disappeared from view. Total tijne of observation

was estimated to be between 60 to 75 seconds. There were no radar
contacts \\ith this object. No other observations of this object

are known to have been made." 33.
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Air Force BLUE BOOK scientific advisor J. Allen Hynek was deeply puzzled
bv the report. Dr. Hynek later wrote:

"Here we are certainly driven to the edge of reality! Either these
men deliberately made this story up or it happened much as they said.
Their qualifications argue strongly against a hoax, and their techni
cal training would indicate that when they say the object made a tight
360 degree turn, it made a tight 360 degree turn!" 34.

Enthusiasm ebbs at Palomar.

On January 10th Irma(the woman we referred to earlier) paid another visit
to Palomar Gardens,and on this occasion the trio of "space experts," Baker,
Hunnrath, and Williamson, shoved her a hieroglyphic-like message that was
supposed to have been dropped from a "Venusian scout ship" that SKooped over
Adamski's property back on December 13, 1952. The markings were scribbled
on a semi-transparent glass plate so Hunnrath, the "engineer," rigged a de

vice to project the message on a screen. Irma didn't say anything but she
mentally scoffed at the business doubting that the so-called space beings

who were suppose to have the resources of a super-science would resort to
something so crude. Irma also made a mental note of the lack of sociability
on the part of her hosts, the men showing much less enthusiam than before and
wandering off immediately after the slide show. She sensed trouble. 35.

January 12th.

Trouble at Palomar Gardens.

Writing about the incident years later, George Adamski explained that a
^ailing out between him and his trio of admirersrHunrath, Baker, and William
son, was precipitated by the arrival Hunrath's "magnetic machine" the morning
of January 12th when one of Hunrath's friends dropped it off after driving all
the way from Wisconsin with "bosco" in the trunk of his car. Setting up the odd
machine Hunrath boasted that the device could create a "magnetic fault"
that could disrupt the engine of any flying saucer had dared to venture near

the slopes of Mt. Palomar. That this might injure his "Venusian friends"
didn't seem to faze .Adamski who didn't lose his temper until Hunrath happened
to remark that ordinary civilian and military aircraft would also be endanger

ed. To Adamski that was going too far. Hunrath, Adamski loudly announced,

was unethical and unpatriotic! (This was all -quite silly of course but Adamski

was seeking some pretext to blow his top.)

Ordered to leave Palomar Gardens immediately, Hunrath balked,but it did no
good to argue. Adamski had made up his mind that Hunrath must go. Baker

felt it was best that he leave also, so he and Hunrath gathered up their few
belongings and threw them into the latter1s green Crosley Station Wagon. When

they were loaded up, Baker and Hunrath set out for Los Angeles. Williamson

also took the hint and soon departed. 36.

The wcman named Irma, who had been to Palomar Gardens just two days before

and who had sensed some tension, received a phonecall from a distraught Lucy

Me Ginnis, Adamski's secretary, on the afternoon of the 12th. Lucy excited

ly tried to explain that Hunrath was going to "make planes crash" using his

"awful machine" and that Adamski wanted Irma to contact the FBI. Hestiant,

Irma instead called a friend who urged her to do what Adamski suggested. In

a short time she did manage to contact both the FBI and the Air Force. 37.

FBI records.
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, and per-

fore they returned to San Diego 38

Donald Keyhoe and the Tremonton film.

Keyhoe gets impatient.

Mid-month found Donald Keyhoe anixously waiting for the official re-
SL ^CTQnton film an event he thought miht b hdlind 2

ye anixously waiting for the official re
film, an event he thought might be headlined 2

£f^,aCr°SS *6 natiOT: Impatiently Keyhoe met with editor Ken
of True magazine and the magazine's aviator writer John DuBarry to

ss syr- s
January 13, 1953.

°f
' -he ^r Force has taken time out to deny Donald E

's assertion that it has secret motion pictures that prove
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flying saucers are interplanetary craft. No films mt in *„ •♦ k
outsiders are believed to have any particular sl£3fSSc?.?" Vs.*

Briefing the Air Defense Conmand.

witn^ColSIef^rcL^Af1^2 ?*** ^rd^' RuPPel* of B1UE BOOK discussed
a*SST ^oSieXSt^at^K
ing would be "highly advantageous" in that:"By presenting such briefings

cant nebulous reports can be eliminated while the significant
complete and contain more useable data." 44. In the wake

Summer experience one can see where the briefing

An ADC document detailed how the briefings would be conducted:

"The proposed plan for the briefings would be first to present the

tn^T t<\.H?.ADE',if tMs iS desi'ed- A tour «oul?then S m^Se
J£^£ ? Air Defense Force area, briefing first the ADF HQ force
then each separate Air Division. At the Division level, selected per
sonnel fror. each unit subordinate to the Division (i.e. AC5W Squadrons,
fighter interceptor squadrons, etc.) would be called in for thS briefing
ADC^er!™i1Cl-rt * *»»* .organization on the base, persons other than"
ADC personnel with an official interest could be chosen by the Division
Commander and invited to attend. The number of people to be briefed
would be limited only by the available space and security. The
classification of the briefing will be Secret. The briefing in
general will consist of: 8

-a. A brief history of Project Blue Book.
-b. The philosophy of the project.

-c. Methods of quickly gathering data using available
facilities at an air base,

-d. How a preliminary analysis of reports can be made
in the field,

-e. Preparation of a report for forwarding to ATIC and
HQ USAF.

-f. How ATIC processes FLYOBRPTS." 45.

January 14th.

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

Air Force BLUE BOOK files state:

"At 0630 local time, 16 January 1953, while proceeding on Nimitz
Highway in the city of Honolulu,(...deleted) Yeoman Third Class,
(...deleted) presently assigned to MATS, Pearl Harbor, observed a
bright, highly illuminated circular-shaped object moving at a high
rate of speed over the Peral Harbor area for about a period of three
mmtues. Yeoman (...deleted) was unable to identify this 'flyine
object.1 7 5

"The object was moving was in a north-south direction in a straight
line parallel to the earth and then made a 45 degree turn and moved
out of sight in a westerly direction. The size of the object, its
speed or its altitude could not be determined by Yeanan (...deleted)
Aside from the bright light the object had no visibly unusual or
aerodynamic featrures; there were no sounds, trails, smoke or pro
pulsion systems noted. The obiect was observed with the naked eye
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from a moving automobile. Yeoman (...deleted) stated that he has
had considerable experience in observing jet and conventional type

aircraft and that this object did not in any manner resemble any

thing he had ever seen. Weather conditions at the time of sight
ing were clear, wind NNE at about 5 knots and aloft conditions were

very light with winds at about 6 knots per hour." 46.

January 14th THE ROBERTSON PANEL.

Before entering into a discussion of what transpired during the Robertson
panel meetings, something should be said about preparations that were made be

fore the scientists convened.

Selection of cases to be examined.

Dr. Hynek attributed the selection of UFO files to be examined to BLUE BOOK,

finding fault with the selection since many truely inexplicable reports were
omitted, however BLUE BOOK'S "freedom of action" may have been limited since
an Air Force document dated:23 December 1952, indicates the cases to be pre
sented to the scientific judges were not unfamilar to the panel's sponsor:"The
CIA made a survey of some of the sightings in the ATIC file and has arranged
for a panel of several top U.S. scientists to review them." 47. Could we
interpet this to mean that the judges were to review only those cases previous

ly surveyed by the agency?

"Science or national security?'

When word of the proposed panel reached the ears of those experts at the
Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio, it created consternation since

the Battelle people were engaged at that time in a multi-month statistical

study of BLUE BOOK UFO files commissioned by the Air Force. The Battelle
people believed that the nature of UFOs was already under intensive examina

tion by their organization, so why, they wondered, would the military launch

what seemed to be a dulicate effort' The Battelle experts also had a hard
time trying to understand how a few days review of select UFO data could poss
ibly be any better than their own extensive scrutiny of the information on file?
Greatly puzzled, Battelle wrote a letter to BLUE BOOK'S Capt. Ruppelt on Jan

uary 9, 1953 to register their confusion over the purpose of the Robertson

gToup. Since Battelle was a civilian organization under government contract,

the letter from the institute avoided any criticism other than to state what

appeared to be obvious:that there was some doubt about the data on file there

fore their statistical approach would have to be the only valid approach. Dr.

Hynek. who was familar with what was happening, put it this way:"The Battelle
people called for an upgrading of the data before any broad policy decisions

were made, and they implied...that the whole Robertson panel was premature

and not likely to get anyplace." 48.

Battelle's role.

Although it was not known to Battelle, its work did have a role to play.

According to Dr. Hynek:"...it was the prior intent of the Pentagon to use the

Battelle report --whatever its results-- to support the recommendations of the

Robertson Panel." 49.

The important film evidence.

The 1952 Tremonton UFO film was so hot its submission to the Roberston panel

was a sure thing, thus the similar 1950 Montana UFO film taken bv a Mr. Mnriana

gained new importance as a basis of comparison. Another examination of the
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Montana frames was conducted in November 1952, but a re-interrogation of the

photographer, Mr. Mariana, was a bit difficult to arrange since the only Air

Force officer on good terms with Mariana was a Lieutenant Peter flarquez who

wasn't available for the assignment until also the last minute. 50. It wasn't

until January 9, 1953 that Marquez managed to deliver a new 500-word statement

on the incident in question. The reason for mentioning all this is the writings-

of a Dr. David Saunders, a member of a later UFO iury, the "Condon study" of l?6fc.

Re-checking Marquez's work closely, Dr. Saunders discovered distrubing errors

and he wondered if the Robertson panel had noticed the weakness of the data sub

mitted to it. In Dr. Saunder's opinion the Montana film was misrepresented. 51.

(This writer would like to add his own comment. Its seems very strange that the

other witness to the UFO filming that day at Great Falls, Mariana's secretary

Virginia Raunig, was never interrogated to any extent. At the very least she

might have been able to establish the exact date of the incident which was critic

al to the aircraft explanation theory.)

Khat was the purpose of the Robertson Panel' That is one of the key quest

ions about the controversial "UFO trial." For now let us just say that the

panel's extensive conclusion contained, among other things, such language as "the

prevention of the growth of a morbid national psychology"" and "the prevention of

the development of a harmful distrust of duly constituted authority." But most

surprisingly, in view of the effect the panel's judgement had on official UFO
policy, was nowhere in the panel's conclusions does it state UFOs do not exist'

Exactly what transpired during the Robertson panel deliberations was never
recorded but the best account of the proceedings is to be found in the "Durant

memo," a summary of the proceedings authored by CIA official Frederick C.

Durant who wrote his version of the series of meetings in the form of a in
ternal memorandum to be forwarded to his superiors h the CIA'sOffice of Scien
tific Intelligence. This is the only official account known to exist.

The Robertson panel was officially designated:"The Scientific Advisory
Panrl on Unidentified Flying Objects," and its origin was a National Security
Council directive which levied the task of a UFO review upon the Central In
telligence Agency,requiring the agency to determine if the existence of UFOs
would create a danger to the national security of the United States.

It should noted that panel's title states it is just an "advisory bod/1 as
opposed to it being a true jury. This is clearly stated in a CIA document
authored on December 4, 1952 which discussed the enlistment of the services of
selected scientists for the proposed panel. It was envisioned that the top
policy-making body in the U.S. government, the National Security Council,would
be requested to do something about the UFO problem. If required, the NSC was
expected to issue an official directive authorizing action, a move which would:
"...depend in some measure on the results achieved by the scientist's studies."
As we shall see, how the panel's results were interpeted was vitally important
to the future of the Air Force's treatment of the UFO mystery.

Why the Robertson Panel? Some background notes:

When the Russians exploded their first atomic device in mid-1949, the
U.S. was forced to take a serious look at a defense against a nuclear
attack. Air Force Secretary Thomas Tinletter suggested a massive "Man
hattan District-type" effort to come up with defense plan and'issued an
/*ir Force contract to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology-short]v
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after the beginning of the Korean war in the Stunner of 1950. The M.I.T.
study was given the naune project LINCOLN and of the four leaders of the
project, two are of special interest to the UFO historian:Lloyd V.Bertaer
and Jen-old Zacharias(rr. James R. Killian Jr., President of M.I.T. and
Dr Albert G. Hill were the other two). Sane of the more important con
sultants included:Dr. Charles Lauritson, Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, and
Dr. Vaimevar Bush, men who are also of interest to the UFO historian.

Four questions confronted project LINCOLN:

1 ) What was the capability of the Soviet strategic Air Force?
2.) What was the time factor involved before America was faced

with total peril? .
3.) Was the existing, or even presently projected, system of air

defense adequate? .
4.) If not, is it possible to fashion an effective air defense? 5Z.

It took many months to gather and analyze the mountains of data, meanwhile
Major General Charles Cabell, Chief, Air Intelligence Requirements Division,
Directorate of Air Force Intelligence, turned out to be a very strong air
defense booster. It was he who sent Dr. Joseph Kaplan to New Mexico in
early 1949 to investigate the "green fireballs" and it was he J*° "fj**
a special UFO reporting directive in February, 1949, when Wright Field began
to falter in its UFO investigation. In the Fall of 1951 when General
Cabell held a meeting to discuss the the Fort Monmouth UFO case with a Mr.
Robert Johnson and a Mr. Brewster of Republic Ait Craft, two civilians who
E J Ruppelt describes as persons "authorized to ask questions, the General
became enraged when told of the condition of project GRUDGE with its lack of
vicor and negative evaluations. This outburst may have been for the benefit
of the two civilians which Ruppelt only says:"...represented a group of top
U.S. industrialists and scientists(project LINCOLN included industrialists)."
53.

In December 1951 General Cabell moved over to take the number two job in
the Central Intelligence Agency and took with him a deep concern over the

UFO problem.

All this time the U.S. Air Force's offensive power, represented by Curtis
Le May's Strategic Air Command, was amassing some impressive achievements.
The giant six-engine B-36 bomber had entered service and America at last had
a trSe intercontinental aircraft. Based in the U.S., the B-36swe safe
from Russian sneak attack, however General Le May was not happy. The boo
was prop driven and believed to be too slow to make successful penetrations
of Russian airspace against new generations of Stalin's jet interceptors on
the drawing boards. A six jet bomber, the B-47, was quickly built and
showed such promise a longer-ranged eight jet aircraft, the B-52, was plan

ned as the B-36's successor (Work also went forward on the on the nuclear-
powered plane which turned out to be a costly failure). This building pro
gram required a gruesome amount of funding that wasn't easy to justify in
a peacetime budget and the Air Force constantly clashed with Congress, on
the other hand, the Air Defense Command received little support and as a re
sult protection of the U.S. was limited to SAC bases and certain sensitive
areas, yet this state of affairs did not perturb Air Force Generals like Le
Mav because the Air Force hierarchy had a profound belief m the concept
that "a good defense is a good offense." Except for protecting SAC bases,

not much else need to be done. 54.
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"Summer Study Group."

In the Spring of 1952 final evaluations of project LINCOLN loomed so

an expanded working body was selected that became known as the "Summer

Study Group." It consisted of many of the nation's top-rated physicists,

mathematicians, and engineers. Late in the Summer of 52 the conclusions

of project LINCOLN were delivered in fulfillment of M.I.T.'s Air Force

contract. When represenatives of LINCOLN briefed the highest Air Force

officials, the recanmendations were met with incredulity and alarm. The

M.I.T. team asserted that an effective air defense was possible and also

should be implemented without delay. To understand the shock of the Air

Force higher-ups, we should mention a few of the recommendations. Among

other things, the LINCON people proposed early warning radar fences across

Canada and the northern fringes of the hemisphere. Fighter interceptor

bases, fighter planes, personnel, and anti-aircaft missiles should be greatly

increased in number and arranged in echelon to protect industrial areas and

population centers. Furthermore, Army anti-aircraft guns and Navy radar

picket ships had to be coordinated with Air Force installations. This

called for a "Military Theater of the United States." Intelligence reports

studied by project LINCOLN showed that the Russian bomber TU-4,a copy of the

American B-2P, could be air-refuelled or even flown on one-way missions to

reach the American heartland and there were over 700 in the Soviet Strategic

Air fleet. Just as alarming was the steady increase in the Russian nuclear

stockpile. It was estimated that in two years some 350 atom bombs would be

available and that figure, according to the special study project EAST RIVER,

would be sufficient to devastate the United States.

But the really bad news to the U.S. Air Force was the estimated expenditure

to put in place the vast defensive system: some 16 to 20 billion dollars, a

staggering sum for the American treasury in the 1950s, moreover,additional

civilian defense measures like bomb shelters, could put the bill as high as

27 billion!

This threaten to strike at the very heart of the Air Force's offensive

philosophy because Le May was pushing hard to get 10 billion dollars for

at least 14 groups of the new B-52 bombers. There seemed to be no way the

country could afford both the B-52s and the super-ADC. It also enormously

pained the Air Staff offensive theorists to find so many experts proposing

the idea that a defensive strategy was vaild because that not only hurt

their professional pride, it also could only hurt General LeMay's in his

fiscal battles with Congress over the cost of new aircraft. 55.

Dr. Gamow and a "secret UFO study."

Pondering the foregoing information, some hitherto "loose ends" of the

UFO story made more sense.

For example, in the Fall of 1966 just after the University of Colorado
was selected to investigate the UFO problem, the head of the project, Dr.
E.U. Condon, was invited to address the school's physics department. A
member of the University's faculty was Dr. George Gamow, famous theoretical
physicist and former member of the Air Force's Scientific Advisory Board.
When the meeting began Dr. Gamow took a seat directly in front of Dr. Condon

and assumed a stern demeanor. During a question and answer period, the

case of the Trindade Island UTO photographs came up and Dr. Gamow became

agitated. He wanted to know vhy he was never informed about the photos and

became so upset he pounded the writing arm of his chair with his fist! Not
ing the bewilderment of his colleagues, Dr. Gamow volunteered an explanation
for his behavior. He said that he had been a member of a secret UTO group
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Dr. Gamow's public remarks

during the summer of 1952

give no indication he was

engaged in a secret study

of the phenomena.

GWU PHYSICIST

THINKS SAUCERS

HAVE FEATHERS

.Garnow Hints Birds Are

Behind It All

One of the world s leading phy

sicist* last night gi\c the Times-

Herald an entirely neve theory on

That's behind the here again gone-

again "flying
saucers "

In the opuv

Ion ol Prof
Oeorge Oamow

of Oeorge
W a s h 1 n gton

university, the
mysterious fly-

Ing objects are

not Russian In
ventions, visi

tors from the

outer space or

experim e n t a 1
military planes.

What they
might be. he be-

.ileves. arc merely birds
"I've had a saucer experience

myself and fortunately I stayed
around long enough to Invest!
Rate." Or Gamow disclosed "They
turned out to be a flock of birds
flying across the Florida ever

glades."

Prefers (o "Joke1"*."*"' I

Dr Gamow, an expert on astro

physics among other things.:
would prefer -to Joke about the
saucers rather than be taken with'
fear over their piobable conse'
quences

"Nobody has yet mentioned'
birds so I'd like to make that my
theory on the sauceis," he as
serted

' It was about a year and a half
ago that the physicist his wife,

and young son were driving thru

.the Everglades »hen a strange'
apparition appened In the sky I
An Intensely white object about,

the size of a full moon, it shone;

brightly In the clear blue after
noon sk>

■ "I put on the brakes but before

the car stopped the object myn
terlously faded out and dlsap-'
peared." Dr. Oamow recalled
"But four minutes later my boy

(Roy. who Is 1?) spotted it again

on the right of the car It looked

a little larger, as a Nary blimp.1
but there was ceitalnly no cabin

or any other attachments to it." ,

"This Is It" .

Or Oamow said there "was no

doubt In my mind that 'this Is It.
■ fly'n* saucer' al(r"> ps a "*iys'-

cist. I have never before believed
In their existence"

The strange spectacle changed
Its direction and now Dr. Oamow

saw what It was—several dozen

' of the common black and white
I birds which fly In droves around
1 the Everglades „ -

"It was lurky for me the birds

made up their minds to cross the
highway *o close to our car." the

professor explained "Otherwise I
vould be persuaded until tl.U day

that we have really seen flying

saucers "

Can't Be Explained

Dr. Gamow. former member of

the Air Force scientific advisory

board, said he Is convinced the
saucers "can't be explained by any
basis of astronomy."
. Jokingly, the phvslctst pointed
out he would like to believe the

objects are really part of ■ Mar

tian Invasion.
•'If that were the case, then I'd

have something new to get ex

cited about"
That. then. Is the eomment of

a man who simplified Einstein's

theory of relativity, who Is con

sldered an authority on celestial

phenomena and «ho Is a leading

expert on atoms. . .
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in 1952 along with General Curtis LeMay, head of the Strategic Air Command.

This UFO committee was to evaluate the problem and as a member Gamow knew

he had a "need-to-know" in regards to UFO information but apparently had not
been told of the Trindade photos. After an awkward silence, someone spoke

up and informed Dr. Gamow the Brazilian case occurred long after 1952. 56.

V,e no\% know why General LeMay would be interested in UFOs although we

are still in the dark about that "secret UFO committee."

Returning to the project LINCOLN report we find that the first result

was certainly unusual:

"The Air Force then took the extraordinary step of requesting pro

ject LINCOLN not to report in writing; and the Air Force authorities

thereafter pompously maintained that they had never received any

final report from this project they themselves had sponsored." 57.

The scientists of project LINCOLN were not to be ignored, they were so

worried about the safety of th nation they took their report directly to

the President and the National security Council, a move the Air Staff liked

to call*"The Big End Run." Yet even then the project findings caused de

bate so severe it rocked the Truman administration. Among those who were

anti-LINCOLN were Budget Director Joseph Dodge and Treasury Secretary George

Humphrey.

As mentioned, the LINCOLN report was filed in the late Summer of 1952

and some very interesting things took place at that time.

Operation SKYKATCH, the all-out Ground Observer Corps exercise was

held beginning mid-July,and if we can believe Ruppelt,the Air Defense Command

system all but collapsed during the exercise because of a wave of "flying

saucer" reports. 58.This could hardly be of minor interest to LINCOLN members.

According to newspaper accounts the SKYKATCH effort was to provide complete

protection of the country by covering gaps in air surveillance by the widely

separated military sites. What gave the exercise great importance was

the fact that Russian reconnaissance penetrations of"tKe artic regions began
in April 1952, and over the months~that followed tnere were intermittent
sightings of contrails which were undoubtly caused by high-flying Communist
aircraft. These systematic Russian recon missions were only detected by

fortunate visual observations indicating that scores of other aerial pene

trations were occurring unobserved. 59.

How much did the LINCOLN people know about UFOs? Ruppelt says he gave

a day-long talk to what he called the:"Beacon Hill Group." Beacon Hill is
a district of Boston, Massachusetts, that is synonymous with wealth and
power and certainly describes LINCOLN members. (Boston is also the

location of M.I.T.I Ruppelt wrote the group was a:"...collection of

some of the world's leading scientists and industrialists. This group,

formed to consider and analyze the toughest of military problems, took
a very serious interest in our project and gave much good advice." 60.

Moreover, a CIA document discusses the UFO problem and stated that the:...

fundamental aspect of the problem. ..is to determine definitely the nature of
the various phenomena which are causing these sightings." 61. The plan of
action proposed included LINCOLN:

"Dr. Julius A. Stratton, Vice President of the Massachusetts In

stitute of Technology, has indicated to OSI that such a group could
be consituted at that institute. Similarly, project LINCO1.N, the
Air Force air defense project at MIT, could be charged with these
responsibilities." 62.
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tneiremonton film. Dr. Stratton expressed his strong interest in the UFO
subject and reconmended that project LINCOLN study the m^ter^ ^hadwell
also wrote about discussing recent UFO cases and the£ SSionfwith
two other leaders of LINCOLN, Lloyd Berkner and Dr? Jerrold ShSias This
£J1StS2S SSrVT SOTeth?g ^bJfS SSSS Ss

f^Ll1^*s»j^^&^de7
firstSLSS? SiS^rcS?,

D In*nh\same mano ^ Stratt°n made a reference to the "Summer Study
Report" that resulted in a "delicate relationship with theXS Force »
Dr. Stratton felt that only the full backing of a group like the IAC could

l^llTt aiy/e?i2enSe and.??!: *he Mr Force's compliance was necessary
since it controlled the availability of UFO reports. 63.

Ruppelt's personal papers.

™f^JT !b0Ut1LIN£?L^ also fijially explains a lot about the personal
papers of E.J. Ruppelt which, after his death, were kept in a cardboard box
^7f ^fJ^ ffafe "?til «wy were discovered by some UFO researchers in
iwV *? I?e details ^^ been ^Pt secret by the UFO researchers
SSeV^r^fiSS raatfTia1' the information so far released bear a rela-
JiS£jL S^?% ^e J?apeiS tel1 how the UF0 investigation was really
conducted, of the "dynamics" and "politics" of the UFO story, and of Eifiiril
Cabell's explosive Fort Monmouth UFO meeting. There is even a reference to
an official super-secret UFO investigation headed by a top scientist. 64.

Panel member Luis Alvarez "unmasked."

^ fra? fr- Robertson, probably the most important member of the January
UFO review panel was Dr. Luis Alvarez. While every account of the

Robertson panel lists many of the brilliant professor's scientific duali-

wf^ffv?^ ^ PaiJ attention to the facto* his association with MIT, the
home of LINCOLN, where he was the prize "wild idea man" o± the school's
Radiation Laboratory. More importantly, Or. Alvarez qualifications as a
as a consultant to LINCOLN and his association with the Air Force are remark
ably impressive and have escaped notice.

Dr. Alvarez was responsible for the "Lone Eagle" radar bombing system
perhaps one of the biggest secrets of World Var II.

During the Second World War the U.S. Army Air Force wanted desperately to
prove itself and become a separate, major, service branch. In the Pacific
theater' toward the end of the conflict Army General Douglas MacArthur was
given control of all land forces and Admiral Chester Nimtz control of all
sea forces. In comparison, the ridiculously small B-29 force making air
raids on Japan was controlled by Air Force General H.H. Arnold in Washington
D.C. thousands of miles away from the area of operations. It took a lot
convincing to establish this arrangement and in practice very difficult to
*" tY\- Porce bomb attacks were not very effective except for low-level
and6bS^RL if^Wire Fusible only because of special target conditions
and because of limited enemy fighter opposition. The crude radar bombing
device in use at the time was of little help at night or during the perpct-
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ual bad weather over Japanese targets. The Air Force Generals weren't satis

fied. They wanted to able to take out targets at any time with almost sur

gical percision. The Generals honestly felt selective raids 'on key targets

could win wars. To the rescue came Alvarez of MIT with his Lone Eagle that

was 10 times more efficient than the previous radar equipment.

Was Dr. Alvarez a member of project LINCOLN'? Did he know a lot about

the UFO mystery long before the Robertson panel' Did his relationship with

the strategic bombing Generals affect his panel deliberations?

In summation, we can see that the Robertson Panel need not have addressed

the reality of "flying saucers," means for that were already in place and no

doubt under study somewhere in the LINCOLN organization. Instead, it was the

dire need to prevent the collapse of the nation's air defense that mattered

to the CIA sponsored panel. Behind the "UFO review" was project LINCOLN

which was putting tremendous pressure on everyone concerned because it was

convinced the Russian threat was all too real and could be launched within
24 months. In fact, according to the book The Espionage'Establishnent p.

260: "U.S. policy was based on the assumption that the Soviet Union had set

a specific date for an all-out surprise attack on the United States." 65.

A question of dates.

Besides the "Durant memo," an account of the Robertson panel can be found in

Capt. E.J. Ruppelt's book:The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects. Dr. David

Saunders carefully persued Ruppelt1 s version since theBTUE HOOK chief had taken
part in the series of meetings. Dr. Saunders was puzzled because Ruppelt wrote

that the panel met Monday thru Friday, January 12th to January 16th, and then

took two additional days, Saturday and Sunday, January 17th and January 18th, to

ponder the data and work on the language of their findings. This is a logical
work week yet the Durant account states the panel first met on Wednesday, Jan

uary 14th,' and had its final meeting on Saturday, January 17th! Was the dif
ference a deliberate shifting of dates by either Ruppelt or Durant to hide some

thing? Dr. Saunders notes that the dates given on the cover page of the Durant

document:"January 14-18, 1953," does not agTee with either Ruppelt or Durant1 66.

A reproduction of the Durant memo is given on the following pages.
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16 February 1953

MEMORANDUM FOR: Assistant Directory for Scientific Intellig

s F. C. Durant

SUBJECT : Report of Meetings of the Office of Scientific
Intelligence Scientific Advisory Panel on
Unidentified Flying Objects, January 14-18, 1953

PURPOSE . :

The purpose of this memorandum is.to present:

a. A brief history of the meetings of the O/SI Advisory Panel

on Unidentified Flying Objects (Part I),

b. An unofficial supplement to the official Panel Report to

AD/SI setting forth comments and suggestions of the Panel

Members which they believed were inappropriate for inclusion

in the formal report (Part II).

PART I: HISTORY OF MEETINGS

GENERAL

After consideration of the subject of -unidentified flying

objects" at the-4 December meeting of the Intelligence Advisory

Committee, the following action was agreed:

"The Director of Central Intelligence will:

a. Enlist the services of selected scientists to

review and appraise the available evidence in the

light of pertinent scientific theories -

Following the delegation of this action to the Assistant

.Director for Scientific Intelligence and preliminary investigation.

-1-
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an Advisory Panel of selected scientists was assembled.,

cooperation with the Air Technical Intelligence Center,

histories of reported sightings and related material were

made available for their study and consideration.

Present at the initial meeting (0930 Wednesday, 14 January)

were: Dr. H.P. Robertson, Dr. Luis W. Alvarez. Dr. Thornton

Page, Dr. Samuel A. Goudamit, Mr. Philip G. Strong. Lt. mi_

Frederick C.E. Oder (PSE Division), Mr. David B. Stevenson

(WSE Division), and the writer. Panel Member, Dr. Lloyd V. Berk-

ner, was absent until Friday afternoon. Messrs. Oder and Steven-

son were present throughout the sessions to familiarize themselves

wxth cue ^ject, reprasar.t the substance interest of their Divisions,

and assist in administrative support of the meetings. (A list of

personnel concerned with the meetings is given in Tab A).

WEDNESDAY MORNING

The AD/SI opened the meetxng, reviewing CIA interest in the

subject and action taken. This review included the mention of

the p/SI Study Group of August 1952 (Strong, Eng. and Durant)

culminating m the briefing of the pel, the ATIC November 21

briefing, 4 December IAC consideration, visit to ATIC (Chadwell,

Robertson and Durant) and O/SI concern over potential dangers to

national security indirectly related to these sightings. Mr.

Strong enumerated these potential dangers. Following this intro

duction. Dr. Chadwell turned the meeting over to Dr. Robertson

-2-
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as Chairman of the Panel. Dr. totosan mummrmUA the evl(Jence

available and requested consideration of specific reports and

letters to be taken by certain individuals present (Tab B). For

example, case histories involving radar or radar and visual

sightings were selected for Dr. Alvares while reports of Green

Fireball phenomena, nocturnal iights, ^ suggested programs Qf

investigations were routed to Dr. Page. Following these remarks,

the nation pictures of the sightings at Tremonton. Utah (2 July 1952)

and Great Falls, Montana (15 August 195-) were shown. The meeting

adjourned at 1200.

WEDNESDAY AFTERunriM

The second meeting of the Panel opened at 1400. Lt. R.s.

' USN' —Jfi^JteHUSo. of the US* Photo Interpretation

laboratory, Anacostia, presented the results of their analyses of

the films mentioned above. This analysis evolved considerable

discussion as elaborated upon below. Besides Panel members and ' "

CIA personnel, Capt. «.j. Rupp^, ^ J. Allen Hvnefc. m. n-^ '

J. Fournet, capt. Harry „ ^IH,. (2-e-2,, and Dr. Stephen PoSSOny

were present.

Following the Photo Interpretation Lab presentation, Mr. E. " "

J. Ruppelt spoke for about 40 minutes on ATIC methods of handling

and evaluating reports of sighting and their efforts to improve "

the quality of reports. The meeting was adjourned at 1715.

-3-
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THURSDAY MORNING

The third and fourth meetings of the Panel were held Thursday,

15 January, commencing at 0900 with a two-hour break for luncheon.

Besides Panel members and CIA personnel, Mr. Ruppelt and Dr. Hynek

were present for both sessions. In the morning , it. Tuppelt con

tinued his briefing on ATIC collection and analysis procedures.

The Project STORK support at Battelle Memorial Institute, Colu.-r.bus.

was described by Dr. Hynek. A nunber of case histories were dis

cussed in detail and a motion picture film of seagulls was shown.

A two hour break for lunch was taken at 1200.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

At 1400 hours Lt. col. Oder gave a 40 minute briefing of

Project TWINKLE, the investigatory project conducted by the Air

Force Meteorological Research Center at Cambridge, Mass. In this

briefing he pointed out the many problems of setting up and manning

24-hour instrumentation watches of patrol cameras searching for

sightings of D.F.O.'s'. ~ .

At 161S Brig- Gen. William M. Garland joined the meeting with

AD/SJL:—General Garland expressed his support of the Panel's

efforts and stated three personal opinions:

a. That greater use of Air Force intelligence officers in

the field (for follow-up investigation) appeared desirable,

but that they required thorough briefing.

-4-
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b. That vigorous effort should be made to declassify as many

of the reports as possible,

c That some increase in the ATIC section devoted to o.F.O.

analysis was indicated.

This meeting was adjourned at 1700.

FRIDAY MORNING

The fifty session of the Panel convened at 0900 with the same

Personnel present as enumerated for Thursday (with the exception

of Brig. Gen. Garland).

From 0900 -100 there was general discussion and study of

reference material. Also, Dr. HyneK read a prepared paper making

certain observations and conclusions. At 1000 Mr. Fournst gave .

briefing on his fifteen months experience in Washington as Project

Officer for o.r.o.•. and his personal conclusions. There was

considerable discussion of individual case histories of sightings -

to which he referred. Following Mr. Fournefs. presentation, a

number of additional case histories were examined and discussed

with Messrs. Fournet,. Huppelt, and Hynex._ The meeting adjourned
at 1200 for luncheon. _.•--. ;■

FRIDAY AFTEBHOON

This session opened at 1400. Besides Panel members «« CIA

Personnel. Dr. Hvne*. was present, or. LiOyd V. Berber, as Panel

"ember, was present at this meeting for the first time. Progress

of the meetings was reviewed by the Panel Chairman and tentative

-5-
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COMMENT:

1. United Airlines, 1947.

2. Chiles-Whitted, 1948.
3. C.B. Moore, 1949.

4. Tombaugh, 1949.

5. Farmington, 1950.

6. Chicago § Southern Airlines, 1950
7. TWA Airlines, 1950.

8. Mid-Continental Airlines, 1951.
9. Seymour Hess, 1950.

10. Nash-Fortenbery, 1952.

For additional information see footnote #68.

Since time was valuable and only seven UFO cases were selected for detailed

f"5^ y in fhe W?r-d Were ^e^eTefontain and Presque Isle cases picked'
l5 W6re ^Plained cases! ^e clue to the puzzle is the word "sign-
Atlh^SelBn CaSeS' "SlsnSftawt-• did not mean ^

S pj
investigation."

l, were trivial examples of the UFO phenomenon.
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to show that "strange things in the sky" had been recorded for hundreds

of years. It appeared obvious that there was no single explanation

for a majority of the things seen. The presence of radar and astro

nomical specialists on the Panel proved of value at once in their

confident recognition of phenomena related to their fields. It was

apparent that specialists in such additional fields as psychology,

meteorology, aerodynamics, ornithology and military air operations

would extend the ability of the Panel to recognize many more cate

gories of little-known phenomena.

ON LACK OF DANGER

The Panel concluded unanimously that there was no evidence of

a direct threat to national security in the objects sighted.

Instances of "Foo Fighters" were cited. These were unexplained

phenomena sighted by aircraft pilots during World War II in both

European and Far East theaters of operation wherein "balls of light"

would fly near or with the aircraft and maneuver rapidly. They were

believed to be electrostatic (similar to St. Elmo's fire) or electro

magnetic phenomena or possibly light reflections from ice crystals

in the air, but their exact cause or nature was never defined. Both

Robertson and Alvares had been concerned in the investigation of

these phenomena, but David T. Griggs (Professor of Geophysics at

the University of California at Los Angeles) is believed to have

been the most knowledgeable person on this subject. If the term

-flying saucers" had been popular in 1943-1945, these objects would

-8-
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haJe been so labeled. It was interesting that in at least two

cases reviewed that the object sighted was categorized by Robertson

and Alvarez as probably "Foo Fighters" to date unexplained but not

dangerous, they were not happy thus to dismiss the sightings by

calling them names. It was their feeling that these phenomena are

not beyond the domain of present knowledge of physical science, however.

AIR FORCE REPORTIMG SYSTEM

It was the Panel's opinion that some of the Air Force concern

over U.F.O.'s (notwithstanding Air Defense Command anxiety over fast

radar tracks) was probably caused by public pressure. The result

today is that the Air Force has instituted a fine channel for

receiving reports of nearly anything anyone sees in the sky and

fails to understand. This has been particularly encouraged in popu

lar articles on this and other subjects, such as space travel and

science fiction. The result is the mass receipt of low-grade reports

which tend to overload channels of communication with material quite

irrelevant to hostile'objects that might some day appear._ The Panel

agreed generally that this mass of poor-quality reports containing

little, if any, scientific data was of no value. Quite the opposite,

it was possibly dangerous in having a military service foster public

concern in "nocturnal meandering lights." The implication being,

since the interested agency was military, that these objects were

or might be potential direct threats to national security. Accord-

ingly. the need for deemphasization made itself apparent. Comments

on a possible educational program are enumerated below.

-9-
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It was the opinion of Dr. Robertson that the "saucer" problem

had been found to be different in nature from the detection and

investigation of German V-l and V-2 guided missiles prior to their

operational use in World War II. In this 1943-1944 intelligence

operation (CROSSBOW), there was excellent intelligence and by June

1944 there was material evidence of the existence of "hardware"

obtained from crashed vehicles in Sweden. This evidence gave the

investigating team a basis upon which to operate. The absence of any

"hardware" resulting from unexplained U.F.O. sightings lends a "will-

of-the-wisp) nature to the ATIC problem. The results of their investi

gation, to date, strongly indicate that no evidence of hostile act

or danger exists. Furthermore, the current reporting system would

have little value in the case of detection of enemy attack by conventional

aircraft or guided missiles; under such conditions "hardware" would

be available almost at once.

ARTIFACTS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL ORIGIN

It was interesting to note that none of the members of the

Panel were loath to accept that this earth might be visited by extra

terrestrial intelligent beings of some sort, some day. What they did

not find was any evidence that related the objects sighted to space

travelers. Mr. Fournet, in his presentation, showed how he had elim

inated each of the known and probable causes of sightings leaving him

■extra-terrestrial" as the only one remaining in many cases. Fournet's

background as an aeronautical engineer and technical intelligence

-10-
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officer (Project Officer, BLUEBOOK for 15 months) could not be

slighted. However, the Panel could not accept any of the cases

sighted by him because they were raw, unevaluated reports.

Terrestrial explanations of the sightings were suggested in some

cases and in others the time of sighting was so short as to cause

suspicion of visual impressions. It was noted by Dr. Goudamit and

others that extraterrestrial artifacts, if they did exist, are no

cause for alarm; rather, they are in the realm of natural phenomena

subject to scientific study, just as cosmic rays were at the time

of their discovery 20 to 30 years ago. This was an attitude in

which Dr. Robertson did not concur, as he felt that such artifacts

would be of immediate and great concern not only to the U.S. but

to all countries. (Nothing like a common threat to unite peoples!)

Dr. Page noted that present astronomical knowledge of the solar

system makes the existence of intelligent beings (as we know the

term) elsewhere than on the earth extremely unlikely, and the

concentration of their attention by any controllable means confined

to any one continent of the earth quite preposterous.

TREMONTON. OTAH. SIGHTING

This case was considered significant because of the excellent

documentary evidence in the form of Kodachrome motion picture films

(about 1600 frames). The Panel studied these films, the case history,

ATIC's interpretation, and received a briefing by representatives of

the DSN Photo Interpretation Laboratory on their analysis of the

film. This term had expended (at Air Force request) approximately

-11-
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1000 man-hours of professional and sub-professional time in the

preparation of graph plots of individual frans of the film, show

ing apparent and relative motion of objects and variation in their

light intensity. It was the opinion of the P.I.L. representatives

that the objects sighted were not birds, balloons or aircraft, were

"not reflections because there was no blLiking while passing through

60° of arc" and were, therefore, "self-luminous". Plots of motion

and variation in light intensity of the objects were displayed.

While the Panel Members were impressed by the evident enthusiasm,

industry and extent of effort of the P.I.L. tean, they could not

accept the conclusions reached. Some of the reasons for this were

as follows:

a. A semi-spherical object can readily produce a reflection*

of sunlight without "blinking" through 60° of arc travel.

b. Although no data was available on the "albedo" of birds or

polyethylene balloons in bright sunlight, the apparent

motions, sizes and brightnesses of the objects were

considered strongly to suggest birds, particularly after

the Panel viewed a short film showing high reflectivity •

of seagulls in bright sunlight.

c. P.I.L. description of the objects sighted as "circular,

bluish-white" in color would be expected in cases of

specular

(error) spectacular reflections of sunlight from convex surfaces

where the brilliance of the reflection would obscure other

portions of the object.

-12-
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d. Objects in the Great Falls case were believed to have

probably been aircraft, and the bright lights such reflections.

e. There was no valid reason for the attempt to relate the objects

in the Tremonton sighting to those in the Great Falls sight

ing. Thi3 may have been due to misunderstanding in their

directive. The objects in the Great Falls sighting are

strongly suspected of being reflections of aircraft known to

have been in the area.

f. The intensity change in the Tremonton lights was too great

for acceptance of the P.I.L. hypothesis that the apparent

motion and changing intensity of the lights indicated extremely

high speed in small orbital paths.

g. Apparent lack of guidance of investigators by those familiar

with 0.F.O. reports and explanations.

h. Analysis of light intensity of objects made from duplicate

rather than original film. The original film was noted to

have a much lighter background (affecting relative brightness

of object) and the objects appeared much less bright.

i. Method of obtaining data of light intensity appeared faulty

because of unsuitability of equipment and questionable

assumptions in making averages of readings.

j. No data had been obtained on the sensitivity of Kodachrome

film to light of various intensities using the same camera

type at the same lens openings.
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k. Hand "jitter" frequencies (obtainable from early part of

Tremonton film) were not removed from the plots of the

"single pass plots" at the end of the film.

The Panel believed strongly that the data available on this

sighting was sufficient for positive identification if further data

is obtained by photographing polyethylane "pillow" balloons released

near the site under similar weather conditions, checking bird flight

and reflection characteristics with competent ornithologists and

calculating apparent "G" forces acting upon objects from their apparent

tracks. It was concluded that the results of such tests would prob

ably lead to creditable explanations of value in an educational or

training program. However, the Panel noted that the cost in technical

manpower effort required to follow up and explain every one of the

thousand or more reports received through channels each year (1,900 m

1952) could not be justified. It was felt that there will always be

sightings, for which complete data is lacking, that can only be

explained with disproportionate effort and with a long time delay, if

at all. .The long delay in explaining a sighting tends to eliminate

any intelligence value. The educational or training program should

have as a major purpose the elimination of popular feeling that every

sighting, no matter how poor the data, must be explained in detail.

Attention should be directed to the requirement among scientists that

a new phenomena, to be accepted, must be completely and convincingly

documented. In other words, the burden of proof is on the sighter,

not the explainer.

-14-
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POTENTIAL RELATED DANGERS

The Panel Members were in agreement with O/SI opinion that,

although evidence of any direct threat from these sightings was

wholly lacking, related dangers might well exist resulting from:

a. Misidentification of actual enemy artifacts by defense

personnel.

b. Overloading of emergency reporting channels with "false"

information ("noise to signal ratio" analogy—Berkner).

c. Subjectivity of public to mass hysteria and greater vul

nerability to possible enemy psychological warfare.

Although not the concern of CIA, the first two of these problems

may seriously affect the Air Defense intelligence system, and should

be studied by experts, possibly under ADC. If, u.F.O.'s become dis

credited in a reaction to the "flying saucer" scare, or if report

ing channels are saturated with false and poorly documented reports,

our capability of detecting hostile activity will be reduced.

Dr. Page noted that more competent screening or filtering of reported

sightings at or near the source is required, and that this can best

be accomplished by an educational program.

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS OF ONEXPLAINED SIGHTINGS

The map prepared by ATIC showing geographic locations of officially

reported unexplained sightings (1952 only) was examined by the Panel.

This map showed clusters in certain strategic areas such as Los Alamos.

This might be explained on the basis of 24-hour watchful guard and
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awareness of security measures near such locations. On the other

hand, there had been ro sightings in the vicinity of sensitive

related AZ establishments while there were occasionally multiple

cases of unexplained sightings in non-strategic areas. Furthermore,

there appeared to be no logical relationship to population centers.

The Panel could find no ready explanation for these clusters. It

was noted, however, that if terrestrial artifacts were to be observed

it would be likely that they would be seen first near foreign areas

rather than central U.S.

INSTRUMENTATION TO PET? IN DAT'V

The Panel was of the opinion that the present ATIC program to

Place 100 inexpensive 35 mm. stereo cameras in the hands of various

airport control tower operators would probably produce little valu

able data related to U.F.O.'s. However, it was recognized that

such action would tend to allay public concern in the subject until

an educational program had taken effect, it was believed that pro

curement of these cameras was partly the result of public pressure

in July 1952. With the poor results of the year-long Project

TWINKLE program of 24 hour instrumentation watch (two frames of

film showing nothing distinguishable), a widespread program of sky-

watching would not be expected to yield much direct data of value.

There was considerable discussion of a possible "sky patrol" by

amateur astronomers (Hynek), and by wide-angle cameras (Page). Dr. Page

and Dr. Robertson pointed out that at present a considerable fraction
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Pf the sky is now-and has been for many years-under surveillance

every clear night in. several meteor and aurora observing programs as

well as sky mapping programs at the various locations listed below.

Although the attention of those astronomers is largely directed

toward identified rather than unidentified objects, no case of any

striking unidentified object is known to Dr. Page or Dr. Hynek. Such

an object would most certainly be reported if found on patrol plates.

A case was cited where an astronomer refused to interrupt his

exposure in order to photograph an alleged sighting in a different

part of the sky. This led Dr. Hynek to say that, if a program of

watching could be an adjunct of planned astronomical programs, little

cost would be involved and that the trained astronomical personnel

might photograph a sighting of an unidentified object.

The location of some of these programs and their directors are

believed to be:

a. Harvard University, Cambridge and New Mexico (meteor patrol) -

Whipple.

--. b. Yerkes Observatory, University of Chicago and Port Davis, Texas

(several programs)-MeineDaurorae), Kuiper (asteroids),

Morgan (wide angle camera).

c. University of Alaska, Fairbanks (aurorae) - Elvey

d. Dominion Observatory, Ottawa (meteors) - Millman

e. Palomar Observatory, California (sky map) - Minkowski

f. Lick Observatory, California (sky map) - Shane
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It was agreed by the Panel that no government-sponsored program

of optical nation-wide sky patrol is worthwhile at the present time,

and that the encouragement of amateur astronomers to undertake such

a program might have the adverse effect of over-emphasizing "flying

saucer" stories in the public mind. However, the issue of radar'scope

cameras for recording peculiar radar echoes would serve several pur

poses, including the better understanding of radar interference as

well as identification of U.F.O.'s.

RADAR PROBLEM OF MUTUAL INTERFERENCE

This characteristic problem of radar operation wherein the pulse

signal (of approximately the same frequency) from station A may be

picked up on the screen of station B and show as a high-speed track

or series of dots was recognized to have probably caused a number of

U.F.O. reports. This problem was underlined by information received

indicating ADC concern m solving this problem of signal identification

before service use of very high-speed aircraft or guided missiles

(1955-1956_. Dr. Berkner believed that one answer to this problem

was the use of a "doppler filter" in the receiving circuit. Dr. Alvares

suggested that the problem might be better solved by the use of a

"controlled jitter" wherein the operator receiving "very fast tracks-

ton the order of 1000 - 10,000 m.p.h.) would operate a circuit wnich

would alter slightly his station's pulse frequency rate. If the signal

received on the screen had been caused by mutual interference with

another station, the track would now show itself at a different distance
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from the center of the screen, xf it still appeared at all. Dr._Alvarez_

felt such a technical solutxon was simpler and would cost much less than

a "Doppler filter."

UNEXPLAINED COSMIC PAY PHENOMENA

Tvo reported cases were examined: one at Palomar Mountain. California.

in October 1949, when cosmxc ray counter went "off scale for a few seconds,"

apparently whxle a "V" of flying saucers was observed visually; and two,

a serxes of observations by the "Los Alamos Bird Watchers Association" from

August 1950 to January 195k. when cosmic ray coincidence counters behaved

queerly. Circuit dxagrams and records were available for the latter, and

Dr. Alvarez was able quickly to poxnt out that the recorded data were

undoubtedly due to xnstrumental effects that would have been recognized

as such by more experienced observers.

The implication that radioactive effects were correlated with

unidentifxed flying objects in these two cases was. therefore, rejected

by the Panel.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

. The Panel's concept of a broad educational program integrating

efforts of all concerned agencies was that it should have two »ajor

aims: training and "debunking".

The training aim would result in proper recognition of unusually

illuminated objects' (e.g.. balloons, aircraft reflections) as well as

natural phenomena (meteors, fireballs, mirages, noctilucent clouds).

Both visual and radar recognition are concerned. There would be many
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levels in such education fron enlisted personnel to corcmand and research

personnel. Relative emphasis and degree of explanation of different

programs would correspond to the catagories of duty (e.g., radar operator:

pilots; control tower operators; Ground Observer Corps personnel; and

officers and enlisted nen in other catagories.) This training should

result in a marked reduction in reports caused by misidentification

and resultant confusion.

The "debunking" aim would result in reduction in public interest

in "flying saucers" which today evokes a strong psychological reaction.

This education could be accomplished by mass media such as television,

motion pictures, and popular articles. Basis of such education would

be actual case histories which had been puzzling at first but later

explained. As in the case of conjuring tricks, there is much less

stimulation if the "secret" is known. Such a program should tend to

reduce the current gullibility of the public and consequently their

susceptibility to clever hostile propaganda. The Panel noted that the

general absence of Russian propaganda based on a subject with so many

obvious possibilities for exploitation might indicate a possible Russian

official policy.

Members of the Panel had various suggestions related to the planning of

such an educational program. It was felt strongly that psychologists familiar

with mas9 psychology should advise on the nature and extent of the

program. In this connection. Dr. Hadley Cantril (Princeton University)

was suggested. Cantril authored "Invasion from Mars", (a study in the
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psychology of panic, written about the famous Orson Welles radio broadcast

in 1938) and has since performed advanced laboratory studies in the field

of perception. The names of Don Marquis (University of Michigan) and

Leo Bosten were mentioned as possibly suitable as consultant psychologists.

Also, someone familiar with mass communication techniques, perhaps an

advertising expert, would be helpful. Arthur Godfrey was mentioned as possibly

a valuable channel of communication reaching a mass audience of certain levels.

Dr. Berkner suggested the U.S. Navy (ONR) Special Devices Center, Sands

Point, L.I.. as a potentially valuable organization to assist in such an

educational program. The teaching techniques used by this agency for

aircraft identification during the past war was cited as an example of a

similar educational task. The Jam Handy Co. which made World War II

training films (motion picture and slide strips) was also suggested, as well

as Walt Disney. Inc. animated cartoons. Dr. Hynek suggested that the

amateur astronomers in the U.S. might be a potential source of enthusi-

stic talent "to spread the gospel". It was believed that business

clubs, high schools, colleges, an-i television stations would all be

pleased to cooperate in the showing of documentary type motion pictures

if prepared in an interesting manner. The use of true cases showing

first the "mystery" and then the "explanation" would be forceful.

To plan and execute such a program, the Panel believed was no

mean task. The current investigatory group at ATIC would, of necessity,

have to be closely integrated for support with respect to not only the
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historical cases but the current ones. Recent cases are probably much

more susceptible to explanation than older ones; first, because of

ATIC's experiences and, secondly, their knowledge of most plausible

explanations. The Panel believed that sone expansion of the ATIC effort

would certainly be required to support such a program. It was believed

inappropriate to state exactly how large a Table of Organization would

be required. Captain Ruppelt of ATIC unofficially proposed, for purposes

of analyzing and evaluating reports:

a. An analysts' panel of four officers

b. Four officer investigators

c. A briefing officer

d. An ADC liason officer

e. A weather and balloon data officer

f. An astronomical consultant

g. A Group Leader, with administrative assistant, file clerks and

stenographers.

This proposal met with generally favorable comment. The Panel

believed that, with ATIC's support, the educational program of "tram-

ing and debunking" outlined above might be required for a minimum of

one and one-half to two years. At the end of this tune, the dangers

related to "flying saucers" should have been greatly reduced if not

eliminated. Cooperation from other military services and agencies

concerned (e.g.. Federal Civil Defense Administration) would be a

necessity. In investigating significant cases (such as the Trenonton,

Utah, sighting) controlled experiments might be required. An example
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would be the photographing of "pillow balloons" at different distances

under similar weather conditions at the site.

The help of one or two psychologists and writers and subcontractor

to produce training films would be necessary in addition. The Panel

considered that ATIC's efforts, temporarily expanded as necessary,

could be most useful in implementing any action taken as a result of

its recommendations. Experience and records in ATIC would be of value

in both the public educational and service training program envisaged.

Dr. Robertson at least was of the opinion that after public gullibility

lessened and the service organizations, such as ADC, had been trained

to sift out the more readily explained spurious sightings, there would

still be a role for a very modest1 sized ATIC section to cope with the

residuum of items of possible scientific intelligence value. This

section should concentrate on energetically following up (perhaps on

the advice of qualified Air Force Scientific Advisory Board members)

those cases which seemed to indicate the evidence of unconventional

enemy artifacts. Reports of such artifacts would be expected to

arise mainly from Western outposts in far closer proximity to the

Iron Curtain than Lubbock, Texas!

UNOFFICIAL INVESTIGATING GROOPS

The Panel took cognizance of the existence of such groups as the

"Civilian Flying Saucer Investigators" (Los Angeles) and the "Aerial

Phenomena Research Organization (Wisconsin). It was believed that

such organizations should be watched because of their potentially
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great influence on mass thinking if widespread sightings should occur.

The apparent irresponsibility and the possible use of such groups

for subversive purposes should be kept in mind.

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF SIGHTINGS

The consensus of the Panel was, based upon the history of the

subject, that the number of sightings could be reasonably expected

to increase again this summer.
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TAB A

REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC PANEL

ON

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Jan 17 1953

1. Pursuant to the request of the Assistant Director for

Scientific Intelligence, the undersigned Panel of Scientific Consultants has

met to evaluate any possible threat to national security posed by Unidentified

Flying Objects ("Flying Saucers"), and to make recommendations thereon.

The Panel has received the evidence as presented by cognizant intelli

gence agencies, primarily the Air Technical Intelligence Center, and has

reviewed a selection of the best documented incidents.

2. As a result of its considerations, the Panel concludes:

a. That the evidence presented on Unidentified Flying

Objects shows no indication that these phenonena constitute

a direct physical threat to national security.

We firmly believe that there is no residuum of cases which indicates

phenomena which are attributable to foreign artifacts capable of hostile

acts, and that there is no evidence that the phenomena indicate a need

for the revision of current scientific concepts.

3. The Panel further concludes:

a. That the continued emphasis on the reporting of

(perilous)

these phenomena does, in these parlous times, result in a

threat to the orderly functioning of the protective organs

of the body politic.

We cite as examples the clogging of channels of communication by irrelevant

reports, the danger of being led by continued false alarms to ignore real
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indications of hostile action, and the cultivation of a norbid national

psychology in which"skillful hostile propaganda could induce hysterical

behavior and harmful distrust of duly constituted authority.

4. In order most effectively to strengthen the ^tional facilities

for tr.e timely recognition and the appropriate handling of true indications

of hostile action, and to minimize the conco-nitant dangers alluded to

above, the Panel recommends:

a. That the national security agencies take immediate steps

to strip the Unidentified Flying Objects of the special status they

have been given and the aura of mystery they have unfortunately

acquired;

b. That the national security agencies institute policies

on intelligence, training, and public educatiOT designed to prepare

the material defenses and the morale of the country to recognize

most promptly and to react most effectively to true indications

of hostile intent or action.

We suggest that these' aims may be achieved by an integrated program

designed to reassure the public of the total lack of evidence of inimical

.forces behind the phenomena, to train personnel to recognize and reject

false indications quickly and effectively, and to strengthen regular

channels for the evaluation of and prompt reaction to true indications

of hostile measures.

/s/ Lloyd V. Berkner

. . Associated Universities, Inc.
/s/ H. P. Robertson .Chairman

/s/ S. A. Gouds-iit

Brookhaven National Laboratories

/a/ Luis W. Alvarez

University of California

/s/ Thornton Page

Johns Hopkins University
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TAB B

adviswx fanel on

fltcc objects

14-17 January 1953

1951 -

i^/? Rp°SrMa &»P°rto of Rrojaet GRDCC-E and ft-ojact
BOOK (code Banes for ATK atody ef subject). ^

3. Frogrosa Raporta of Froject STCRK

contract work eupportlne ATIC).

A, Snmar7 Report af Slgfatlcga at Hollonan Air Farce Btsa, Bev Maxloo.

5' "22 IL^^^T^ CaBt^ Cacbrlde°» W^0-. Inveatlgatloa of
Greaa rirehall" Fhencoaaa (Frojoct TWIMILE).

*•

8. Suaamy Roport of 09 selaoted casaa of eighties of various
eatagoriaa (Fannatlons, Bllaldag Idgkta, flowing, .to.)/

9. Draft of naaiali »B« to M&o a FLIDaRPl", prepared at AWC.

11. Chart Showing Balloon launching Sitoa in the united States.

Actual fiaUoon
13. Charts Showing Froqueaoy of Reports of Slghtinga, 1948 . 1952.

24. Charts Showing Categories of explanations of Sightings.

SANITIZED COPT
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16. Motion picture of 8««ull» la bright sunlight ahoviag M«h

I?, latolll^enoo r.apcrta RolaUcg to U.S.SJt. Interest In 0. S.

18. Surplaa of Official USA? Ra^ortLng Fora* and Copiaa of
Mr Fares, kray and :iavy Ordsra Rolntirg to Subject.

19. Sanple Poly^thylano ■PlUow" Balloon (54. laches e<iuflr«).

20. «VariaUcca la Radar Covsrega', JAHP 101 (Huual iUostratlag umaual
operatLie charaetcrlatioa of S«rvlc« radar).

21. IttMallanooua official lottors nnd foreign lntolllg«as« roporta
daallnc vlth mibjaot.

22. Coplw of fwpulw pibllohed wor-Vs daallxe with aubjoet (artleloe
la parlesdlcdo, cev5p»per clippings and books).
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The mvstery of "Tab B" and "Tab C."

sax

SLSSS

eoncitivitv of the information unaer ie»«»-"; •••- -7 ri-^-.4.^ .«.;.-
sensitivity <«-V"= ""■ „*.„.*■ <■>,<» cta's interference in domestic arrairs
concerned possible questions aDout ine u« s On the other hand, the

which.is Fn*ibited_lV_^-lW^ ^^-S^fSafr^ort." 69!

son

one involving the dates of the panel meetings.

Further biographical data concerning the panel members.

Durant memo.

Board of Defense.)

an atomic bomb.)

-AlvarezCWe have already discussed his work on pages 19-20.)
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-Dr. Stephan Possony(We are indebted to UFO researchers B. Ann Slate and

\nn Pruffel for uncovering some fasinating facts about this person. Dr.

Pos;cay received a decoration for predicting when the Russians would ex

plode its first A-bomb(1949). This is not too surprising since he was
a top expert in Intelligence and Strategic analysis, prime credentials

for the LINCOLN effort although his possible appointment to that pro
ject has not been checked.but at the time of the panel, according to

Slate 3nd Druffel, Dr. Possony was:"...a member of a secret government

group charged uith investigating occurrences of unknown and puzzling

nature. UFOs fell into this catagory." )70.

The names of tvo men ,and the groups they represented, were completely

deleted from the "Sanitized" version. They were:

-Weapons Intelligence specialist David B. Stevenson, Weapons 5 Evaluations

0V5H1 Divisions", Orjl, CIA.

-Atmospheric physicist Dr. Frederic Carl Oder, Lt. Col. USAF, Deputy Chief,

Operations Staff, OSI, CIA.

Ruppelt or Durant' Who to believe?

The reader will have make up his own mind as to which version of the Robertson
panel is the most valid:Ruppelt's or Durant's.

Rurpelt's account is by far the most fasinating since it gives so much emphasis

to the extraterrestrial theory. According to the BLUE BOOK chief, the very first

order of business was the consideration of three possible verdicts:

"1." -11 UFO reports are explainable as known objects or natural phenomena;

therefore the investigation should be permanently discontinued.

2." The 'JFO reports do not contain enough data upon which to base a final

conclusion. Project Blue Book should be continued in hopes of obtain

ing better data.

3." The UFOs are interplanetary spacecraft." 71.

Xor.e of these "possible verdicts" are to be found in the Durant document. As

stated before,there is no official documentation to show that the panel's job was

to deter-une \vhat UFOs were.

Sirilarlv, Ruppelt refers to the last order of business, stating that after re

view ir.g the data the panel's conclusion would be submitted to the National Security

Council for further action, which is as far as Durant goes, but Ruppelt also adds

that an allowance was to be made for an extraterrestrial conclusion with the paper
work fen going to the White House for action by the President! 72.

Havir.g read this far, the reader can see that Ruppelt's flatly states that the

purpose of the panel was to determine the exact nature of UFOs, rather than to

Jeter-:-e the effect of UFO reports on the American Air Defense network.

The "•nissmg first two days."

As previously stated, according to Ruppelt the first two days of the panel, Jan

uary 12th and January 13th, consisted of a presentation by hun of the findings of

project BLUE BOOK. He told the scientists that some 4,400 UFO reports had been

received by the \ir Force since June of 1947,but the military had rejected all of

them except 1,593 because the latter amount was determined to be suitable for
analysis. BLUE 3OCK had estimated that they were only receiving reports on only
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10* of the UFO sightings being made in the U.S., so it was estimated that over

a period of 5*j years the grand total of UFO sightings must have been a stagger
ing 44,000.

Of the 1,593 reports, Ruppelt told the panel 26.94* were listed as "un
known" and these reports had been scrutinized carefully. He admitted that

some aspects gave indications of patterns. Unknowns were were most often
elliptical, metallic or white-colored objects, and reports of them peaked in

the months of July with a smaller peak around Eecember. Another correlation

v*as the habitual reporting of UFOs in the vicinity of "technically interesting"
areas like harbors, certain critical manufacturing sites, and atomic energy
plants. Furthermore, he pointed out that the UFO reports did not follow what

would be considered a normal distribution typical of a natural phenomenon. .And
before moving on, Ruppelt mentioned that UFOs were not an "exclusive American
problem" because BLUE BOOK had received reports from all over the world.(The
breakdown of UFO characteristics as determined by the Air Force given by Rup

pelt in 1953 echo the results of preliminary studies by Air Force Intelligence

in September 1947, and a summary of Project SIGN by Dr. G. E. Valley of the
Air Force Scientific Advisory Board in 1949.).

BLUE BOOK had tried to come to grips with something substantial, by examin

ing reported size, speed, and altitutie, but the big problem with that was the

lack of reliable reference points ttherefore any figures derived could not con
sidered accurate. However, this is not to say BLUE BOOK was not willing to
grant some credibility to trained observers who insisted the object they saw
moved "faster than anything they had ever seen." This led to the mention of

radar cases which provided some points of reference. Ruppelt informed the
assembled scientists that the highest speeds measured in the best cases on file,
the combination radar-visual incidents, reached impressive velocities of 700-
800 miles per hour. 73.

Contrary to rumors, no "hardware" existed, according to Ruppelt, but over
the years it wasn't for the want of material to analyze. People sent in all
all kinds of stuff, some of it hilarious like manure. Similarly, so-called
"hard evidence" offered by individuals claiming "contact with saucer pilots"
had been examined and none of it stood up to inspection as being of extraterrest
rial origin.

Photographic evidence. Still pictures.

The American public had submitted dozens of "saucer snapshots" but tests de
termined them to be lens flares, hub caps, mirages, and other mundane things.
Outright fakes like retouched negatives were common but easy to detect.

Photographic evidence. Movie films.

Movie films were quite .another matter. It took Hollywood-type equipment to
fake a good UFO movie so any footage received special attention. Two impress
ive films, The Montana and Tremonton, were mentioned but they were considered
so important they were passed over with the intention of alotting them time for
an extensive review on Friday.

Menzel's theories.

Moving from the subject of evidence to theories, Ruppelt brought up the ideas
Harvard's Dr. Donald Menzel and his widely publicized'tricks of light" solution
to all UFO reports. Assurances were given that Menzel's work had been taken
into consideration but it wasn't the touted panacea the Harvard professor want
ed everyone to believe it was.
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Big Skyhooks and their little brothers, weather balloons, were good sources
of explanations, but again, not all cases could be attributed to them.

UFCs in history.

The panel then got a history lesson as Ruppelt related BLUE BOCK's research
into old newspaper morgues, back files of scientific journals, and dust-cover

ed books in the Library of Congress. These sources had many UFO-like phenomena

which were reported in the past prior to "modern era" of Kenneth Arnold. About
the only thing such findings proved to BLUE BOOK was that there was nothing new

to many of the controversies currently tormenting the Air Force. 74.

Astronomer poll.

Opinions and comments of astronomers were sought by BLUE BOOK which requested
Dr. Hynek to solicit frank views concerning the UFO mystery by means of friendly
conversation. Dr. Hynek found a high degree of interest among the professional
skywatchers but none would take a public stand on the issue without solid data.

Ruppelt had spent so much time on his briefing, questions by the panel members

was postponed for the following day. 75.

Second day.

When the scientists convenved the morning of the second day, according to
what Ruppelt wrote, the panel members asked if any interesting images had been
recorded by the large sky cameras that regularly recorded the flashes of meteor
ites over the U.S. Ruppelt replied that BLUE BOOK had high hopes something
interesting could be found on the camera's photographic records but it was learn
ed nothing below 100 miles altitute could be recorded by the instruments.

The panel also made an inquiry about the famous Orson Wells broadcast of October
1938 which produced widespread panic. The scientists wanted to know what role
hysteria played in UFO reporting. In answer, Ruppelt stated that it was BLUE
BOOK'S accessment that witnesses invaribly were thinking clearly during their UFO

experience.

The remainder of the day consisted of exchanges over details of Ruppelt1 s

long briefing.

Third day.

On the agenda the third day was the review and debating of a select number of
UFO reports. These were 50 of what BLUE BOOK felt were the best in their files
(Unfortunately no details of the discussions were given by Ruppelt.) All of
the 50 were rejected by the panel because of the "existence of loopholes" in each
case. We are not told what these "loopholes" were but Ruppelt confesses that
they \sere "extremely small." The scientists justified their nit-picking by the

immense implications of any decision they might make.*

*Any reasonably intelligent person would have recognized this obvious ground

rule at the outset, which returns us to one of the first questions concern

ing the panel:"Khat was its purpose'" Project LINCOLN leader I.loyd Berkner,

a panel member, didn't even show up for the proceedings until Friday when the

best evidence, theTremonton film, was shown and discussed. Did Berkner have

pressing business elsewhere, or was his late arrival due to his having "heard

it all before." At the very least, the fact that one panel member sat in on

only one day of meetings further weakens the panel's claim to an adequate re

view of the -atdnal and casts more doubt on the group's final conclusions.
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The "Fournet presentation" according to Ruppelt.

During the discussions about evidence, Major Dewey Fournet was called on to

make a presentation of the highly controversial study he had helped to conduct
on reported UFO maneuvers. Fournet told the panel his team examined over 300

of the best cases and,after sifting,only 15 cases of very high strangeness re

mained, however the study of the motions of the UFOs in these select cases de

monstrated to him and others working on the material, that something with
brains was controlling the aerial bodies under observation, and due to the per
formance displayed, the objects would also have to a product of an extraterrest

rial science.(Durant gives no hint about Fournet's space visitor ideas.).

In spite of the sensational nature of the study's conclusion, the panel gave

Ruppelt the impression it was seriously pondering what they heard.

Rejection of the Fournet study.

The special study conducted by Founet's team, with its sensational conclus

ions, was discarded on the grounds that every UFO report used in the study, re

gardless of the credentials of the observers, was evidenae of the human eye
only and therefore was not infallible. If photographic data had been used as
evidence showing a body moving through the air or blips across a scope face,

then Fournet men would have seme exact figures. 76.

Friday, the fourth day according to Ruppelt.

The best came last,in Ruppelt1 s version of events,with the showing and discuss
ion of what he termed the "feature attraction" of the series of meetings:the

Montana and Trenomon UFO movies.

Ruppelt:

"The scientists knew about them, especially the Tremonton Movie because
since late July they had been the subject of many closed-door conferences.

Generals, Admirals, and GS-16's had seen them at 'command performances..." 77.

The Montana film.

Concerning the Montana film, Ruppelt quickly narrowed the briefing to the es

sentials, nothing that birds, balloons, and meteors, had been eliminated from

consideration leaving aircraft reflections as the sole possible candidate for

an explanation. Ruppelt accepted the results of the Air Force investigation

that put two F-94 jets, the main suspects in the case, in a different part of

the sky which agreed with the testimony of the photographer. In any case,

since each white dot appeared steady (each frame was examined under magnifica

tion) , they did not seem to be any sort of reflection. The panel was told
the images on the Montana film were due to an unknown cause. 78.

The Tremonton film.

After an abbreviated account of the Tremonton incident, Ruppelt called at
tention to some similarities and differences between the Newhouse footage and
the Montana movie. In both cases the images had the appearance of large cir
cular lights without detail. The Tremonton footage, however, showed objects

that circled and darted in contrast to the long curving trajectory of the pair

of objects in the Montana footage. The Tremonton objects faded in and out as

they milled about and this fact voided any hope the objects could be explained
as balloons which are spherical and thus give off a steady light.

The Air Force photo lab had been stumped by the images and didn't think they

were due to balloons, aircraft, or birds.
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Since the Navy had recently completed its own analysis, the men from the
\nacostia lab made themselves available to answer questions.

The Tremonton film was run ten times, and then both films were run simultan
eously for comparison purposes. The Navy experts said that in their opinion
the objects shown on the Tremonton film were intelligently controlled vehicles
c£ some sort but not aircraft or birds.

The only loophole in the Naw's argument was a possible error in the Navy's
use of the desitometer, an instrument that measured the density of the photo
graphic image. According to Ruppelt the astronomer on the panel questioned
whether the correct technique was used. Ruppelt adds:"This didn't necessarily-
mean that their data was all wrong, but it did mean that they should recheck
their work." 79.

Another scientists, also unnamed by Ruppelt, suggested that seagulls riding
a thermal was the possible solution. ' Ruppult disagreed and informed the panel
member the seagull idea had been considered months earlier but had been rejected
due to the high speed of one of the objects that had been photographed speeding
away from the others. Photographer Newhouse had held the movie camera steady-
letting the UFO pass through his field of view. The panel member suggested
that Newhouse, in his excitement, may have moved the camera by "panning with
the action" thereby throwing off calulations which assumed a fixed position.
This made Ruppelt pause, but the BLUE BOOK chief still couldn't buy the seagull
answer even through soaring birds had a strong resemblance to the banking dip
ping, and soaring objects on the film. 80.

Rejection of the Montana film.

The key to the Montana film was the testimony of the two witnesses who clained
the jets in the area were clearly visible and in the wrong part of the sky to be
confused with the two objects photographed. Their testimony was backed up bv
an Air Force investigation of the incident which determined that the landing '
pattern for the local airfield confirmed the witnesses' disciption of the path
of the F-94s sweep through the area. This was still rejected by the panel be
cause:". ..there was still a chance that the two UFOs could have been the two
jets." 81. Since the white dots on the Montana film were ambiguous there
was no way of totally eliminating the aircraft explanation.

Ruppelt's final thoughts.

In his final words about his briefings to the panel, Ruppelt maintained that if
the panel opted for a real vehicle explanation for UFO reports, there could only
be the extrarrestrial verdict because:"...no one at the meeting gave a second
thought to the possibility that the UFO's might be a supersecret U.S. aircraft or
a Soviet development." 82.

The last two days according to Ruppelt.

Saturday and Sunday, as explained by Ruppelt, the panel used to reread their
notes and recheck the material that had been presented. The five panel members de
bated the problem and formed their conclusion.

In the last analysis the panel found no compelling reason to indorse visitors
from another celestrial orb, no evidence that was beyond question as to proof of
travellers from another world:

"We as a group do not believe that it is impossible for some other celestial
body to be inhabited by intelligent creatures. Nor is it impossible that
these creatures could have reached such a state of development that they
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could visit the earth. However, there is nothing in all of the so-called

takin"8 lac"" rep°rtS that we have read that would indicate that this is

lnn^e ^^ memo gives no such proninence to such sentiments, instead a rather
long conclusion stressed the problems which affected America's Air Defence Intell
igence systems and the only reference to a rejection of the extraterrestrial ex
planation for UFQs was sane language (very similar to Ruppelfs quote given above)
inserted into conments on the Fournet presentation (See pages 10-11 of the SIran?

In his book.Jhe Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, Ruppelt points out that
while the Tremonton filmdid not tind acceptance as lcey~evidence, its proponents
were encouraged by the fact that the panel did allow for a re-ev^luation by the

5E r?S r-m 1° rCSt "rtain rJeservati°^ about the testing metSdsusS. 84.
Sifltl * £ i£' h0IJeVer,f IfSunOt d0ne "^ lt "** ime had something to do with
torched on" later P the "^ eXpCTtS WCTe emP1°yed- ™is wi" be

"Recommendations."

have a two-fold purposerl.) The Air Force would have to do a better i
in

The Robertson panel - later comments.

l ^JSSSS tS^>, : G0UdSmit !Tealed his thou8hts about the Trmonton
^-the,una8es seemed to h^ to be too bright and too far
initlve declsi°n as to their true shape, therefore if one

S5£ Sentn^tw ""5 f" !? the Photo^Pher than the pS"ogfap^er
S?S2'f2fU5h- S uf the Speeds ^ accelerations for the milling
objects fell within a resonable range, results compatible with birds. 86
Z* Can £*? !!e ^Goudsmit rejected the more sophisticated argument'of

jf ^-^s,which th- panel brushed aside bastingyjf^
The prejudice toward the UFO mystery by Goudsmit was made known in 1965

when in a personal letter he denounced the investigation of UFOs as a waste of
tune for physicists and should be made the job of psychiatrists! ^7
fiJS- ^C ^terrestrial theory to explain UFOs, Goudsmit was even more
ferocious, deeming society unstable, beset by the evils of drug addiction and

* ^Cf nZ T C2Uld pT0V® the ^ects were more than three miles away because of
were a^ Seare^6"" i>°mtS' " 3lS° f°U<MS that n° °ne Can Prove the objects
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., ot the fue scientists to comment on the ^nnpi
in ater >ears. rhe John Hopkins professor said he felt that he was sorVSa
junior Manner, appointed only because he us an old friend of Dr. Roberta-land
r.ot because he had any status to match that of the rest cc the scientists
scholars that ranked as fanous men of scier.ee. Dr. Pa,e rcmLbers be ng'm

ci,,'2 ^ recalllng *ow pressed he was bem* in such companv, Pr. Pa-e
shared another memory, that of making a slip of the tongue by naking af >
pant remark during the proceedings about the "UFO scare being nonsense " ^ard

Jr^cie'rtson0106 ^ ^^ ?* WldenCe- In S°ite of ^ friendshipDr. Robertson wasn't too happy about Page's blunder. 89.

Dr. Page also confessed later that there existed sane nisconcentions in the
panel's discussions as well as in the panel's final report. Becomine more

^TnfC' 5G *?* ^ ^iSuSi0n that SOme S"m of theVo report^fUwere of a highly reliable character and remained unexplained These
scne reports the panel:"...tended to ignore." 90. piainea- inese

The young astronomer J. Allen Hynek. BLUE BOOK scientific advisor and an
associate manber of panel, was stunned by the high speed, cursory, four da-/
.T'1^ "TO fld«ice, evidence which he had agonized over for five years'
When the panel's conclusions were announced, Dr. Hynek told himseTThiitSrV
would condemn the hasty effort and he wondered if the panel members reall>-

Si^MC^PleXlty °£ thC ^ ?r0blem- ^y the fi™ main members of thepanel signed the paper that gave the panel's conclusions, and fortunately Dr.
Hynek was not asked because he would have refused

MmDid his >'ears °l experience as the Air Force's UFO report evaluator qualify
nnT- »c ?J "f.the..pan!1 f findin*s? Dr. Hynek reminded his critics he was
SilinaSes PSfatOes ** thus incaPable of swaying the group of intellectual

r._Saunders noted the fact that the flaws:"...could be corrected
V'th0Ut "ecessarily altering the results." 92? Ffe pointed

StJ^haJVS1. %CritJCiSB °f t^.-Vaildluty °f the Montana «ta «^"S torhfVI \ ■ strongly suspected" the objects were aircraft. Likewise
the Tremonton images were "strongly suspected" to be birds. 93. *«•**«.

Dewey Foumet was disgusted, saying later to Keyhoe:"I know those CIA aeents
(the(panel memberslwere only following orders, but once or twice I aLnost blew

Civilian UFO researcher Dennis Stacy:

r1-nn,tHcaLth^t-°dd bu Dennis,stacy that the panel would be composed of dis-
3shed Physicists whose background consisted entirely of expertise in
f^il SpirC?f,V:hcn.the chafacter of the panel's conclusions wefe in the
fields of "solf science like psychology and sociology. (We must agree and

S UP °fficial reca:medations



Air Attache Intelligence Report

Plying Saucer

Data of TnfnrrnaMnflt 18 Jan 53

£2SZ2as Colonel DH Blakaslee—CO 27th FEWing

Evaluation of annve.a and Infomaf;10nt A-2

Informationi Colonel Blakeslee, who vas a member of the RCAF
fron 19*0 to 19^3, has provided t£e following information.

About two weeks ago, while flying at night In a
?Bh at approximately 25,000 feet over HokkaldS. he sS an
object in the sky slightly above and 3ome distance away fron
him. Ha turned towards the object and started climbing. At
32,000 feet he was above it but did not appear to be closing
the distance. Speed was gained In a slight dive but, Just
as he felt he was getting nearer, the strange object disappeared.
It simply vanished, with no sign of climb, dive or level flight.

r"7 During the two minutes or more that the unidentified I
obJect was in view it appeared to have three lights, green, red

/ SS ^Zl9 s?ac?d a^nly at the edge of a large horizontal body.
LThe lights slowly rotated in an anticlockwise dirti 1

Jet was in view it appeared to have three lights, gree
/ SS ^Zl9 s?ac?d a^nly at the edge of a large horizonta
L_The lights slowly rotated in an anti-clockwise direction.

Another *&* pilot flying In the same general area
S5 reP°Pt?d substantially the sane event. The only

8^ gL^I!3 ^ *** lUd
*_ i, c°ntrol tower operator at Chitose-Hokkaido—

at this saae^im^!11 30mathln« answering to a similar description

*n8 aia ^adar early warnlne stations in

Colonel Blakeslee is absolutely positive he saw

ETSFZLSSi JVIk* I0" *• «*lala it, I belie;! hll leport
can be accepted without question.

It is suggested that the rotating white and green
aerodrome tower beacons might somehow account for these two
colours and the alow rotation observed.

A*
<HW MeHair) 0/C

Air Attache



Fireballs Believed Ked Scouts\
; Scientist Sees Link In Reports From Japan, Baltic, U.S. Areas'

By Sanky Trunb\»f3 '' "'" ~ "
; ALBUQUERQUE, NM, Jan

(23 (AP)—A fireball expert said

r"*i .today Russia may be scouting
'the United States and other

parts of the world «ith strange

new guided missiles

Dr. Lincoln La Pas «a:d »

good many shied? of evidence

point to gieen fiicballs sighted

throughout the unrM being a

type of missile—possiblv of So

viet make.
La Paz is head of the Univer

sity of New Mexico institute of

meteoritics He formerly was

technical diiector ofcthe Jd Air

Force operations and analvtis

section. He has studied the

fireball phenomena for >eais

VIOLENT Russian efforts, he,

observed, 10 defend ajfainst

Uucats of reconnaissance in fie

Baltic and* above northern

Japan, make it obvious the

Reds are testing some secret

weapon in those aicas

The gicen fireballs have been

sighted in the Baltic, northern

I Japan, and the southwestern
Ipait of the US

In Washington, the Penta-j
,gon refcred inquiries to its'

'standing comment that "guided,
missiles" are not coming from,

planets or other countries Spe-j
cificall>. it had no comment on!
either the green fireballs or Dr.'

La Pai ,j
z La Paz, in an interview, smi

he doer not rule nut th» pos-j

lability that the ones sighted]
|in the Southwest could be Ru»-:

jsian reconnaissance missiles ]

[fall.'1 But he added' that re-
|peated, extensive, and thorough!

,, searches for remains of the nie-l

; balls in the Southwest have met
' with no success.
' He said sightings In the Bal
tic, the southwestern U S, and
in northern Japan "bear the

; closest resemblance to agiee In
many particulars." i

"We must logically assume,"'
he said "that if these are guided
missiles, at least some of them

may have the hammer and
sickle on them and not the stars

BIT HE SAID. "I am not sell-,

ing American science short..

Guided missile development—t

no matter in what country—'
will follow parallel paths."'
Much of the U S. guided missile

research is centered in Kew

Mexico and the Southwest.

In vigorous pronouncement

of his theories. La Paz, who pai-

ticipated in the nation's inves

tigation into Japanese balloons

.n the Northwest during the

last war, pleaded the green fire

balls should "not be laughed off

as ordinary meteoric fireballs"

He said there have been sev-i

eral attempts to do just that.

"For example, to confuse the

livid >ellow-green of the green

fireball with the whitish blue-

green of the magnesium in stony

•meteors "

"LET'S >OT kid ourselves,"

La Paz said

The scientist traced reports

of fireballs in the Baltic skies

.back to 1946, shortly after the

Russyms took over the German'
rocket bases in that area

/ Commenting on stiangs

sights in the skies over nortn-

ern Japan—just miles away"
' from Russian territory—he sa.d!
that events of the past few days.

Including Red China's admission1
.she shot down a B-29 "prove the'
Russians are willing to risk

turning a cold war into a hot

one to prevent reconnaissance."

HE SAID he la on record that

the fireballs might be "an un
conventional type of meteor
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AF Chases

'Lights' Near

Russ Isles
A U. 8. AIR BASE. Northern

Japan. Jan. 21 (AP).—Myrted
ous flying objecta—"rotaUn
clusters of red, white and
green lights" —have beta

sighted over northern Japan a

American airmen, the Air FH8

disclosed tonight
Intelligence reports plMM

the sightings c)om> to RusBB
territory in the KurUe UtanO

and Sakhalin.

They added:

"There are too many low*
eatiom of the presence f>

•omethlnf ... la be eons*
ered an observation of nett*
*nr" And thrv discount!*
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C. Umdahl and photoanalyts experts Robert Neasham and Harrv W

59. j

C. Umdahl and photoanalyts experts Robert Neasham and Harrv Woo

affSed'2*2?*? theSeK^e^ *? My !?Othillg of ^"ing them to t

Asked if his people, Neasham and Woo, were annoyed bv the auick bird

The UFO films and modern technology.

m-J!i1rianlJPflldingi ^aerospace engineer and Director of the of the civilian
group Ground Saucer Watch(GSW Inc.), a 500 member organization of primarily pro-
^^.P^onnel affilated with both Universities and aerospace industries/

♦""£! F™55™* l^ Picture enhancement of the UFO franes utilizing*
^°iS8LaVf™a^? *? the mid-l970s(over 20 years after the Air Force

eXam^1fit^e ^9 fllms)- ^ GSW group was able to give the two high-
™?? J%? mCV1?Lthe proper ^iysis* considerably better than the

2£*2£E S £i1Tki111 i!S2> ^ standard tests in 1952 were image sectional
enlargement the establishment of the position of the Sun in relation to the
shadows on the object in question and those objects in the background, plus
electronic/manual densitometry readings.

The GSW group was encouraged by a number positive things about the UFO films:
~in©y were in color.

-In the Montana film a water tower was in a number of frames.
-Both cases were well documented providing known camera data points,
"sha ovjeets offered as an explanation, birds and airplanes, were complex

a™??i2gi? t?an of exPerts us«l state-of-the-art computer programs to
SPJ2L- I011™11* tf?11"? methodsrColor Contouring wl^ProfilSg Edge
Enhancement^ and finally Pixel Distortion for Distance Factoring^ Difi-
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C3pable °f Producin8 hard data beyond the ability of

f
SlTttedSjaSi^1 ^r faCtOT COnceminS the "FOs in the SSSiin, the distance between the camera and the objects photographed Ac
cording to GSW tests, the Tremonton obiects were approximatflyP5^7'mil
away, much greater than the three mile" estimate that woS indicate

gfo^hri
been 50 feet in

The Robertson panel adjourns

the

gX
ed to CIA were merely summon- '

A written report.

>" was

January 17th.

Guatamala City, Guatamala.
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Force. (See photocopy o^CIA doc^nt?
January 19th.

C°nCerninS a

the U.S.

19th Texas incident:

January 20th.

Corsica:

®

fied flying objects." 106

South of England.

^ left a fla^een visited by unidentifi-

sighted a brilliantly-lit difc flSi^h2f(|t^r?iuced visibility, the man
the whole neighborhood 107 WfUCh Cast ^ of USht ^er

ylit di
the whole neighborhood 107

Dr. La Paz speaks out.

and Analysis Section.

Hovering over the woods.

Official records state:
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-IF

26 January 1953.

Continental Divide, New Mexico.

The BUTE BOOK record states:

wssmm

HBMlJt
mately 7.5o6

Although the above case is not a sensational one, BLUE BOOK had a lot trouble
explaining it:
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ss a

the object at 10-15,000 feet The
course, account for'the stoiS

27 January 1953.

Strange objects over California.

10:00 a.m.

high performance

about the sizfof rB-29 in
44 minutes later.

Pilofa?

essaI
and then retreat(orbiting?). 114.

"eather talloon

Th?I « that took

«-
, and

estimated the object was

« .*. b, a military

0^ ^S^

appearing to approach

*UFOs : A HISTORY:JULY 21st-jyLY 31st pp.63-64.
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January 27th.

of ^l^^ just east

lation was the reason

of X Siabts'SriS'nS Sr^iS'S * the afte™°" whe* - -ployee
for a nanent to check sot! Saoerfin m! k ? fStern fence "^ he stopped
overhead the man took h™ eves off ?h ^lefcase Khen a DC-6 droned
aircraft. He was about to ?ur^ H, L^penv'°r\and Slanced skyward at the
a small, whitish objS 1^e™hinJ ^ihTZ^™ ^5 ey6S CaU«ht si8ht of

moving very fast and as it shot ? ^ ^ly determined, was

blue sky in just three seconds 115

changed color, becoming y3£i- ^fSt^
headed in the'directSS S MbSt^Lblo STtES
teers on duty at the tine witnessed the*UFO

out of sight in

Post at Livennore
While in view, the object

^ T"^ ^^ and
civilian

the UFO was spotted travel^ S? o^eS Lf S^" Uke befOTe'
m the direction of Mount Diablo Th* til k ^S !een t0 turn
ed the UFO was white STcoIot but it th^ ti ^1! Said when first
the object turned white agaSl \l oSSnd^S "S ^ blue'
story, indulged in sOTe Ath,^i^Sfe^

The CIA loses interest?

esttaa.es
he
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Police see mystery light. Three hundred feet wide!

BLUE BOOK records states:

Khit. -

? 2s,"3srs
changed color*,

January 28th.

Three reports from southern California.



Point Mugu. 1:00 p.m.
66

statement is by R!
Malibu. 2:20 p.m.

was moored

Callfornia-

circular-shaped objects trawlVno ?n
were huge, a? big'a!T^B- Sir Jt was e^Sat
a speed m excess of 1,000 mph tl t£i?reTo™l

Newport Beach. 9:00 p.m.

aluminum-colored

119

fi*hter countered

S
his pursuit.

Georgia.

120. off

On the 28th °n the east coast over the

lillliiii
WBai

28 January 53.

"Observers exceptionally reliable."

Germany/West Zone. Air Force documents state-

»



UNCLASS1FlW
Commander, NAKTC. Point MuguTo:

From: ^^

Subject: Report of flight of unidentified object along coast line of

NAMTC, 28 January 1953.

At 1300 28 January 1953, the ^■■g^MMMHffMkt. was tied
to it's mooring bouy approximately 1,100 yards directly- offshore from Fox 4

base for the purpose of observing K.D. launchings after having recovered a

KD6G-2 from the surf at 1115, and delivered same to Drexel base at Kueneme.

At 1300 a K.O2R-3 was airboume, and my two tenders and myself were follow

ing its flight. However, we lost sight of the K.O. in the distance and were
waiting for its return to the Fox U area. Since I had last 3een the K.D. in

the direction of Kueheme, which is on a compass bearing of approximately 290

degrees magnetic from our tie-up bouy,- I observed the approach of a jet air

plane of the* type which had been used as control plane on the proceeding
. flight of a KD6G-1. It seemed likely that this plane might have the K.D. under

control so I concentrated my attention on it as it approached Fox U froa

Kueneme.

Vne'n this plane was approximately at the western boundary of NAMTC, bounded

by Arnold road, I sighted a white object which I mistook for the white af

the K.D's wing. However, its approach was so rapid that it wa3 instantly

apparent it was not the K.D., but 3ome unknown object.

- I called to the tw» men in the boat with me and tried to point it out. One

of the men,40miBBB^ 3au it as a white streak, but since I had a cranes
to pick it up before it was overhead, I had sufficient tiice to make out- Its

shape, color, flight and the fact that it seemed to have rather fuzzy or

j;eria»ter.

Since it apj-eared above and frorx the stem of the jat ?lan», -hich I estimated

was traveling at approximately 150 to 200 knots, there vas an opportunity to

judga its speed. Between the time the Jet plane had traveled from Amcld

Road to the beach theodolite-station east o£^HMMBP0)% satter of aoout
three seconds, this object overhauled the jet traveling on the sazie coarse

and directly over the plane. The object did not alter speed, or course, but-

continued on a 3traigirt line to the east toward Kugu Rock and disappeared

in the haze beared In the general direction of Santa Monica.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The general appearance of this object was a white flat disk approximately

eighteen to twenty inches in diameter. However, ita size might be lar^r

as I had no way of checking its altitude other than it seemed Jell above
the mountains adjacent to Mugu Rock. The shi.T.mering outline could U

compared to observing the moon on a bright sunny day, except there wore

no dark marks anywhere on this object.

It is our custom to report any craft not authorized in the launching area

and to note the time they appear. I, ce.Ui^////^t^$.C. at 1306 and In
quired if he could confirm what I had seen after I described it to him.

Ip is quits probable that whomever received my transmission did not under

stand what I waa talking about or at- least thought I was pressure happy.

He informed ma our services were no longer needed on the sea test range

and that we "were to return to port.

When I arrived in port,- I called Lt. Commander Maurer by land line and

made the same report. He subsequently instructed me to make this

written description.

V- -"It- i3- quite probable .that there will be some doubt as to-the-accuracy of .

^3T~ t*1*-3 report, but I ca^ only say I have been observing the flight of pla.-jes
;->:j^=7~ and missiles at NAOTC sine--1949 and- have some knowledge of "thel» cfaaractar-
■a-^P.- istics and speeds*. I have never,seen any plane or missile- which resembled
..l3-=~- this object nor came within one half!; its speed.- • „""_ ~

/^^CERTIFIED TO BE A CORRECT COPY

.tjf\~ W.G."<*ftORSRr LCDR, USN

- ** — _—w



/WHERE THE FLYING DISHES PLAY'

Saucers Over Livermore
I By FRED DUBOIS .

Flying- saucers, which ap
parently followed the birdi
south for the winter, heard
about California's fine weather

of the past few days and re

turned early this year.

The mysterious objects-

animal, vegetable or mineral

—were seen- in Uvermore and
Southern California, where a

Marine Corps jet pilot with 11
years of experience said he

chased one, which, like the big

fish, got away.
Two were seen in Livermore

Tuesday night by members of
the civilian Ground Observer

Corps, It was learned. The first

sighting was about 9 pm. by
three of the volunteers on

duty.

They said it was bright
white, oval-shaped and turned

I yellowish in color as it flew
I from east to west and then
! turned north toward Mount

j Diablo.
I The second time, a different
crew of two saw one, maybe

i the first one's mate, flying

By FRED DUBOIS

from east to' west and then

turn north toward . Diablo

about 11 p.m. This was white

at first, then turned red, blue

and then white again. These
colors would indicate it was

loyal American.

The Southern California In
cident was reported by Maj.

Harvey Patton. of Salt Lake

City, who is stationed at the

Marine base at El Toro.

He described the saucer as

amber-hued and dise-shapeU.
Patton said that at 7 SS p m.

he was flying an all-weather
jet interceptor plane at 20,000

feet over Corona, 20 miles east,

"when there was an apparent

explosion at high elevation. It

was a brilliant amber color."

Fearful that a companion

plane was in trouble, he con

tacted another pilot by radio

The other pilot reported he had

seen the explosion too.

At 0 p.m. when Patton came

in for a landing at the base the

tower asked him to investigate

a moving object sighted over
Newport Beach, 10 miles east

At the same time Edward S.

Downs, tower controller at the
nearby Long Beach' Airport,

reported sighting an "eerie
orange flame" traveling west

in the sky at high speed.

Patton continued:

"I, sighted an amber colored
object and turned to pursue

it. I estimate I had it in sight
for the next three to four

minutes as I picked up speed

toward Newport Beach. It
then turned and swung north
west along the coast toward
Long Beach.

"I could not gain on the

object, although it seemed to

be only two or three miles in
front of me. During the chase

our altitude ranged from 3000

to 4000 feet My radar oper

ator. Sergeant Rothblatt,

watched as I was forced to

give up the chase because my

plane was running out of fuel.
He said the object swung out

to sea.

SAUCERS SEEN

ON WEST COAST
LOS ANGELES—UNS)—Hying

saucers zoomed back Into the news
In Lot A'ngelei today with two In-
ddenta of myiterloui iky objects

reported on successive days.
Rex Hardy Jr., a Northrop air

craft test pilot who wai a lleuten*

ant commander In the naval air Mr-

vice during the war, declared that
he taw four saucers, firing In for

mation near Mallbu yesterday af-

ternoon.

Two men who were with him In

a plane 9.000 feet above Mallbu

confirmed Hardy's story They «r»

Chester Mothews, another test pil

ot, and Jim Wilkinson, a Northrop

photographer

Earlier official* at the El Tqro

Marine Corps Air Base, southeast

of Lot Angeles, reported that one

of their Jet Interceptor planea chas-

ed a large fiery, disc-shaped object

Wednesday night but was out-dlj-

taneed

Several person! In the Lot An-

geles area reported slchtlng what

apparently was the same object.

Califdrnidtisitepori

Seeing Fiery Disc
'$3eI> TORO, Cal, Jan. 30
(AP)—A large, fiery, disc

shaped object nu sighted,

early yesterday morning from

the control toner of the

Marine air base here, the base

public information office re-

ported >esterday. I

A Jet night lighter was sent:

i np to Investigate but nas;

unable to get close enough to

the fast mm Ing object to

iritnflly it, the spokesman

Mid.

Edward S. Downs, toner

controller at the nearby Long

Brach airport, alw reported

•rrint; a firry object in tha

clumlliw sky at the same lime.
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"On the night of 28 January 1953 at 1952 hours I observed the following pheno
mena. We were on top of an overcast at 7500 ft. flying on a heading of 0 de

grees. Visibility was for all practical purposes unlimited. Temperature

i>as 5 decrees C. I sighted a very bright lij;ht passing in front of us at a
slight (45 degree) elevation above us from our left to right. I called Major
Pearsall's attention to the light and \*e both watched it move to our right sim
ultaneously remarking that the light v%as moving at an extremely high rate of

speed. In a few seconds it turned to the Northfvery high acceleration turn
evidently) and then turned again in front of us climbing slightly until it was
directly ahead of us again, where it seemed to linger. The light was judged
at that time to be 8-10 miles ahead of us. Then the light made several vio

lent maneuvers from just above the horizon to 15 degrees above the horizon.

Then it paused for a few seconds, made several more maneuvers (as though in a
dogfight) and then disappeared at a very high rate of speed to the North. We
reported the phenomena to Frankfurt airways and Cornbeef. The object was in
sight for only a total of approximately 1-4 mintues. I held a heading of 0
degrees all of this time.

"It has come to the attention of the reporting officer that an unidentified
flying object '/as sighted at about the same time and location by another USAF
officer." 122.

Corona, California.

An Air Force T/Sgt reported the following to the Intelligence section:

"Five unidentified objects were observed, ball-shaped and outlined entirely

with a green colored illumination. The objects were observed in loose

V-formation when first sighted, then changed into an in-line formation when

approximately overhead. The two end objects were observed to glow red while

the formation was in the process of changing and turned back to the green il
lumination when the in-line maneuver was completed. The formation was very

smooth - not at all ragged. Observer reported no sound at any time during

sighting. The objects were estimated to be moving about 150 mph and travel

ing approximately 2,000 feet above the terrain. Size of each object was

estimated to be about 25 feet in diameter.

"The time of observation was 1805 hours, 28 January 1953, and the sighting

continued approximately 12 mintues.

"T/Sgt ( ) made the observation while driving from March Air Force Base

enroute to Redondo Beach, California, (Ms home) on California State Highway

18, approximately 5 miles SW of Corona, California. The formation of objects

was sighted while the observer's automobile was traveling at 45 mph. Observer

stopped to watch the objects - getting out of his car at the time the formation

passed approximately overhead - moving fTom SE to NW across the highway.

"Sgt ( ) stated that he drives on this highway morning and evening and has

been doing this for approximately a year. Observer has a background of 2

years aeronautical engineering, aerial gunnery school and flew 32 combat

missions with the Eighth Air Force during World War II.

"The atmosphere at time of sighting was very clear although it was dark. The

objects were moving against the slight wind that was blowing at the time of

observation." 123.

"Moved through the air on edge like a giant wheel."

A newspaper clipping discovered by civilian UFO researcher Paul Cerny of the

MUTUAL UFO NETWORK contains references to the Rex Hardy case, plus a sensational
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A mammoth ''flying sau-
" estimated to be 1500
in diameter, has. been

sighted and photographed -
over Southern California, it
wai reported today.

The unconfirmed claim '
says pilots of four planes fly- '
ing in formation sighted the .
object and shot 10 minutes -
of motion picture aim.The plane*
wen at an alUtudo of about 13,000

feet. The disc was said to be more '
than 15,000 feet above them.

The four planes deployed their
formation so as to/be able to take
"fixes" oa the saucer from differ
ent ancles. From the data thus

obtained, the altitude, speed and
(tie of the disc was calculated. It'
was at approximately 60,000 feet,
wot roughly 1500'feet In diameter, '.
was moving through the tlr oa >~

edge like a giant wheel at a speed „

of about 400 nlles per hour. It

showed clearly en the motion pic

ture film, the report claimtl «t

On thebee!» of this rumor earn*
two . other *fy;btlncs by vr*er«Q
pUolj, one mt whom i«UreJ,- Tro . ^ •»
tow a confirmed believer In the- *> t
'saucer* or wHataver you want to "
call them," • ' i . .

■' Those were Utt worts of Rex .t"T>.'
Hardy Jr, former Navy pilot and • v<
low a test pUot (or Northrop Ait- '■ "-»■
crall CcL He and two crewmen In " •' '■*

Ithe twin-engined plane he was fly>'
(Ing spotted a formation of four
1-ssueers* yesterday afternoon over
[the Chntsworth area of the Valley.

Hardy and his companions, PUot
Jjy MsuU and Photographer JIa

■ Wilkinson, said the objects were la
■ la formation of twe above and two

Hafdy

faa«s.?
Their speed wai terri

Hardy .dded. T*e/eo7T
mlles to nve mtautea," • *.
He described the "W

>jriSht metaillc HalS'tfX

1 lA
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sighting of a mammoth 1,500 foot diameter flying disc over Southern Talifornia.
Mr. Cerny rightly calls attention to the existence of 1^ nunutesof movie film
never acknowledged by the military.

? "It sticks out like a sore thumb.'

I
Encounter in the skies of Maine.

According to the the files of the 74th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron:

"Statement of F-94B Pilot.

"On 29 Jan 53 I was flying as pilot in a F-94B aircraft on a routine train
ing flight. After making a few intercepts on another F-94, the GCI station

vectored us to the Millinocket area to intercept B-29 Nicholson Able-6. We
stayed in the Millinocket area for approximately fifteen minutes with no con
tact with the B-29.

"Deciding that the B-29 had passed Millinocket area I took up a heading of

070 degrees magnetic, this course took us directly over Houlton. Just after

passing Houlton and approximately over the St John river I spotted an oval

and thin shaped object about 10 degrees above and approximately on the same

course as my own (070 degrees magnetic). After repeatedly pointing out the

object to the Radar Observer, he finally spotted it too.

"The object was a dark gray color with a very definite, and clearly defined

shape. It did not shine, or give off light, nor was there any visible ex

haust or contrail.

"We were at an altitude of 23,000 feet and chased the object at .8 MACH.

This chase was continued for approximately 8 mintues with no visible change

in the range of the object. According to the maps and dead reckoning, we

had chased the object forty miles northeast of the St John River. At this

tinv we broke off and returned to base to land." 124.

The Radar Observer crewnan had this to say:

"When over the St John River the pilot spotted an object straight ahead of

us. I finally saw the object after he had pointed it out repeatedly. We

turned right so as to displace object to the left. We then resumed our

070 degrees heading and chased the object for several minutes at a speed of

.8 Mach at 23,000 feet (approximately 470 K TAS). We did not .close on the

object and soon broke off because of low fuel supply.

"The object was grey and in shape was thin and oval. It was at a small

angle (5 degrees at most) above us. It stayed stationary in the sky during

the chase. It was well-defined and full-colored, that is, it was not shiny

or luminous. There was no visible means of propulsion nor was there any ex

haust smoke or contrails. The object appeared unbroken in outline and there

were no portholes or windows visible.

"After we had landed and studied the problem I decided we had been about 40

miles NE of the St. John River when we broke off. After comparison with a
dime held at arms length I believe the object was about 1/2 to 3/4 the size

of a dime.

"We landed about 10 or 15 minutes after breaking off." 125.

Military records further state:

"The object was also sighted by at least two fighter aircraft from other
squadrons. The conversation among pilots and RO's was heard by A/1C Ferdinand
who was on duty at the ADCC. Not knowing which of the pilots and RO's were
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talking, the conversation went as follows:

'Pilot said,"Do you see that thing above us?"

Answer, "No."

Reply, "It sticks out like a sore thumb."

Then someone said:"If I were going to catch it I would drop the wing

tanks first."

Another said that he would never admit what he saw.'

The investigating officer, a Lt. Me Donald, adds the following to the incident

report:"...both the B-29 and our F-94s were being painted [ by local radar 1 , and

further, that there were no 'unknowns' being painted in the areallj." 126.

January 29th. Something over Cullman.

About 15 miles northeast of Cullman, Alabama, on Highway 12 at 9:20 p.m. ,

a Mr. Me Clung was driving along minding his own business when he happen to

spot something in the evening sky that was so extraordinary he stopped his

car and got out to get a better look. He estimated the thing was about

4,000 feet above the ground and traveling eastward at about 350 mph. The

thing was a disc-shaped object that was tilted to one side. During the

five minutes the object was under observation, Mr. Me Clung saw the object

make a 90 degree turn from a horizontal course to a vertical one. As it

shot straight up, the object moved at an extremely high speed. 127.

Our attention is now drawn 400 miles directly east at almost the same

latitude, to a farm near the city of Conway, South Carolina. The time:

two hours later.

January 29th. Something over Conway.

Farmer Lloyd C. Booth of Conway, South Carolina, was worried. Somethinc
strange was happening to his livestock. The night of January 29,1953 farm -
er Booth was up late(11:15 p.m.) and he intended to make some coffee and read
a little but, after putting the pot on the stove and glancing at the newspaper,

fanner Booth's thoughts turned to the loss of a cow the previous evening. The
cow had just up and died for no good reason as far as he could tell. He
couldn't figure it out since the animal seemed quite healthy. Making it
more strange was the fact that other farmers in the area were also having sim
ilar trouble with cows dying. Veterinaries called in for an opinion could
only surmise that the animals were being killed by some sort of poisoning.

While pondering the demise of his cow, farmer Booth was startled by the
ducks, chickens and mules out in the barn making a loud racket. Farmer Booth
grabbed a .22 pistol and dashed outdoors. Findinp no prowler, farmer Booth
did discover what was causing all the excitement. Some 10 feet above the
tops of some trees near the barn was a weird-looking "machine" shaped like an
egg "cut end to end " about 25 feet long, 13 feet wide, and about 9 feet high.
On one end there was a white light. On the flat bottom there was a pro

trusion 3 1/2 by 3 1/2 feet running half the length. The front end had a
glassed-over area that was too tinted to see through and in the rear there
was another "cockpit" that was visible since it was lit upfbut because of
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the cloudy nature of the "glass" it was not transparent. Perhaps what
was most interesting was the three foot vide opening on the bottom where
a cresent-shaped" protrusion was visible which Mr. Booth °uessed was part
of a wheel. By the time fir. Booth finished with his quick inspection of
the machine," he noticed that the thing was not hovering in one place but
was slowly floating in his direction while it emitted a weak hum.*

Fanner Booth tried to wake up his family in the farmhouse by yelling but
failed to arouse them,so he followed the object walking underneath as it
drifted west only 90 feet above him. Knowing he could not follow too far be
cause of the swampy ground, Mr. Booth pointed his pistol at the "machine"
and pulled the trigger. At 90 feet he couldn't miss. A sharp "Ping" was
heard by Booth and the bullet apparently caused the object to react. The
UFO emitted a louder hum and tilted up at about a 65-degree angle. The in
stant the object was positioned.it zoomed up into the dark night sky at a
tremendous speed.

The pistol shot finally alerted Booth's familv to the fact that something
was going on outside that needed to be investigated. Mr. Booth's parents
and his brother were now out of bed but farmer Booth was the only one to
see the strange "visitor" to the family farm.

Fearing ridicule, it took a week before farmer Booth breathed a word to
anyone other than his relatives but finally he worked up enough courage to
tell a good friend, Rev. FJwell Jones, pastor of the Horry County Baptist
Church. It was the minister that eventually told authorities. Rev. Jones
was a stanch defender of Booth, maintaining that the farmer was a person of
the highest character. 128.

Scientist Wells Alan Webb. "Thing over Yuma."

Cn January 30th scientist Wells Alan Webb was riding in a car on Highway
80 and at 7:30 p.m. had reached a point about seven miles from Yuma, Arizona
Among the car's passengers were two friends of Webb from Los Angeles, Grover
Kihorny and Felix Gelher. Night had fallen over the desert and the stars
stood out brightly in the clear, dark heavens. As the car rolled along at
60 miles per hour rapidly approaching Spain Flying Field, Webb's eyes roam
ed over the stars near the horizon, and the lights atop poles that lit up
the airfield's hangers where an Army trainer could be seen under repair by a
crew of mechanics. Getting closer to the fieldv Webb noticed a funny-
looking, dancing, flickering, star-like point about 40 feet above where the
trainer was parked. As the car Webb was riding drew abreast of the hanger
area, and passed it, Webb strained to keep the "strange light" in view. The
light had also caught the attention of Gelber and Kihorney and they watched
the brilliant point in the sky through the side and rear windows.

The "dancing light" was seen to rise, at first slowly, and then with more
and more speed. Blinking repeatedly, the light rose so high it soon vanished
among the stars.

* What Mr. Booth describes here is not a classic saucer shape but rather
something that resembled a blimp's gondola.
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Puzzled, Webb and his friends returned to the site of the sighting the fol

lowing day. The three men paced off distances and talked to one of the work

crew that had been doing the repair job previous evening. In answer to ques

tions, the mechanic denied seeing anything or hearing anything, the latter

ijnportant because it ruled out a heliocopter.

On the chance the UFO may have been a light-carrying weather balloon, Webb

and his two fellow investigators visited a nearby U.S. Weather Station. There

the weatherman proved to be very obliging, showing his visitors a weather bal

lon and the light it carried. The balloon light was just a tiny bulb like

one might find in a flashlight and thus hardly capable of throwing out the

brilliant rays like that of the UFO's. The weatherman explained that the

faint glow was enough for him since he tracked the balloon with a small

telescope. In any event, the weatherman kept careful records and his records

showed no balloons over Spain Field during the time of the UFO's appearance.

129.

Mercury's retraction.

The vicious attack by Victor Black on Edward Sullivan and "other UFO be

lievers" in October, 1952, issue of the American Mercury led to a retraction

in the magazine's January 1953 issue. Lawyers for both Sullivan,and the man

Black called Sullivan's "associate,"Dr. Lincoln La Paz, contacted the Mercury

and its editors thought it best to disown Black. It was probably La Paz that

really scared the editors because there was absolutely no doubt about his dis-

tinquished background in science and his reputation as a government advisor.

130.

A question about Life.

Years later Herbert Strentz, researching his dissertation on press coverage

of the UFO phenomenon, made an interesting observation concerning the Black-

Sullivan battle. Strentz noted that Black claimed that Life magazine never

interviewed him for that publication's big April 7, 1952 UFO feature "Have We

Visitors From Space?" Such a claim by Black suggested to Strentz that one

just might question Life magazine's research. 131.

"Beware of Hoaxers."

The headline of issue number four(25 January 53)of the APRO Bulletin, the

journal of the group of civilian UFO enthusiasts based in Sturgeon Bay, Wis

consin, read"BEWARE OF HOAXERS." The gist of the lead story was APRO's re

fusal to buy the Anerican secret weapon theory to explain UFOs. That refusal

is carried over to page six where the editors express suspicion of Richard
Everett's article in the January 9th issue of the Sante Fe New Mexican which
implied that the U.S. Air Force had achieved "undreamed speed's, ranges, and
maneuverability," in the development of robot aircraft and that such machines

may well explain UFOs. 132.

This calls to mind the curious UFO investigation career of Dr. Leon David
son who had a tenacious belief UFOs were super-secret U.S. devices. His story
appeared in the Washington Post on July 30, 1952 so it is not surprising he

came to the attention of many official agencies in the Washington D.C. area

and it might explain why Dr. Davidson was invited by Colonel William Adams of
U.S. Air Force Intelligence, on October 23, 1952, to a private viewing of (the
then) secret Tremonton, Utah, UFO film. Dr. Davidson was highly impressed by
film and lost all doubts about UFOs being real. Why was Dr. Davidson invited
to a private viewing and not Donald Keyhoc, an extraterestrial advocate'' Was
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it because Davidson entertained an "acceptable" theory?

"Chief of the Secret Service."

More UFO activity in the Pacific:

"On the evening of 31 January 1953, Lt. Colonel (---deleted), Chief of

Secret Service, Bureau of Customs, Manila, Philippines, and I were fishing

from a small boat off HIHAOON COVE, between HORNOS and 1U1AIN POINT.

BATAAN Province.

"Between 2030 and 2100 hours I had a strike and in pulling in my line I

happened to look up at the sky where I saw three or four very bright, lum

inous, round objects which seemed to travel around in a circle. The ob

jects were visible for about two or three seconds. The objects appeared

to be about eighteen inches in diameter and seemed to be transparent. They

suddenly turned or banked and zoomed away in a northwesterly direction. The
objects travelled faster than a shooting star, but did not leave any trail or

wake. In my opinion they were traveling at a much higher altitude then the

Japanese planes which bombed CEBU at the outbreak of the last war.

"I was frighten and called them to the attention of Colonel (---deleted).

(—deleted) stated that he had also seen the unusual objects and advised

that he had never seen anything like them before in his life." 133.

February.

February 2, 1953 Rrppelt telephoned ATIC, Wright-Patterson AFB, in reference

to the final version of a proposed press release that would accompany the re

lease of the Tremonton UFO film.

Capt Harry Smith of ATIC sent a security information mesage in reply the next

day asking that a proposed press release be forwarded by telecon for coordination.

Suggested language went this way:

"...a strong possibility is that the objects were sea gulls soaring termal

air currents. Movies of sea gulls taken under similar lighting condit

ions showed the sea gulls appearing as bright spots of light very similar

to those in the movie. At the present time the Air Force contemplates

no future action willbe taken to identify the objects." 134.

From all indications Ruppelt seemed optimistic that the Tremonton film would

be declassified. In an official message on February 3rd Ruppelt wrote that the

Air Force wanted to:

"...again contact Newhouse and determine whether ht wants his original

film back or whether he will accept a copy of the original. It is con

templated that the fact that the Air Force has this movie will be [sic?J

released to the press in the near future and ATIC plans to return the film

so that if he has any offers from the press he can sell it. Movies will

be shown to the press but not released to them. Also request that you

determine whether Newhouse has any objection to using his name in the offic

ial release. Request ansver be obtained immediately. In reply cite Pro

ject Blue Book." 135.

A message dated February 9th informed Ruppelt that Newhouse would accept a

copy of his fllir.permitting the Air Force to retain the orginal. and gave his O.K.

to the militar> to publicly identify him as the photopraher of the Tremonton UFO

movie. 136.
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The stalking of a B-52.

t2l I900' J/'ST* llll' l TOS " the CFC Peer's position of a B-SO
type aircraft Number 9365, flying at an altitude of 25,000 feet. I was
searching for fighter attacks from F-86 type aircraft which were in the
area. I saw a B-52 type aircraft at three o'clock high. As this a£-
SSrt1 ' n°tiCed 3 SilVeT °bjeCt fa itS rake- T cal£d «tS"in'does anyone see that silver obiect behind that B-52" I Is

MeS "^ ET? Svying' 'yes/t Neither One of us 'coul* Snt-ttjf' v-J i^? ?k Run c^ra pictures to confirm the sighting,
then" th?£t SJ? ^ * silver disk first showing its circular side and

^^V1'^ U^Tt^ of s^iT'^ «* ^
Signed: T/Sgt. Carl Y. Edwards." 137.

February 3rd.

UFO over Virginia. "It jumped 10,000 feet in seconds."

An F9F Panther jet piloted by Marine Corps aviator Lt. Balocco was re
turning to base on February 3. 1953, when he sighted some strange lights
below his plane which at first he assumed was just another aircraft Lt
Balocco was cruising at 20,000 feet and the red lights were at half'that"
about 10 000 feet. The lights did not seem to warrent any special at?en-
tion at first so Lt. Balocco went about his business, checking the sky for

N^nivri0Ul^1V?r"v°l0red °bieCt reP°rted earlier by Navy authorities at
Norfolk While looking around, Lt. Balocco suddenly noticed that the odd
crimson lights abruptly jumped:"...10,000 feet vertically in a matter of

SdSht, ,t ; Lt' Jal0CC° ^kedvMs jet ^^ andbeaded toward Jhe
red lights at top speed, seme 500 mph. During the next ZH minutes the

wS^w/1^ ^ 1° C^ch the wo ^ never eot closer ^^ 10 milesWhat was the object? The Marine officer had no idea. Seen fran a dis
tance of 10 miles the object was a white body with a red tail and had the
following detail which Lt. Balocco words this way:"It had two red lights
^ " ifo 2 side bounding and flashing off the end, encircling In • •
,3I?i JLi9\ F°r a"hlle*he Jet had gained a little on the UFO but event
ually the strange object dived away and eluded Lt. Balocco as the Atlantic
Loast came into view.

Another pilot, Capt. Thomas W. Riggs, was also piloting an airplane in
cmldn?3 ^ hetold military Intelligence he got a glimpse of 9cmething he
couldn t identify which was moving through the air over the North Carolina
coast. Case records tell us nothing more. 140.

The North Carolina newspaper Asheville Citizen had this to add-"The
Marine Corps said it later received a call from Gerald Midget, a fanner
living near Oriental, on the coast. Midget reported seeing a flash in a
desolate swampy area, and then a ground fire. Marine heliocopters search
ed the swampland and found a small forest fire but no sign of a crash " 141
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February 3rd.

UFO over Idaho.

eight power binoculars. BLUE BOOK records state: amtften watched it with

"The unidentified flying object was described as follows-
silver in color, there was no indication as to type of pro

mmm?mmmmmmm
«t xne tune ot first observation the obiect appeared to be at a low altitude
disappearing to the west at a trmendously high altitude?" 142f l0waltltude

More UFO activity in the Pacific?

A brief message forwarded to BLUE BOOK read:

1 AERIAL OBJECTS -On Feb. 3 almost all Samarangllndoneasiairesidents wit
nessed a white object which suddenly appeared in the sky. 'he oWt ap
peared to be the size of a star against a clear blue sk£ but neithefspa?kled
Soon)!" 1?3 "ieCt " StU1 "i^^rf- Sakarata, Rb.Tl9S3
February 4th

headed K^rr^ ^° ilwesti8«ive organization, the Ouranos Study Group,
TMwf-^«: ^ Thirouin, convenved a meeting on February 4th,during which
T^irouin flirted with contesting the explanations of authorities by slying he
was becoming tried of hearing that meteors are often mistaken for flying laucers

to a SeoVlg 145 "^ l0glC' ""^ the ^^ of a *"** && sa"'
afternoon"the ^anos people had a chance to air their corn-

February 5th. A French UFO panel.

"TVo USAF officers followed the preceedings with close attention."

K^t11 ^"?0 h in France reached a point where the Aero
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UNCLASSIFIED

S GeRTT

Yuma City, Arizona 1, February

I. Description of Incident

At 1350 MST a meteorological aid for the U.S. Weather Bureau was searching
for a lost weather balloon with the aid of a theodolite when he sighted a solid
white, oblong object at a direction of 1$7«2° and elevation of 53.3°. The size
of the object consisted of one minute of arc.

The object appeared to be ascending straight up, then levelled off and at
this point was Joined by a second object of exactly the same description. The
second object left the field of the theodolite twice but returned each time to
Join the original. They both disappeared simultaneously at an angle of 20li.l°
at an elevation of 29.1°. At 2OU.10 the sky was covered by cirrus clouds at
approximately 25,000 ft.

The objects remained in vision for five minutes. The observer stated that
the objects roso more rapidly than any balloon he has ever seen and furthermore
moved against the prevailing westerly winds. There appeared to be no gUjnmer or
reflection from the sun from the objects.

II. Discussion of Incident

From the observers obvious experience in tracking balloons, it is concluded

that these objects could not have been balloons especially since they were seen

to move against the wind. There were aircraft in the area but the observer states

he was aware of them and could not have confused them with the unknown objects.

Becauso of the maneuvers and the time of day, astronomical activity must be ruled

out* ATIC has not been able to find an answer to this sighting.

III. Conclusion

Unknown. 144.
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the Aeronautic School of Paris; Jimmy Guieu of Ouranos; M. latapie, a re

presentative of the newspaper France Dimanche; M. Bresson who was president

of a "Giraviation" Commission; M. A.P. DuFour, Industrialist and advisor to

the Ouranos group; and finally Colonel Gallous of the French Air Force G.H.
Q. who acted as panel foreman.

An account of this event was written by panel member Guieu, and accord

ing to him UFO witnesses asked to testify about their experiences faced a

formidable task. When UFO witness M. Veillot related what occurred to him
at Le Bourget the 18th of June, 1952; he was answered by a highly skeptical

Colonel Gallous who utilized his talents in erudition and wit to daze every

one. The other panel members were more sympathetic, like Robert Clausse,
who dismissed the UFO as due to a cloud altimeter light but at least he took
the time and trouble to question M. Veillot closely.

When a M. Latapie stepped forward to tell about the famous Gachignard
"UFO landing" episode of October 27, 1952, at Marseille, France; it was Col
onel Gallous again who came down hard on the person testifying, dismissing
the story as an example of the "wine-soaked imagining" typical of the inha
bitants of the country's south coast. This bit of ridicule provoked some
laughter among those in the audience , but also the ire of Jimmy Guieu who
quickly came to the defense of the people of the Midi and UFO witness Gach
ignard. Guieu began to develope a careful counter-argument referring to
certain information in the statement made by Gachignard, but before he could
proceed very far, Colonel Gallous used his authority as panel foreman to in
terrupt and then terminate the discussion. This show of power by the Col-
nel disgusted Guieu. 146.

During the debate on stage, Guieu happened to notice a couple of men among
the crowd in attendance:"Sitting quietly among the audience, two officers of
the United States Air Force followed the proceedings with close attention."
147.

Ouranos advisor DuFour took part in the gathering's summation by review

ing strange phenomena recorded in the past, while Guy Roberts recapitulated
the better unknowns of UFO reports on file. Dollfus, the astronomer, pre

sented a resume of characteristics which he insisted provided evidence that

intelligence lifeforms on any of the planets of the Solar System, other than

Earth, was impossible. 148.

It was Guieu's impression that the Aero Club UFO debate was more like a

conspiracy than an impartial gathering. To Guieu it seemed that Colonel

Gallous was trying to undermine pro-UFO testimony in a systematic fashion.

A member of the audience, journalist Jean Grampaix of Les Ailes, was also
critical of the panel's "debate" which did not consist cross-examinations of

UFO witnesses to determine the truth, but as a sort of "jury trial of persons
guilty of seeing UFO visions" and thus were required to explain themselves

with "judge" Colonel Gallous presiding! Grampaix woul<1 later write that the
Colonel had made his bias clear at the outset when Gallous remarked that UFOs

were nothing more than an aerial version of a sea-serpent. 149.

The Lloyd Booth case continued.

Word of the fantastic Lloyd Booth shooting incident finally reached BLUE

BOOK. Lt. Flues was manning the UFO desk at ATIC, Wright Field .during the

absence of Capt. Ruppelt , and he quickly sent an official teletype message
to the Air Force base nearest to the city of Conway:
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Office Memorandum • united states government

TO i iyJJistant Tor Operation.:, Oil __, date: 9 rebruary 1953

«** $£r. haydcn chanair^— (£jL> ***- J?8* -
FB.OM i ici&f, Contact iJivxsion, CO • »

SUBJECT: California Cco=ittea for Saucer Investigation

1. Recently, a aesber of the Los ingelea 'Office had occasion to hear lor.

'..'alter Riedel tell sosething of the activities of the California Co=ittee for

Saucer Investigation (Oil). His cements, as follows, cay be of interest:

U. Dr. Sleoel indicate ha -oas Tarnerly "Chier BeaisrseT-at the Tteraati Sx- -
perissntsl Rocket Center at Pcsnezuen&e. He has been in the UJ u a "paperclip" y

scientist for sooe years. He is now a Project jingineer in the Asrophysica

Department (Guided .-H3Siles) of the North jjgjerican ..iviation Corg. He gave every
iopression of being a cazcetent acicntjt, especially' knouiedgeable on rocket
setters. He seeaed a balanced person, not given to fixations.

3. C5I has been la operation sace years, composed of private individuals

intrigued and scientifically interested in finding en explanation for "saucer"

pbenoceaa. To date,, they have received sons 1370 letters relating to reported

sightings. Of this nusber, they have been able to is^eiiataly or quickly elim

inate 75a< as not worth follow-uj.. 1'he great protortian of thi3 25^> have been

discarded upon further investigation. What was soaeuhat surprising to the writer

va.s the e^xaustiveness with vhicb these investigations are being saris. Hot only

are very careful calculations cade, if the data exists, to check the possibility

of the report being physically possible (e.g., in terns of lines of sight), but
the individual reporting the sighting is investigated privately at his place oi'
residence to establish a general background of reliability and credibility. Of

the 25* investigated, perhaps 25 or so sightings have been established as "reliable"

in the sense that no known existing explanation exists for tbec. Apparently, zost

of these heve been forwarded to bright Field, Dayton, Chio, although there appears

to be a tire lag of soce duration while Col is "-sniff ng its own check and calculations,

ur. Kiedel'a description of one reported sighting by a r..'A pilot and crew, grrl the

fallsw-u? with .respect to it., uas iz^rasslve to the writer in the tbouch^ applied,

the pains taken, and the very careful application of scientific se^hod.

L. oo serious i3 Col with respect to its investigation that Or. Riedel indi

cated that they are going to execute a planned "hoax" over the Los Angeles area,

in order to test the reaction and reliability of the public in general to unusual

aerial {.hasccena. (The sightings retorted over ..'alibu in thejLosi-itoer^^-P3?21?
Jan '63 could possibly be this hoax.) -Frou this experiment, 'whey nope to ascertain
hou ssjxy psople report -an aerial visual phenoncnon unich ha_! been conducted so as to

be clearly visible to allarge nusber of people in the area. They will also, of

course, be able to test the variation of report details, etc. This expsr=ect is

OGji^ncd to give a ^;ttqr backorj--ii s^zLr.sl uhich iaUirs sishtirjj-caa be ?"iluated.

10C29
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5. Apparently, an eye and interest are alao directed toward the (LUu,

for reaction? to_^3lf;hting3 a3_rcto.rtcd.ln_the KuiVua are observed. This interest

i_i also evident in the~pa?er'entitled "dockets aehind"the""iron"CurtainB,
uresented before the nnrttnl convention of tha jtserican Kocket Society in iteu

Xork City ca 4 Deceaber*1952, by George r. oxitton, also of «erophysics uecert-
cent (liorth Asericaa Aviation, Inc. )and associated with Cal.

6. Of incidental interest may be the fact that BAA (National aeronautical

association) suggested politely end perhaps Indirectly-to Or. fiiedel that be

disassociate hiaself from official neobersfaip oa Col.
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investigate circumstances surrounding the sighting by
Or COnwav. South rami-ina nf «» ,_jj ^-i-- S .- ? '

V^ ^g nces surrounding the sighting by
Sl?1^ South Carolina, of an unidentified flying

j Booth runs a store and service station on Highway 701 eieht

February lssue of the newspaper Columbia State of; § 150

? ?Sson!o 'X? "^ }S ^ "*»*»i«." Conclusion:
? fOT th" concl h f

} ^ *»*»i«. Conclusion:
conclusi°n was the following:"Pope AFB, S C

?-& f &t^
B°Oth th0Ught Of the blimP explanation when we reach

"Priority message." February 6th

A priority message from McChord AFB, Washington, alerted BLUE BOOK to the
toilowing:

whi»B"36 air2afu-was in.fl^t in the vicinity of Spokane, Washington,
when one round white omnidirectional light was sighted at 0913Z time The
light was at an altitude of approximately 7,000 ft. on a southeast course

iS f?* I1S?g aS-iX Proceeded- " was visually observed for a per-
l^L? l^et t T mintues ^ B36 ">ade 180 d ddi
iS f?* I?g - P as visually observed for a per-
l^L?A l^et t T mintues- ^ B"36 ">ade 180 degree descending turn
toward the light which was estimated to be moving at a speed of ISO to 200

SSia, SshSgton'" %J£.W>0Und t0 SPokane 15 miles «t and located over

m ^ Civilian UF0 investigators. (See photo

Release of the Tremonton film.

f0Und i^™2 B00K files describe hov the Air Force agonized over
SSS?^ n6VSmedia tht ^ evidenced the

"During a trip to Washington, D.C., on 29 January 1953 Capt. Ruppelt
was informed that the press had learned about the Tremonton, Utah
movies and that Mr. Al Chop of the Office of Public Information, De
partment of Defense, Col. Teabert of AFOIN-2, and others believe that
the movies should be released in accordance with the promise made this
summer to the press that no information on the subject of Unidentified
Fixing Objects would be withheld. Capt. Ruppelt aijreed with this
point and it was decided that the factual data on this incident would
be sent to Capt. Harry B. Smith, AFOIN-2A2, who would pass it on to
Mr. Chop who in turn would write the release. The telecon also re
quested that the release be forwarded to ATIC for coordination " 154
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"How probable was the seagull theory?"

♦u ?r;t,J'rAllen tynek later wrote about the Tremonton UFO film and suggests
that the frames probably were given the best analysis possible although the
tr£ie\^^^^ people believed

i*"* ^ called that he had written the release and showed
? ^0IN^ ^ believe that there H SSS

•!! V^-? i ^ e ha written the release and showed
«lS «?? ?• ^0IN^' , ^ believe that there wouU bH SSSonasked as to the findings of the Air Force and Navy photo labs and that
these reports would have to be released. If they weren't released the
press would begin to think they contained some 'hof material and that the

J^TmT* WaS 2 ^8 *** Sme inPortant data- ATIC concurred that this
could happen, and that if it did happen it could create a great deal of ex-
ci cement.

"The Air Force lab analysis concludes that:
a. They are reasonably certain that the brightness of the linages

on the film exceeds that of any bird.
b. The objects are not spherical balloons.
c. The objects could be aircraft. (Note: the absence of sound

almost rules out aircraft. Aircraft in a 'dogfight' can be
heard at almost any altitude. In addition, the area of the
sighting was not a restricted air space area and it is doubtful

,_ ., that such flying would be carried on in the airways.)
The Navy report says the objects are:

a. Self-luminous or light sources.
b. Could not be aircraft or balloons.
c. No bird is known which can reflect enough light to cause the

images shown on the film.

"It can be noted that the Navy people deduced this from their analysis of
the brightness of the images on each frame. This required about a 1,000
manhours. It was brought out by two astronomers who heard a Navy briefing
on the analysis of the movies that the method used to measure the brightness
°f,Jach ??ot **! "J"01^' ^erefore, the results of the entire study was wrong.

The subject of the release was discussed with Lt Col Johnson and Col Me
Duffy and it was decided that the movies would be released without comment
ILI° V^.--y weTe and h°Pe that no questions were asked about the Navy re
port. This is a 'calculated' risk of another big 'flap '

The other alternative is to quickly get more data on the subject. Several
things can be done and are listed below in the order of how soon they could
be accomplished. J

a. As far as gulls are concerned the big question is, how much
light will be reflected? Can you see a gull reflecting light
and not recognize that it is a gull? To check this it would be
necessary to go to a location where you have a lot of gulls and

bright sunlight and take movies with a 3-inch lens. It would be
necessary to know how far the gulls were away each time a movie was
taken. At this time of the year Florida is the only place where
sunshine and gulls can be assured.

b. Using special funds, have General Mills release a group of pillow
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balloons arranged in the same sequence as the obiects are in the
movies and measuring the distance at which the movies were taken

C' than tW° airC maneuvers at various altitudes and photograph

d. Request that the Navy re-do the study using the methods of density
measurement that are prescibed by the astronomers.

Conclusion:

"If it is deemed advisable to release the movies quickly, state that the
i™ ?w ^mOt P0^*ively identify the objects but they are reasonably
sure that they are balloons or gulls consequently no further effort is go
ing to be put into the incident. If the Navy and Air Force reports are re-

dicc^J 't^' ftV0 thl meager data ^ used' the ™P«ts must bett^l^i It.would be rather poor policy to state that the Navy made an
error in the beginning of their analysis.

il'Jfii1 JS k00^^0? a risk v° do this (suggestion in paragraph 6) immed
iately go ahead with items a, b, and c of paragraph 5 on a high priority

1 'Recaranendat ions:

"It is recommended that the above plan be given to AFOIN-2A2 and let them
confer with the Director of Intelligence on the subject of a release." 1S5.

BIUE BOOK scientific advisor Dr. J. Allen Hynek has this to add:

"The recommendation that additional tests be undertaken to determine
whether the UFOs could possibly of seagulls or aircraft was never^SLwed
wide men "15? drq>ped' and *** Possit>ilty * seagulls or aircraft left

February .10th. "Playing like puppets on a string."

Errie objects inspect Quartermaster Depot;

"This report pertains to the observation of unusual aerial objects
SLp0"! P?rf??S at the Richn>°nd Quartermaster Depot, Richmond, Va. The
.^f ?f S1fhting ms approximately 0615 hours, 10 Feb 53.
^^V,17 1?53' R^1" L- CamP. civilian fciaard, Richmond Quarter-
To IIL?%Z i'q^S ?"tervieweduand stated that at approximately 0615 hours,
10 February 1953, he was at the southwest end of Warehouse #31.which is

S3^rn^?e s£uthe"t section of «* Depot, and in his vehicle when he
saw approaching fron the east, at an altitude of approximately 400 feet,
two objects, circular in shape, approximately 20 feet in diameter which
appeared luminous, colored orange in the center and blue at the edee the
approximate color of a flourescent lamp. These obiects passed dirtily
over Camp's head, proceeding southwest at a 'slow speed.' They hovered
over a 75 foot water tower located at the southwest end of the depot and
Camp described them as 'playing like puppets on a string.' Shortly there-
alter the obiects disappeared over the horizon in the vicinity of Ware
house 44 which is located approximately 160 feet south of the water tower.
S^w^ 1° 8tJ.street in the vicinity when the objects disappeared,
at which time the objects reappeared and proceeded in a westerly direction
turned north towards Camp and then reversed themselves and p^eedediS of
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The objects seen fron a point two miles from the depot
"On 11 Feb 53 T---- - --

was

was

lately 150 feet. the object aSL *!! atJan altitude of approx-
water moving around and ab^LcTothir "gS ^ "ere h^ring over the
they were going to land in the wate? kft Sta-ed that he thought that
objects went straight up into thl air JftV ^P™™^ two minutes the
tically at an extrlmelyrapid ra?e S SJ
were clearly visible to hk tha tW
meter and that there were no ^^t

ater moving around and ab^LcTothir g ^
they were going to land in the wate? kft Sta-ed that he thought that
objects went straight up into thl air JftV ^P™™^ two minutes the
tically at an extrlmelyrapid ra?e S SJlsaPPeared fron sight moving ver-
were clearly visible to hk tha tW Lr e"- Stated that *** objects
meter and that there were no ^^t^l^l^Z^V^^ '" d^o ^^t^l^l

objects as seen fran the depot's main gate.

S3 while at th STS S JSS
^iS^ffi^fl^JJ g. Richmond Ouartennaster

Feb S3 while at the maSTgSe of Se wJtaSS^™181617 °61S hours 10
observed two objects or lifhts aDDroacMn?^ Quartermaster Depot, he
distance of U, miles, at m altiSde S ^nhm.frm the northeast at a
approximately 200 feet apart S!obL?M?Jtely 1 '00° feet and
approximately 500 feet south of the Sin £!,PaSSe? wer ^ Elk pastrue
jects passed out of Derr-s liSe 3 viISng n At this P01"1' the b
considerable time in the viciJit? of «J«* * °eiI stated that he has
St iights were ^ w£to^i2tH3l1!nf-ti;t he is certain

and that the objects dffj.TSiJTSS o? U%1 y?l0Wish in co1
from his vantage point, the litrht ann^^ llghtl. Derr stated that
diameter." 159. ' lgnt aPPe*red approximately 18 inches in

^objects as seen fran the depot's north gate.

mas^Depot^wa^ Richmond Quarter-
hours, 10 Feb S3, he was at the «Jt\ ♦ I at aPProximately 0600
Depot when he observeTtw? dbiScJfJif"6^ 2* Richmond Quartennaster
an altitude of approximSel? iTo fee?^""J? hijn from the north It
Jarln ^aPe, aS?oximatefyy3i ih i £L?JeCt^appeared t0 be

^rvSSiS of\ssr
out' and then 'danced out o? SSf«

approximately 38 miles per hour FiJ
any noise emitted by thS objSs." 16O
T

darted «* Rancid
! ♦FV* a slow rate of speed

St3ted that at no **»» was there6O

To sum up, the investigating Air Force officer wrote:

ly clear' a^h^Srof^Sn?^^ ** ^^« ««r«-
sky t Dds was confirmed by the base weSr ^- ""f n° Clouds in the
that the objects were P^.^^r^^T WS
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that they distinctly saw the shapes and characteristics of the obiects. No
distinct markings or openings or irregularities on the surface of the ob
jects were observed by the witnesses. All of the witnesses appeared to
be reliable, intelligent, sober individuals who were well acquainted with
conventional aircraft. All of the witnesses stated that they have never
previously observed any similar objects and could offer no logical explan
ation for the sighting." 161.

One should take note of how the subjective data, estimated speeds and alti
tudes, vary in the different accounts,although one must make sane allowance for
the fact that each witness viewed the objects from different locations and poss
ibly at slightly different times. An exception was Fields and Camp viewinp the
objects from the south end of the depot where together the two men observed the

J!5mS £*? aW?y'J CamP claims the objects departed at a "tremendous rate of
speed while Field claimed the obiects disappeared from sight at a slow rate
of speed, approximately 35 miles per hour, mis discrepancy might hnve been
cleared up by a reinterview but BLUE BOOK records indicate no such effort on
the part of the Air Force.

The A.V. Roe "saucer."

On February 11, 1953 the Canadian public was informed by the newspaper
Joronto Star that their government had been busy on a saucer-like aircraft
for some time and a wooden mockup had been recently completed. A fully
functional phototype was envisioned as a possibiltyby the year 1955.

c Z? Yfr n ',UF0 researcher Gray Barker wrote in 1960 that the announcement
of the A.V. Roe development was an attempt to give the impression to the public
tnat: ...all saucers could be explained away as quite ordinary " 162

faiBSer-^1S0,^led attention to the theorizing of a Dr. Leon Davidson who
favored the idea UFOs were U.S. secret weapons which were being used by the
Pentagon to confuse and frighten Moscow. 163.

The "flying saucer" as a deterrent? Well, a deterrent that is secret is
useless. You have to present your potential enemy with knowledge of your
potential power, preferably exaggerated, to deter him from attacking. What
you have to do is to permit your enemy some insight into the scope of your
weapon system. Certainly the psychological value of hinting that the West
ern countries processed a revolutionary interceptor was not lost on American
experts when a Russian bonber attack was expected in the next 24 months,
something that had to be discouraged by any means.

A secret U.S. weapon?

Dr. Leon Davidson received some special treatment from the Air Force al
though he did not seem to have any special credentials. He was invited to
a private showing of the (then) highly secret Tremonton UFO movie by Air
Force Colonel William Adams, Deputy Director for Estimates, Directorate of
Intelligence, back on October 23. 1952. We do not know what sort of brief
ing Dr. Davidson got, but for years afterward he pushed the secret weapon
theory, so whatever he was told did not change his opinion. Perhaps he was
encouraged somehow after some Pentagon authorities noticed a July 30 1952
story about him in The Washington Post. (See photocopied newsclippingi



Flying Saucer Hobby

Leads to a Theory
S'o'm'e "hobbyists collcctl ToK 3o IS SXrhobbyists collcctL

stamps; others, match book cov-'
ers, e\en teabag tags I

Leon Davidson, of 804 S Irv-f
ing st, Arlington, Va, is morel,
up to date. He collects reports
on flying saucers

He began his side interest in
mid 1949, in personal dissatis
faction with the Air Force's find- '
ings after investigation of flying
saucer reports ,

i Today he has analyzed those
.reports, and almost everything ■

since published on flying sau
cers. He has some conclusions,
and some fixed ideas

I First, he said, official denials
,to the contrary, the saucers are

most likely Kary-dex eloped mis
siles, either piloted or ground
'controlled, or both, and jet pro-
'pelled

Davidson thinks the Navy is
laughing up its gold-braided
islee\es at the Air Force And
,he thinks at least one Air Force
official knows it. Else why. he
asked, would an (unidentified)
Air Force official suddenly
change the designation of its
flying saucer investigation from
"Project Sign" to "Project
Grudge"

The name change, he said,
roccurred at a doubly significant
time—during unification of the
military forces, and when the
Air Force was winding up its
1947-48 saucer investigations

Here's why Davidson thinks
flying saucers aren't foreign to
this earth- None has been ob
served in any area for a period
of "more than four hours, an in
credibly short time for \isitors
who would have traveled so
long from so far.
Here's why he discards the

idea they may be Russian-
made. The United States mili
tary uould be far more con
cerned than to wait two hours

LEON DAVIDSON j
has own Ideas-on 'saucers'^

bavidson said his "geographi
cal plotting on flying saucer re-
■ft ffttB^ A ah*^-_ * •_ I _ _._ ■ - m ._

»• |f«Viuii5 v*i njriuK saucer re*

ports supports his conviction the
objects are a Navy product
Reports of the first sightings,
in 1947, almost all came from
Northwest United States, most
ly over sparsely populated
areas, but not far from Navy I
Installations, he said. I
In 1948, they were reported

over the Southeast United
States. They have spread out
since o\er a more general, geo
graphically scattered area, but
all within control range of the
far-flung Navy, he said

Finally, said Davidion, a
chemical engineer, the saucers
lave traveled courses of estab
lished air lanes, where radio
beams would be helpful In their
flight 'control—by Navy scien
tists.

after sightings to send jet in- I There's one thing about David-
tcrceptors after them, as was ison's hobby—it could be ended
rpnAf-fMt frnm n.«^ui tnj«.H.i suddtnlv bv an official an.

— „ „„

reported from nearby Andrews
Field recently..

suddenly by
i nouncement.

official an-

1
62
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The Roe story.

PrfPted BUJE B00K t° seek more information be
idiat w b

cauIlrtSvwv £t£? Pvt PrfPted BUJE B00K t° seek more information be
cause they knew nothing about idiat was suppose to be a Canadian government
project (Project 'V), so Ruppelfs team had the American Air AUachTs?ation-
ed in Ottawa Bake inquiries through official channels. It was determined tSt
the supposed saucer was an experimental private effort by the A.V. Roe^Spany
and was hardly more than a sketch on a drawing board. That anything ofa5
Sf"6^ h bCen built) the ^erican Attache attributed to "wishful
thinking" by an imaginative newspaper reporter.

n q11^?? °f ?I uaCt th^ the Rt)e machijie wa* more artwork than hardware,
.; +rV"Ce ^id beccme interested when it learned that the touted saucer
*as the brain child of a legitimate English engineer John M. Frost who had

^eV1^ yfeS-gned ? real plane« one of Canada's all-weather interceptors
Tsrs^irto maintain ■»active interest * *

Speaking of a psychological deterrent, of particular interest to-American
Intelligence was the fact that Frost's work seemed to be an outgrowth of some
early German experiments, as well as some concepts originated by Frenchman
Henri Coanda. The possibility these European ideas were being entertained
by the Russians was something to worry about. The CIA's Chief of Applied
Science Division, W.E. Lexow.wrote some years ago:"Since our first informa
tion on Project 'Y-(the Roe craft) in early 1953, ASD has been on the alert
for information which might indicate that the Soviets were working on such a
project." 165.

Knowledge of Russian advances in the race for air supremacy was limited in
the 1950s and often the U.S. was victimized by rumors suscessfully spread by
Moscow s disinformation agents. For example, during this period some in the
Pentagon believed the Communists had achieved a major breakthrough-"As early
as 1953 there had been reports of a Russian nuclear plane with a shield made
of a mysterious substance called LOSK." 166.

UFO paces aircraft.

February 13th. 8:30 - 9:30 p.m. Vichy, Missouri.

An Air Intelligence Information Report states:

"Capt. Robert B. Bailey, the pilot of a C-47, on a course of 43 degrees,
7,000 feet altitude and at an indicated airspeed of 170 knots, noticed
an unusual object in the vicinity of the Vichy Radio Range Station, which
approximated a circular light which, from my position, appeared to be
approximately one foot in diameter. The light of varying intensity ap
peared to be on a collision-interception course from approximately 238
degrees. I turned on my landing lights to warn the object of my pre
sence and notified the co-pilot and Crew Chief of my sighting. They
corroborated my observation and watched as the object appeared to position
itself approximately one mile off the left wing or at 328 degrees. The
light varied in intensity and color from red through amber to green. It
remained visible for 5-10 minutes during which time it dropped back, re
lative to the aircraft, then increased its speed and made three dives and
zooms on a course parallel to that of the aircraft before disappearing.
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SK*
flight report to t£e VichylaJIoZJge^tL." 1*67?" ' CIRVIS
February 13th. Strange lights over Carswells AFB

"p-

of 1.500 • "stance

inf the nXm of a k

Scotland. February 13th. The afternoon.

Thousands see "liilb" over San Francisco.

« Feb^ary 13th. Beginn-
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-

saw it as they drove unthe
colored.changing to sHver FranC1SC0'

motorists

but we

up?Jh1n sZiSZ-' also^SS ^ ^1V6Ii Be^i°^ent straight
Characteristics: TVo fiickine vanor frailrT*--!^itUdfi 10'000 feet-
Deep throb. Position: Directly over tower' wJS *\?°l Jcet«type" Sound

Al Chop and Donald Keyhoe. Mid-February.

repM^ that sane more «F0
happy about that but his mind was on thTiJS ^"igence. Keyhoe was
asked Chop, without much h^f^^d^i^S^^T^J^ fiLn S0 he
footage. y wr gooa news» afeout the fate of the remarkable

S'id:"»'s settled.

who brother-

on and was set for the "wek a^ £ W' th!.Press showing was still
week. Also, Chop confirmed that UFO photo-
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gTapher Delbert Newhouse's written statement on the incident would be made
available to the Fourth Estate, as well as the results of tests conducted
by the Navy and Air Force laboratories. These lab papers would be origin
al drafts which concluded the objects photographed were unexplainable.

Keyhoe pressed Oiop for the exact words in the Air Force press release
hoping for something akin to a dramatic admission that the UFO film really
proved something, however Qiop insisted that the Air Force would not do any
such thing and would simply refuse to speculate on the matter. This seem
ed incomprehensible to Keyhoe who declared that the Air Force could not
just let the issue hang and risk a public uproar, view Chop shared. Asked
point blank by Keyhoe what the chances were for the Air Force to admit UFOs
were from outer space, Chop snapped:"That's absolutely out. There's enough
opposition even to showing the film." 176.

UFO alert! February 17th. Los Alamos.

Word went out to the Los Alamos, New Mexico, Protective Force Network on
the 17th to be on the alert for unidentified flying objects. What trigger*
ed this alert is not mentioned in BLUE BOOK files but we have a reference to
the forementioned alert which, as the record shows, was forwarded to the
17th District Office of Air Force Special Investigations, Kirtland AFB,
originating from the Los Alamos Security unit. On the 17th the alert paid
off when a Los Alamos gurad posted at Station #470 detected something with
binoculars at 6:10 p.m., He spotted a trio of blue-white objects to the
north about 30 degrees above the horizon. The evening sky was clear and
the air cool,dry, and windless. The objects and their motions as depicted
in the official record were not spectacular so one wanders what "set off
the excitement. 177. Perhaps our question is answered by what happened
at Los Alamos the next day, February 18th.

February 18th.

Very early in the morning on February 18,1953 something bright and fiery
flashed over Los Alamos. At 1:25 a.m. Protective Force Stations #470 and
#515 were startled by the sudden appearance of a speeding fireball in the
eastern sky. The gurad at Station #515 estimated that the object flashed
by only 1-lh miles away while falling at an angle of 15-20 degrees with re
ference to the horizon. According to one witness :"Object was traveling at
a high rate of speed from south to north. When it fiTst appeared it was
bright green, but as it turned red it seemed to lose speed and altitude
then vanished in the sky." 178. The green fireballs were back!

Why no UFO reports from Iceland?

UFOs were seen all over the world but one will find few non-American

cases in Air Force records since not much of an effort was made to gather
such reports. A letter fran the U.S. Air Attache in Iceland informs us of
just one reason for the lack of UFO reports being forwarded:

"Quite often there have been reports of flying saucers included in the
local newspapers which arrived at this section long after they were ob
served, which is the main reason for their not having been reported. How
ever, this section now has the services of a full-time translator and
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these reports will be available to us within a short period after the in
cidents occur and will be reported." 179.

Project PINBALL.

Concern over further Russian incursions into North America was high at Ladd
AFB, Alaska. Suspicious phenomena was carefully monitored:

"Project 'PINBALL,1 the collection and analysis of information pertain
ing to unidentified activities as gathered by the outlying radar sites,
is being continued; graphs were being prepared daily. All plots compiled
by the Intelligence office are forwarded to the Alaskan Air Command Intell
igence Directorate for further collation and evaluation. The results of
this project are estimated to be good.

"A total of four unidentified flying objects reports had been received by
the Intelligence Office during this quarter. The Intelligence Section was
credited with the finding of a solution to these reports and those received
during October, November, and December of 1952. After careful examination
of the facts submitted with the reports and after thorough interrogation of
the personnel who made the observations, it was discovered that every report
had some instances of similarity. Major Walter K. Henry, Commander of the
Weather Detachment at Ladd, was consulted and invited to review the subiect
reports.

"The theory of weather phenomena was disregarded and the theory of astro
nomical bodies entering into our atmosphere was set aside in view of the
fact that the similarity of these reports and the facts submitted in them
was such that could be readily explained. It was agreed to conduct an ex
periment at Ladd Air Force Base with the belief that a solution to these
unidentified objects could be reached. On the night of 17 February 1953,
at approximately the same hour as most of the sightings were observed, and

under almost the same weather conditions, a group of all available person
nel who had reported such sightings were assembled with Major Ahlstrom in
charge. At a given time, a PIBAL weather balloon with a light was released.
It was agreed by al] persons that what they saw that night was beyond a doubt
the same object reported in their sightings. A check-back of PIBAL reports,
for times coincident with observations, further substantiated those sight
ings." 180.

Lacking any other information on what was going on, one has to accept the
simple explanation offered, yet now read what occurred the next morning at
another air base(Elmendorf) in another part of Alaska:

"At approximately 18/0455Z February 1953 an unidentified red light was sighted

in the vicinity of Elmendorf AFB by the following members of the 39th Air Pol

ice Squadron: A /2C Darce R. Odan, A/2C Jewell W. Willingham, A/3C Augustus J.

Wordmute, A/3C Robert A. Wood, and A/B Norman B. Motts.

"The object is described as a large red light,estimated to be 36 inches in

diameter from a distance of 3/8 ths of a mile and an altitude of 1500 feet.

Its shape was not clearly defined, but appeared to be round. It emitted no

sound nor weie there any discernible trails of exhaust patterns. Weather at

the time of the sighting was a measured 5500 feet overcast, visibility 10

miles, wind 15-16 knots from 170 to 185 degrees.

"The object first appeared approximately at the west end of runway 05. At
the time of the initial observation its altitude was estimated to be 1500
feet. However it was described as climbing gradually and was traveling at

a speed a little slower than a jet. The object travelled in a southwesterly
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direction and crossed Anchorage to a point just beyond the city limits when
it circled to the west to a position out over the middle of knik arm, but on
a line with the city.

"One fighter intercepter was scrambled in an effort to intercept. As the jet

became airborne there was a noticeable increase in the speed of the object.

When it reached a point midway across the arm, the light climbed vertically

at a speed far in excess of any jet observed by the airmen and disappeared

from sight. The fighter reported no contact at any time. A nearbv radar

site was alerted and was operational during the entire period but reported

no sighting.

"The duration of the sighting was five to ten minutes. No weather balloons

were released during the period. All airmen have previously observed fall

ing stars and declared the sighting did not resemble such natural phenomenon.

A similar sighting was made the previous evening, but was unknown to the air

men.

"Comments of Preparing Officer:

"All persons who could have knowledge of this sighting have been interro

gated. The light still remains unidentified." 181.

February 18th. The CIA reports back to the IAC.

It should be remembered that the Intelligence Advisory Committee, desiring to

advise the policy-making National Security Council, had enpowered the CIA to es

tablish the Robertson panel to review(judge?) the UFO problem. The results, as

we have seen, were controversial and complex, yet the IAC only learned about the

two-page conclusion produced by the scientific panel which was delivered to the

advisory body on February 18, 1953. The CIA official that submitted the docu

ment to the IAC, James Q. Reber, all but gave the Coup de Grace to the possibil-

itly the NSC would issue a directive. Such a directive would mean official

authorization of any number of serious proposals (or as Ruppelt claimed, formal

recognition of the extraterrestrial theory). 182.

Banner headline: EXTRA! SAUCERS FIRST CONTACT REVEALED. Subhead: WEL
COME SPACE VISITORS.

On February 19, 1953 a "newspaper" appeared in Los Angeles with the fore-
mentioned amazing announcement. A close inspection revealed that the paper
was a neatly done, one man effort, relating, minutely the alleged experiences
of its editor and publisher, Orfeo Angelucci.

A huge mother ship was suppose to be in orbit around the Earth, sending
down smaller "crystal discs" to survey mankind's civilization, according to
the long newstory.

The eight page "newspaper" is largely autobiographical but it does dis
cuss the "splendid beings," almost angels, that pilot the saucers and the
reasons why Angelucci was selected to act as sort of an evangelist on behalf
of the space visitors.

Angelucci, a plastic fabrication worker employed by the Burbank plant of
the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, hoped his "newspaper," the Twentieth
Century Times, would be published regularly and made a strong pitch for sub

scribers, but the venture flopped and only one issue was printed, however

Mr. Angelucci later developed his claims fijlly in a 1955 book: The Secret of

the Saucers.

If this "newspaper" counts, then Orfeo would qualify as the world's first

"published" contactee, beating Adamski by months.
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(Right) BLUE BOOK message con

cerning the Lake Erie sighting.
The message reads:"The follow

ing incident was reported by
Associated Press to Al Chop of
OPI and was forwarded for your

information and any desired act

ion. Claire Range on duty
station with GOC at Lake Erie
reported the following obser
vation to the Buffalo Filter

Center as occurring at 3:30 P.

M. 22 Feb 53. A silver chrome

object shaped like a saucer,

approximately 100' in diameter,

was observed about 1 h mile out

over Lake Erie going W. It was

reflecting light brightly. No
propulsion observed, no sound

heard."

(Below) A rare item, a newsstory

in the Communist press about the

subject of UFOs.

Yugoslavians See 1

Genuine 'Saucers'
BELGRADE, Feb. 18 (UP)—

Puzzled Belgrade learned jes-,

terday that the n>ing sauceis

seen over the capital last week
really »cie flying saucers—

miniature radio-controlled mod

els.

The Aviation Model Institute

laid It test flighted a jaid wide,

4-pound saucer o\ei the city
In prepaiatlon for the annual
bluhriny celebration for Mar-

'sh*l Tito on May 25. .
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Surge in UFO sightings noted.

"Saucer shelter" Lloyd Booth.

Was the UFO reported by Lloyd Booth a blimp?

» issue of the

«
—JSi

The newspaper added this:

heard by another, then seen by six others a feu minuteslater Ter Marlon,

"Latest reports were made last night when three Myrtle Beach resident.;
saw an identified obiect fly inland at ^proxinSSy 100S0S aUitusaw an identified obiect fly inland at ^proxinSSy 100S0S aUitude.
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The investigating Air Force officer reported:

"The weather on the night of 29 January 1953 in the Horry County area
was clear and cool with winds about four M.P.H. This is the.official
report given to me by the 3rd Weather Squadron at Pope Air Force Base, N.C.
This corresponds to the story given by Booth, but not the one given by
the CAA Control Tower. The report from there stated that high headwinds
kept the blimps flying from Georgia to North Carolina unusually low. 186.

"An interesting sidelight." "Is someone killing the cattler1

The same investigating officer wrote:

"Che interesting sidelight gathered from this investigation is that the
people of this area are quite upset over the deaths of so many of their
cattle. They complain that every time one of these obiects is reportedly
sighted, within twenty-four hours several cows in the vicinity are found
dead. The veternarians of this area say that the cattle have died from
caustic or lead poisoning. This may or may have have some bearing on
the reported sightings." 187.

"ATIC DOCUMENT 123879, Russia."

A secret report from agents behind the Iron Curtain said:

"The following sightings were made in Russia from November 1952 to
20 February 1953. 1) During the nights of 19 6 20 Nov and again on
8 S 12 Dec 52 unusual optical phenomena in the form of lights were ob
served in northern Russia. The obiects changed color from red to
white to green and were observed high in the sky pursuing an elliptical
course. On one occasion one of the objects was observed ascending in
to the air centered in several light beams directed vertically upward.
Later the beams of light disappeared and the obiect, giving.off liP«
signals, remained in the air. 2) On 6 Dec 52 a cigar-shaped object flew
at a tremendous speed from a northeasterly direction toward observers,
ascending in the sky as it pursued its course. 3) On 20 Feb 53 between
1920 and 1950 hours a lighted object was observed rapidly ascending and
descending and at the same time moving slowly southward. Obiect appeared
first round and then cigar-shaped, its light changed from red to green,
and its southward progress during the half-hour observation period was

not more than 100 degrees. .
"ATIC COMMENT- It is believed that many of these sightings are the re
sult of Soviet balloon activity. The Taurid or Gemima meteor snowers

might account for the second sighting." 188.

20 February 1953.

"IIFO swoops down on Korea."

Project BLUE BOOK received the following from the Marine Corps:

"At approximately 0025 hours on 20 February 1953, a United States Marine
Sergeant, John Muciek, on communications watch at the conrninication tent
of the Cho-do USMC Garrison, observed an object which resembled a falling
star travel a straight path at an unknown altitude from the vicinity ot
XC-5555 This light was indicated by a steady white light resmblinp a
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placed by a red light and from then on, at intervals of approximately
three seconds, the light flashed alternately red to white
••Upon recovering from his surprise, Sgt. Muciek called to United States

Marine Corporal Hubert Hicks of the Cho-do (XC-6265), North Korea, Gar
rison, who was inside the communication tent. Hicks went outside and
and witnessed the phenomenon. By this time, the object was no longer
moving around in the area. It was stationary in the sky, and the light
glowing from it continued to flash from red to white at intervals of
three seconds. Approximately one minute after Hicks had joined Muciek
%J Jft ^P^rted from the vicinity of XC-55S5 on a southwesterly course.
^Sergeant Muciek phoned his observations into the USMC Command
When I was informed of the foregoing, I called KodakfA radar site?]and

inquired as to whether they had any unidentified sightings during the per
iod in question. They replied in the negative and informed me that there
had been an air-cap in the area during that time.

"Today, during a conversation between (deleted") and Major Pak KMC
Canmander. Major Pak commented on having seen a flying saucer at approx
imately the same time vdth approximately the same phenomena as described
by the two Marines.

"Since one of the oddities of the sighted object was that it remained
stationary while holding altitude, in addition to showing lights, and
the ability to stop abruptly in flight, it did not seem to have been a
mistaken sighting of the air-cap which was a propeller driven aircraft.
Further, during the sighting, all witnesses testified, there was no sound
as one would expect from a propeller driven aircraft." 189. '

Still more UFOs over the Pacific. Indonesia.

A brief Intelligence message ll?.*?^^118 ^
stated- High-Flymg Disc

"A strange egg-shaped object LvKESS&f^t
was observed over Corontalo in served a disc-like object flying
NrrrtVi (VieViec m 7^ VtA* *.\ slowly high above the clouds
Nortn Leieoes on a Feb 53. ln a wesferIy direction, Aneu

This Obiect radiated a grayish- News Agency reported,
preen licrht and a red lioht uac Later, the same object was
green llgnx am a rea llgnt was observed at a lower altitude but
seen from the tail. The Object It rose suddenly and disappeared

flew swiftly in a north to south JWtSSMB2SS» Si "
direction.' 190. left behind a reddish trace.

Various inhabitants ot Malang

A United Press dispatch tells it SngVT.n K £ ,of.
a bit differently. (See photocopy) few moments. The disc sud-

r r/ denly disappeared at great
I speed.

February 22th.

Noontime at Adelaide, South Australia, a veteran Australian Air Force off
icer was at home relaxing with his wife. The couple were on the verandah
where they had a good view of the sky when suddenly two disc-shaped objects-
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appeared speeding along side by side. The obiects dipped and then zoomed
away. The objects were lost to view for a moment, but then after a few
minutes they were spotted again approaching from different directions. The
two objects almost collided. After the near miss, one UFO banked and shot
skyward, quickly becoming a shrinking speck in the blue. This case is dated
February 22, 1953. 191.

More UFOs over the Pacific. Borneo. February 25th.

A brief Intelligence message stated:

"Hundreds of curious Borneoes today cranned their necks to watch a bright

star-like object which a ppeared to be rotating in the sky over the oil

town of Seria, emitting twin jets of vapor. 'Flying Saucers,' said the

spectators for want of a better explanation. They estimated its height at

30,000 and said it was visible for 40 mintues. Similar phenomenon have

been reported over Borneo several times recently." 192.

February 26th.

The following is a teletype message received from Barksdale AFB, Louisiana:

"FIVE UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS OBSERVED.. .OBJECTS APPEARED TO BE
CIRCULAR DISCS', APPROXIMATELY ONE-HALF INCH IN DIAMETER*AND OF A YELLOW
HUE. DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER TO OBJECTS UNKNOWN. ESTIMATED ALTITUDE
ABOVE 10,000 FT. OBJECTS WERE MOVING IN A CIRCULAR TURN FROM WEST TO
EAST IN TRAIL FORMATION. NO COOTRAIL, SOUND OR EXHAUST NOTICED TIME
OF SIGHTING 1138 CST. LOCATION OF OBSERVER: SHREVEPORT LA., VISUAL

SIGHTING OF OBJECTS FROM GROUND AT 45 DEGREE FROM OBSERVER.

"THREE OF THE OBJECTS SUDDENLY VANISHED WHILE TWO REMAINED IN AREA NORTH

WEST OF CITY AT SAME ANGLE AND ALTITUDE PERFORMING ERRATIC MANEUVERS SUCH

AS SQUARE, ANGULAR TURNS, RAPID UP AND DOWN MOVEMENTS AND FLUTTERING

MOTIONS FOR APPROXIMATELY HALF MINTUE WHEN ONE OBJECT VANISHED FROM SIGHT.

LAST REMAINING OBJECT CONTINUED MANEUVERS FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO MINTUES

AND VANISHED TO NORTH WEST. INTERCEPTION AND IDENTIFICATION ACTION NOT

TAKEN. OBJECTS WERE OBSERVED FOR A TOTAL OF APPROXIMATELY 4 MINUTES.

"OBSERVER IS AIRMAN 27 YEARS OF AGE WITH TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE ON AIRCRAFT.

HE IS A PRIVATE PILOT WITH 500 HOURS PILOT TIME. 193.

27 February 53. "Circling the moon."

UFOs over Brooks AFB, Texas, from 2345 26February to 0100 27 February

Statement of witness:

"It was about 23:40 on the 27th of February 1953 when on my way to work
I spotted a single bright light moving at a high rate of speed. At

first I thought it to be a star or meteor, but it did not move fast

enough or at randum like a shooting star. It first appeared in the
south-west and was traveling north and made a definite pattern of flight

* At arm's length?



December 15, 1952

Mr. Miles E. Goll 93-A
Box 9575
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

Ohio

Dear Mr. Goll:

This letter report describes progress for the period from

November 11, 195?, to December 10, 1952.

Sighting reports up to and includinc July 25, 1952, have been
processed. Except for reports dated 19ii7 and 19h&, all sifhting reports
up to and including June, 1952, have been evaluated. The sighting

reports for 19b7 and 19lj8 were returned from Harvard University on

November 20. Because the reports and the forms which had beer, filled in

and placed with the folders were mixed up, these reports will not be
ready for evaluation until about December 15.

Two evaluation conferences of two days each were held during

this report period, on November 12 and 13, and on December 3 and I«.
During the report period, evaluation has been more difficult than for

merly, because the amount and quality of data in the average report have

increased. Evaluation conferences will be scheduled in the future as

reports are available.

The rotation system for handling sighting reports, whereby no

more than 100 sighting reports are permitted away from WPAFB at any one

time, has functioned with a minimum of delay.

Coding and evaluation of 1952 sighting reports will continue.

The preliminary analysis of data on all sighting reports dated before

1952 will begin as soon as the 19l*7 and 19^8 reports can be straightened
out and evaluated. Results of this analysis will be given to WPAFB at

the earliest possible time. It is hoped that the results will be avail

able by January 1, 1953. By about January 15, 1953, all sighting reports
dated before August 10, 1952, will probably be processed and evaluated,

ready for IBM analysis.

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, The Ohio State University, gave advice con

cerning several sighting reports during the report period.

Very truly yours,

William T. Reid

Supervisor

cc: Capt. F. H. Me Govern



Jaiwry 23, 1953

Mr. Miles E. Ooll

Box 9575 93"B
Wright-Fatterson Air P'orce Base

Ohio

Dear Mr. Goll:

This letter re; ort de:cribes progress for the period from

December 11, 1952, to January 10, 1953.

Sighting reportc here nov been processed up to and including

August 10, 1952. Evaluatior of sighting reports has been com, leted for

sightings up to and including July 15, 1952. Reports for 19^7 and 19I16
were evaluated; these reports bad been at Harvard University, and thus

bad not been evaluated in chronological order. In our previous letter

to you, dated December 15, 1952, it was stated that a preliminary analysis

of data from all sighting reports made before 1952 would begin as soon as

possible after the I9U7 and I9U6 reports were reprocessed and evaluated.

It had been hoped that results of the preliminary analysis would be avail-

able by January 1, 1953. This has not been possible, because of the ex

tensive work required in reprocessing the I9L7 and IShB sighting reports
after their return from Harvard University. Reprocessing of these reports

required more tine than anticipated, because many of our forms had been

lost. This has delayed our consideration of the 1952 sighting reports.

One two-day evaluation conference was held during this report

period, on December 17 and 18, 1952. As mentioned in the last progress

report, evaluation of later sighting reports has been more difficult than

for earlier ones.

Preliminary analysis by IBM machines of data free sighting

reports dated before 1952 will begin January 20, 1953* Results of this
analysis will be sent to VPAFB as soon as they are available. The

results will be reported informally first to Captain Ruppelt, as he has

requested. Later, they will be included in a routine progress report.

Coding and evaluation of 1952 sighting reports is continuing,

with evaluation conferences scheduled as they are necessary. All sighting

reports dated prior to August 25, 1952, should be processed by February 15,

1953- CThe period of August 10 to 25, 1952, was one during which a large

number of sighting reports was received.) By this same date, all reports

dated before August 1, 1952, are expected to be evaluated.

Very truly yours,

UNCLASSIFIED
cc: Maj. L. G. Whi^ftBURITY INFORMATION
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February 23, 1953 93.c

Mr. Kllei E. fell

Box 9571
Vrlght-Itttersoji Ail Force Baso

Ohio

Dear Mr. Oolli

This letU-r re, crt oocribes protj'c6s Tor tte period fru

Jamjar* 11, 1?53, to February 10, 1953.

Siphtinr reports hsv» now been processso up tCl ^nri inclulinr

October 15, 1952. Evaluation of sighting reports has been completed for

sightiagi: up to ana Including July 31, 1952.

Preliuinar> anLLrsix by IBK nachinse of date from sight:nc

reports dated before 1951 bec*n on Jaxiutry 26, 1953. Thic wcrl: ie cen-
timdJii, and results of the analyair will be forfcarded inforooll;' to

Captalr. Huppclt ac econ as they are available.

Gtoe two-daj.- evaluation conference was held durinr this report

period, on January 22 ant 23, 1953. Because only one i-TAFB representative
«&s aviilable to participate in the conference, less than the normal

amount of wer* was «cca&pliahed. (Usually, 160 to 200 cases can be
evaluated daring- a two-day evaluation conference. On January 22 and 23,

1953, 115 cases ware evaluated.)

Codinf and evaluation of 1952 siehtlnc reportc is contiirciog,
with evaluation conferences scheduled aa they ere necessary. All

aigntiAC reports res&inicc for the year 19f£ should be processed by

Karch 15, 1953* By that euac date, all sitting reports dated prior to
September 1 are expected to be evaluated.

Very trulj yours,

WUllac T. Reid
Supervisor

WTRseg

cci tej. L. G. '•.hltchcr
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as it circled the moon. At short intervales a mate to the object

could be seen a short ways behind it. They continued to circle the

moon in a large oval with the longer part of the oval to the north and

south. Visibility was perfect and at no time did clouds obstruct the
view. There was only one light on each object and it appeared to be

very bright yet far away. The night was too clear and I am not cap

able of stating altitude although my estimate of speed was close to 900

miles per hour as compared to the jet aircraft I have seen. The object

flew in a quivering sort of way as it wiggled back and forth in flight.

There was no sound and the last I saw was when they were heading south in
the direction where they were first sighted." 194.

Ruppelt and BLUE BOOK learn of George Adamski.

It took a while but finally on February 25, 1953 the report on Aiamski by Air

Force Special Agent Donald F. Farbstein, 18th OSI District, was forwarded to
BLUE BOOK. It read in part:

"Investigation was predicated on an anonymous telephone call on 12

January 1953, indicating that at(deleted) telephone could be learned a

matter of grave concern to the national security. Adamski's secretary

indicated she had information which could only be related to the OSI and

FBI.

"An interview with Adamski revealed he was interested in photographing

and reporting on such phenomenon as -flying saucers and the spacemen who

fly on these space ships. Mamski turned over alleged photographs of

'flying saucers' and a message placed on one film pack by alleged 'space

men.' Interview with Aiamski was .conducted in coordination with the San
Diego Office of the FBI, which office declined investigative jurisdiction."

195.

Battelle rushes its work.

As explained by Dr. Hynek, the Battelle Memorial Institute's study of UFO

reports on file with BLUE BOOK was suppose to give support to the Robertson

panel's conclusions. A series of letters in BLUE BOOK files written by

Battelle supervisor William Reid tells of the effort to rush work so as to

complete the job by early 1953. Besides the unexpected quality and quanity

of the 1952 reports, what also slowed progess was having to retrieve some of

the early UFO reports .covering the years 1947 and 1948, from Harvard Univer

sity where they had evidently been well scrutinized since the documents were

in disarray. It is interesting to think that the notorious anti-UFO Harvard
professor Donald Menzel had been busy with the files, for some reason having

the "need to know" as they express it in the Intelligence community. Dr.

Menzel was giving numerous lectures and was preparing a book about UFOs which
was due out right after the Robertson panel finished its deliberations.

(See photocopies of Reid's letters)

APRO's odd benefactor.

With the passage of time Coral Lorenzen, Director of the Green Bay, Wiscon

sin, "Aerial Phenomena Research Organization," learned of the curious CIA-Ro

bertson panel recommendations that urged a watch be maintained on her private

group (as well as the Los Angeles CSI) in the event of a big UFO flap due to the
group's "potential great influence" with the American public, an influence

possibly subversive, or at the very least "irresponsible." Those were strong
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words to describe the tiny, loosely linked, bunch of amateurs. This appraisal
of her organization puzzled Mrs. Lorenzen since she felt that any opinion of
her group would have to be tentative. She eventually questioned Dr. Hynek on
this and he told her APRO received only passing attention during the panel
meetings, so Mrs. Lorenzen surmised that the assessment of her group came
from the panel's sponsor, the CIA.

Official interest in APRO would explain some peculiar incidents. For exam
ple, there were the visits of the so-called "painting contractors" during the
Summer of 1952 who seemed more concerned with long, drawn-out, conversations
than soliciting business.

Even more disturbing was the discovery Mrs. Lorenzen made in 1953

when she received a letter from one of her group's most enthusiastic mem
bers, a man who claimed to have had seme experience in the Intelligence
field. The contents of the letteT, dated February 22, 1953, was of no
consequence, instead, what was important was the nearly invisible impress
ions of typed words that became legible when the light reflected off the
paper's surface at just the right angle. Evidently the sheet had been used
used as a "pad" for another letter and this had caught Mrs. Lorenzen's eye
as she tossed the sheet of paper into a file basket. What triggered a
closer inspection was her name positioned at the top of the sheet followed
by what appeared to be an "Intelligence report." She surmised that the
piece of paper had been a platen for a typed essay on her and her activities.

When questioned, APRO's benefactor did not deny authorship and offered
what Mrs. Lorenzen considered a lame excuse. The fellow said he wrote such
things as a "habit" which enabled him to "formalize his impressions of peo
ple." v

Later when she searched her memory, Mrs. Lorenzen recalled one negative
thing about the person. She remembered that on numerous occasions she had
to gently parry the man's attempts to get APRO to embrace metaphysical
theories. 196.

Keyhoe becomes restless.

Impatient because Al Chop had not contacted him for some time, late in

February Keyhoe took the iniative and phoned the PIO's Pentagon office. As
usual Chop was in conference but the person who took the call was the fellow
who had been passing on important inside information to Keyhoe all along and
this man took the opportunity to chat. This source mentioned the sharp in
crease in UFO reports which Chop had also noted, and he also informed Keyhoe

of the spectacular sighting of a huge, 100-foot, disc over Lake Erie(22 Feb-
ruary)which had greatly heighten fears in Air Force Intelligence that another
big UFO flap/loomed. Of greater import, however, was the news that the CIA
had recommended debunking UFOs, a revelation that stunned Keyhoe who never
suspected that the cloak and dagger boys were involved. Keyhoe immediately
pressed for details but of course few could be given. Thus, within weeks of
the Robertson panel's adjournment, Keyhoe learned of the existence of the
secret proceedings and something of its implications.

Here is how Keyhoe quotes his source:

"The Air Force gave some of their top men a secret briefing. The CIA
people advised them to put out a new report, debunking the saucers the
way they did in '49 --tell the public the project was ended, and then
carry it on underground. It'd probably be top secret." 197.
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Keyhoe was incredulous such a policy was thought possible in light of the
cooperation the Air Force had already given him.p

Before Keyhoe could recover from the bad news of the CIA's ^™efJ™'
he ROtTcall fron Al Chop who announced he was resigning his PIO post so he
could take a job with private industry. That was more bad news because it
mSnt the enVof an excellent working relationship that had provided Keyhoe
with so much UFO information. Chop had been sympathetic to pro-UFO ideas.
Thp next PIO mav not be so inclined. ,
ifl Keyhoe visited Chop at his hone .here the two men talked

ion. Chop insisted his resignatton had nothingto do mth
l y

the situation.

groups within Air Force Intelligence were
one

thing quiet and not stir up people. 19°.

What BLUE BOOK files say.

A search of Air Force records disclose the following which seems to con
firm Chop's statements as reported by Keyhoe:

"Reference Telecon #27, 26 Feb 53. USAF Item d A™^^

MM
199.

The proposed press conference. Chop's view.

see through the scheme. Why hold a bip news conference just to
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film of what were believed to be birds or balloons? Why a build-up over
nothing?

The proposed press showing was to be held the next afternoon and (hop
asked Keyhoe to contact him about 4:00 p.m.

The following day.

At the agreed hour Keyhoe arrived at Chop's office and found a grim-
looking Chop. Chop said the press conference idea had been killed after a
long discussion of the difficulties that might result. It was agreed that
there was only two options:1.) The military could tell all, or 2.) The
military could say nothing. The safe thing to do was to say nothing and that
was the military's choice. 199.

The real deciding factor, however, was the intervention ot the CIA which
used its power to stop the "Fournet group." Chop confirmed to Keyhoe the CIA1 s
role and also revealed orders to debunk UFOs in a national campaign by the
"planting" of stories in the newsmedia which reflected the view that UFOs
were so much poppy-cock. 200.

The cancelation of the press conference was an enormous disappointment to
Keyhoe yet he was encouraged by the fact that many in the government and mili
tary believed as he did and wished him success. In fact the very day of the
cancelation he had received a note from an official in the Defense Department
urging the military to tell all about the Tremonton case , and blasting cer
tain "human ostriches" in the Air Force for not having the courage to face
the unpleasant truth that there was a definite pattern to UFO reports. 201.

Keyhoe looks elsewhere.

The Tremonton busines now a blighted hope, Keyhoe turned to pursuing a
clue to a supposed hush-hush UFO study that was rumored to be highly contro
versial. Questioned about the hearsay, Chop confirmed Keyhoe1 s information
to a limited extent, but due to security could only say that a certain analy
sis of UFO cases had been completed in the Fall of 1952 and its conclusion was
rather definite , a conclusion Chop did not want to reveal since he was not
sure of its current classification(The study was the one conducted by Fournet
and his team which concluded that reported UFO maneuvers indicated that the
objects were under intelligent control and must be machines from outer space).
A sympathetic Chop nevertheless composed a letter intended for public circu
lation which recognized Keyhoe1s association with project BLUE BOOK, as well
as terming the ex-Marine flyer turned journalist a responsible and accurate
reporter, and finally stating that the Air Force was aware of Keyhoe's extra
terrestrial visitor bias. Not content to leave it at that, Chop went on to
write that the Air Force had always considered the aliens from space theory
a valid possibility and that some in the military were convinced an unknown
phenomenon of a very strange nature may indeed exist. Furthermore, Chop ad
mitted that competent observers had reported what seemed to be controlled
maneuvers by UFOs and if the observers are to be believed, one would have to
accept the extraterrestrial conclusion(What Chop did in this letter was
paraphrase the conclusion of the Fournet study). 202.

Keyhoe was delighted with the letter because at last he had something
"official" in writing that appeared to give its blessing to the space visitor
theory(We have to note, however, the careful language used in the key part of
the letter which states:"-if observers can be believed."
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bCCaUSe a°P WiMy reminded Keyhoe that he had
"offic^ ft£ ™f ^T™^1 P??1 S0 the letter could ™* be consideredofficial. This was yet another disappointment for Keyhoe but upon reflect-

bStS tfJetihe UFo'nr J?"^ ^ ^ ValUe' ^ ™^oattie to get the UFO problem properly recognized

Chop's release from official duties did have its positive side Now the

S2? 2J %° ^ "? mi™\aside f™> ««a?n security r^strSions
have its positive sid

Sn2?v 2Je to%h° ^ "? mi™\aside f™> ««a?n security r^strSions.
£? Jyi, v ^ v Share hlS ?rivate thoughts with Keyhoe, Chop related to his
friend he had been personally convinced for a long time UFte were spacecraft.

Keyhoe learns of Ruppelt1s disaffection.

rant°°S, **?♦ hisD,talk1With M Ch°P' Keyhoe conferred with BLUE BOOK chief
SK; *%?elt- *Welt not °"ly confiraed what Chop said, he even informed
?~ tJ^S W"r? ^^ nOTSt- ^ ^bunking planned was to be evenmore ex-
HZr^ ^ P,^tUlg °f anti-UF0 ^t^163 in newspapers and magazines.
From now on if a UFO report was filed with BLUE BOOK, it had to be Explained
fast as a conventional phenomenon, and explained in such a way as to matethe
^r"S.,apPear t0Je a f001 fOT reporting the sighting.even 3 5 mlZ hav
ing to:"...discredit our own pilots." 204. Ruppelt said the new nolicv
made him ill and because of i? he was seriously^mside?ing res?Kfcelt
rex^and^^loOK^-'!:6 "Vf"^ and "^ Wel1 ha^e «"Sf?o l2dan expanded BLUE BOOK which would be a major career move, but his complaint
about having to discredit fellow officers seems sincere.) 205. Ther^may
be some significance in the fact that Ruppelt was relieved of his BLUE BOOK
job temporarly, from February 1953 to July 19S3,and 1st Lt. Bob Olsson put

ilSir?' 'SPPei1oJeSUinef-hiS Position as BLUE B°0K chief in July 1953 and
^l^^LThe left active duty M wel1 as his job as

Air^J" Hy^ al^° confinTied the new anti-UFO policy According to Dr Hynek
Aar Force authorities were under instructions to treat UFOs this way " thT
whole subject had to be debunked, period, no questions about i"»To6.'

What happened to Dewey Fournet?

Questioned years later, Dr. Hynek was asked about the fate of those nersons
involved in the official UFO investigation if they became convinced the^sJerV
T'r^t 5Cient^fic P1^1^ *• "^ek replied that h si did

y onvinced the^sJerV
Tcnrr'r^t 5Cient^fic P1^1^ *• "^ek replied that such conversions did
occurr and the procedure used in dealing with the situation was usually to have
the person transfered and that Dewey Fournet was one example. 207.

witHf haS ^S t0 ""^jor Fournet had already been put on inactive duty '
with orders not to reveal his UFO conclusion. His secret report was bottled
up a HQ as 'an unfinished Air Force document."1 208.

February 28th.
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The "Beirut parade."

The above expression is attributed to French UFO authority Capt. Clerouin
who coined it to discribe an inpressive manifestation that appeared in the sky
above Beirut, Lebanon, the evening of February 28, 1953. The principle wit
ness to the phenomenon was an engineer named Philippe Daures, a contractor
doing work at Beirut International Airport. Daures was living in a Beirut apart
ment on the seashore that looked out over the Mediterranean/

The evening of the 28th was dark with a slight mist in the air although the
stars were visible. At about 6:40 p.m. Daures spotted a vivid red body out
over the water at an altitute he estimated to be 2,000 feet. The body gave off a
crimson glow that was steady in its intensity and was unaccompanied by any green
or white lights required of aircraft. Since the strange glowing object'was
moving quickly seaward and soon would be out of sight, Daurces hurried over to
his neigbor to get another witness to the phenomenon. His neighbors; professors
Miles. Aubry and Baydre, happened to be home and when they answered their door
Daurces was standing there on their doorstep asking :"Would you like to see a '
flying saucer? Puzzled and amused, the two professors and Mne Baydre, fol
lowed Daurces as he entered their apartment and led them to the rear of their
home which also had a terrace with a good view of the Mediterranean

The strange object in the sky was now only a "red star" in the distance, but
overhead two other similar objects had come into view headed west. It seems
there was a parade of objects, all traveling one behind the other. One of them
was fairly close, at the zenith, which enabled the witnesses, Daurces and the
professors, to see clearly its red-orange, sharply defined disc shape. A total
of ten obiects passed overhead, equally spaced and taking about three minutes to
reach the horizon. No sound was heard at any time. 209.

"Fitful runs and stops."

The exact day is not known but close to the end of the month there occurred
an unusual manifestation in the skies of France's department of Indre-et-Loire
Just east of the town of Manthelan a M. "C.G."(name withheld)was amazed by a
big red blob in the sky the size of an orange held at arm's length. The "blob"
sailed silently through the sky horizontally, stopping and starting fitfully,
finally the blob made a sharp turn and zoomed northward at a trenendous speed.

"Making pilots feel like fools?'

One day in February Edward Ruppelt was a passenger on a United Airlines DC-6
on his way to the East Coast after visiting ADC headquarters in Colorado Springs.
During the flight the airliner Captain left his co-pilot at the controls while
he walked back to the rear of the plane, and while strolling down the aisle, he
noticed Ruppelt in his Air Force uniform in the half empty cabin and stopped to
say hello. Ruppelt, not mentioning his BLUE BOOK duties, casually asked the
pilot what he thought about UFOs. The civilian flyer appeared to be mildly
amused at the question and brushed the subject aside by saying people were
always asking him that, but when Ruppelt revealed he was head of the Air Force's
UFO investigation project, the pilot became serious and quickly volunteered the
information that many of his pilot friends had sighted strange obiects they could
not identify. Althouph he personally had never witnessed a UFO phenomenon, he
said he could arrange for Ruppelt to hear some real stories during the schelduled
layover in Chicago. Ruppelt said he would be interested so it was agreed that
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they would get together at Caffarello's coffee shop near the terminal build-

The United Airlines pilot showed up at Caffarello's with seven other pilots
The resulting bull-session turned into a verbal bashing of the Air Forced UFO*
policy .with one pilot fervently declaring he wouldn't report a uS sighting if
a^iS £Tt-P format™^ Ms plane. Another pilot explaine^suX

^?l ? f example of "redht h (i
Tt-P ^ Ms plane. Another pilot explaine^suX
?l ? f example of "red-hot characters (Air Force investigators)

^P 1 lke f°°ls When they reP°rted UFOs. He recalled the 1950
Jack Adams UFO encounter over Memphis when Captain Adams said he saw a circul-
lf £ l}0"*"* P"*"**- ^e Air Force listed the object wafa

Pll°l ^lating this stary taew Cap*- A^ personally and could

imfinh^S£V^! piK°tS P!!Sent' three of them had encountered something myster-
^?vS ?6 ?tm°Sph^La?d ^ of the three had the eerie experience of Singstalked by glowing UFOs during a night flight. 8

J?Jpe£misSed Ms connecting flight to Dayton but he felt the time well

fools had haPPe"ed <»«=« i» a <*He in the past, now

Was the Air Force taking UFOs seriously?

Another visitor to ADC headquarters that February was a civilian military
advisor by the name of Robert C. Gardner. Mr. Gardner had obtained a letter of

cSdiafX£,S-a V YOT? °ffieial« enablin« him t0 SroaSSe?al%-LSChildlaw Canmanding General of the continental air defence. Granted an inter
view that lasted a half hour, Gardner discussed a number of issuS witTthS Sc
^'^ °f **"* W3S, UFOs- General OiiWlw said:"We have stacks of reports
™ mS7^ SaUCCTS- ?e take thm seriously when you consider we have lost
many men and planes trying to intercept them." 212.

Menzel's book Hying Saucers.

a,,tw Sd£dCiJ^uSaUCfrs made its debut the last days of February and itsauthor was Dr. DonaTTMenzel, professor of Astrophysics, Harvard Univei-sity In
^i-°k ?Xl{aCe' ^^ kernel wrote that his book was an attempt to answe? tte
question:"What are the flying saucers.?" Many "respectable" librariesfeltX
Menzel answered the question and would stock no other UFO book. Did hi?
ahi?1?-^ *' 2aS1? -^ What ^ his "conservative approach" that respect
able libraries found so irresistible.

STSES ^T ^ h l M!nZel wenton to 8ain a Position of pres-
i,*- made major contributions in his speciality

w .°n^W^ld ^^ his wrk OT "P05 to be impressive. Y
Saucers Dr. Menzel maintained that all UFO reports were due to •

S3S«J>
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Over the years Dr. Menzel authored,and co-authored, three anti-UFO books
and as an example of the professor's peculiar brand of skepticism, one can find
he offered a different answer to the famous Kenneth Arnold sighting in each
book! 214. Menzel's never improved over the years, in fact he got worst.

ttidear physicist Stanton T. Friedman found plenty to fault in Menzel1s
arguments:propaganda techniques, character assassinations, selective choice
of facts, misrepresentations, and the lack of field investigations, yet the
professor had the gall to claim his research was conducted with an "unfail
ing scientific approach.!" 215.

Menzel's secret life.

Did Menzel write a "bad" book on purpose? Was it a coincidence the book Fly
ing Saucers appeared in the book -stores right after the Robertson panel recci^
mended the UFO subject be debunked? Was there any significance in the fact that
Flying Saucers was also published in Russian by the Harvard press?*

An examination of Dr. Menzel1 s private letters seems to help us understand a
few questions.

In a letter to John F. Kennedy(later President Kennedy), Menzel boasted of
having a TOP SECRET ULTRA security clearance, the highest possible, and a study
of Menzel's other papers show he made frequent trips to Washington D.C., and
worked with top government scientists like Vannevar Bush, J. Robert Oppenheimer,
and Lloyd Berkner. Those who knew Menzel-well, thought highly of his discre
tion in classified matters. Among the organizations he worked for during his
life, was the CIA. 216.

Was Dr. Menzel part of a "coverup,"one so high level that many in the Intell
igence community, including BLUE BOOK personnel, knew nothing about if

When Dr. Hynek was later accused by Dr. Jim Me Donald of being guilty of a
"miscarriage of scientific justice," the BLUE BOOK advisor defended himself by
saying the Generals would in no way pay him any attention since :"They were
already listening to Donald Menzel and the other boys over at the Harvard Astron
omy Department as it was." 217.

*

Harvard University had what was called a "Russian Research Center" at this

,m £. • ♦ J^i'i "i* vhis witer knows about the OenteT ™s that il; dreamed
Vqct JC^ M00LAM whlch was approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in March
iybi. The project was a scheme to drop leaflets over North Korea offering
cash, political asylum, and anonymity to any Communist pilot that defected
with a MiC-15 iet fighter.



Additional comments on the UFO films-

UFO£2L 8^r aT' ^ SOme COTltributions to the understanding of the
Sn"ufrtouSe^ettrhihiighi!0 examne the work of the *»me hL
hi^Sottfno°^fribfj™ tO s?ethingnew concerning the Tremonton images was
his plotting of relative motions, and he concluded:".. .there is a general ten
dency for the objects to move in pairs." ."«eie i* a general ten

The bird explanation Baker found appealing, but by testing the idea bv taVino

S'SetiiS* h°Tng ln S6 Sky-' SWtf* distance between Jhe camera8
and the subject, he discovered no similarity to the UFO film. The movements of
the UFO images was wrong, and the fluctuations in brightness did not match that
of birds. Moreover, Baker wondered vhy no cumulus clouds could be seen in the
^ £ w™? updraft was present. This did not rule out the existence of

WaS StlH anotheT faCt that gave the case a hieh strangeness
a|ersonal observation, Baker wondered why anyone, par-

Hartmann, on the other hand, favored the prevailing bird hypothesis. His ob
jections to an anomalistic judgement, however, were largely selective since thev
were based on his personal visual observations of birds . -'cl-tlve since they

Dic^uref varvS^1"^6'.83^-?8311? conducted «eld tests, taking numerous
lwt • *camera factors like: iris stops, frame speeds etc He photo-

fXErii*^?1 !™er.,di?ferfnt Anting condition at different distances using
a camera identical to Mariana's. These "control reflectivity experiments" rl
suited in nirt.,rp«: tfc,t showed that aircraft —--- V1™ eX?erments re

tune his judgonent confimed Baker's

555S"
Footnotes:

iis of Photographic Material. Douglas Aircraft

of j*»d£ntifi|d Flyijs Cb^ts rf. Daniel s „

studies
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Mysterious Aeriall
[Objects Observed
\By Carrier Crewel
ABOARD CARRIER VALLEY

FORGE OFF KOREA, Feb. 16

(Delayed) (AP) — Mysterious^
aerial objects flashing green'
and r. d lights ha,ve been soar

ing over the United States cai"
rler task force off Korea.

Lt. James R. Boulware, Co
nado, Cal., an officer in th.,

operations department and for

mer Denver radio man, said

/'two or three" of the strange
objects showed up on the radar
scope and /were seen with

glasses from the bridge of this
•27,000-ton carrier "about the*
middle of last May" off Korea
In the Sea of Japan.*

RNSN J. w. Bashaw, Long
■Breach, Cai., who saw them also
said "one or two" of the' ob
jects were visible.

"THEY WERE SIGHTED
first about 3 a.m. and still were
flashing in the sky at 3:45 a.m.i
when I lost interest and went
to bed,", said Boulware. "At first
they were at a fairly low alti
tude. Then they zoomed up high
and seemed to stay stationary.".

Neither Boulware nor Bashaw
could estimate the altitude'
or speed of the objects.
Both said they watched them
on the radarscope and through'
glasses from the bridge. H

"One of them was about as'
bright as the North star," said'
Bashaw, "but it was no star."


